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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

"Taking Teaching Seriously- is drawn from a celebrated
address by K. Patricia Cross at the 1986 AAHE National
Conference on Higher Education in Washington, D.C. In her
address. Cross emphasized the importance of efforts to
increase the quality of college teaching. This report uses a
model that views various strategies for improving instruction
as helping motivate individual faculty members to improve
their teaching by changing (and maintaining) certain of their
instructional attitudes and practices (through the process of
unfreezing, changing. and refreezing certain attitudes and
behaviors). This model focuses on the varieties of informa-
tive feedbackfrom such sources as colleagues and consul-
tants, chairs, students, and oneselfthat are facilitated hy a
supportive teaching culture and that drive the process of
instructional improvement.

What Are the Primary Characteristics of a
Supportive Teaching Culture?
The presence of a culture that is supportive of teaching
clearly enhances the effectiveness of all strategies for
improving instruction. he literiture consistently identifies
the following characteristics of cultures that support teaching
and its improvement: unambiguous commitment to and
support of teaching and its improvement from senior admin-
istrators: shared values ahout the importance of teaching
between admini,strators and faculty, with widespread
involvement of faculty in planning and implementing activi-
ties and programs to improve teaching, thus creating a sense
of faculty -ownership- of these activities and programs: the
presence of effective department chairs who are suppiwtive
of teaching and its improvement. frequent interaction and
collaboration among faculty and a sense of community
among faculty regarding teaching-related issues: a faculty
development program or campus teaching center: it broad,
expanded view of scholarship and scholarly activities; deci-
sicms about tenure and promotion connected to rigorous
evaluatkms of teaching; and a requirement that si nue
demonstration of effective teaching be part of interviewing
and hiring new faculty (Mass), , Wilger, and Colbeck 1994;.

Rice and Austin 1990).
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What Strategies to Improve Instruction Help Teachers
Provide Informative Feedback to Themselves?
Because college teachers often have a strong need to seek
self-determined competence by continuously scanning the
instructional environment for informative feedback, their
behavior can be examined and the source of changes in
their behavior understood by viewing them as "reflective
practitioners." Activities that constitute such practice-
centered inquiry have been shown to be useful strategies for
improving instruction (Amundsen, Gryspeerdt, and Moxness
1993). The ultimate foundation of all reflective practice or
self-reflection is the ability and opportunity to engage in
self-evaluation or self-assessment. Two common methods of
collecting self-evaluation feedback at universities involve the
use of self-rating forms and self-reports. At some colleges
and universities, for example, faculty are asked to complete
the same (or slightly reworded) questionnaires to evaluate
teaching as their students. This procedure enables faculty to
analyze their teaching and to reflect on their teaching behav-
iors along the same dimensions their students use to evalu-
ate them. A second method, self-reports completed by
college professors, has traditionally been limited to vitae and
reports of activities; recently, however, the idea of self-
reports has been conceptually and functionally expanded
into a medium, compendium, and showcase for reflective
practicenamely, the teaching portfolio, which is essentially
an elaborate and reflective form of self-evaluation (Edgerton,
Hutchings. and Quinlan 1991).

How Can Students Make Their Voices Heard?
Students hardly need to be "silent partners" in the enterprise
of improving teaching. One way their voices can he 1 .2ard is
through their completing teacher and course evaluations.
Research has shown persistently that feedback from student
ratings is of value in improving teaching, particularly if this
feedback is accompanied by the teacher's consulting with a
colleague or a teaching consultant (LI lommedieu, Menges,
and Brinko 1990). Several different ways of using student
interviews for giving feedback to teachers have also been
reported as successful strategies for improving instruction,
including group discussions, small-group instructional diag-
nosis, the class interview, and quality-control circles. A par-
ticularly distinctive way of receiving feedback from students

iv
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is for a professor to invite students into his or her classroom
who are not "official" members of the class but who are
trained in classroom observation. A student-visitor program
primarily provides confidential observations to increase the
instructor's effectiveness in helping students learn. Another
strategy for "listening" to students has been called "class-
room assessment," which consists of a wide range of meth-
ods college teachers can use to obtain useful feedback on
what, how much, and how well their students are learning
(Angelo and Cross 1993).

How Can Colleagues, Consultants, and Chairs
Be Helpful in Improving Teaching?
Faculty oeminars, workshops, and colloquia about teaching
are traditional (but still effective) practices for encouraging
interaction and collaboration among faculty regarding teach-
ing. Recent developments in a variety of areasaction sci-
ence, reflective practice, adult learning theory, and the
likehave encouraged an expanded range of strategies
using colleagues to help improve teaching. One important
set of activities, programs, and projects in this expansion is
the renewed use of team teaching (Baldwin and Austin
1995). Faculty collaboration through team teaching benefits
professors by developing their teaching abilities, intellectually
stimulating them, engaging them as self-directed learners,
and more closely connecting them to the university or col-
lege as, a community. A second set of programs and practices
is collegial coaching (Keig and Waggoner 1994). Two prima-
ry activities involved in collegial coaching are observation of
classroom teaching and instructional consultation (the review
of course materials and discussions about classroom prac-
tices). Based on descriptions and analyses of coaching pro-
jects at colleges and universities, effective programs have all
or most of the following characteristics: an underlying philos-
ophy; a procedure for selecting participants; a training pro-
gram for collegial coaches; a preobservation conference; One
or more classroom visits and observations; a postobservation
conkrence; and a chance for participants to evaluate their
effectiveness.

Many of the informal processes of consultation carried
out in collegial coaching projects have been formalized in a
comprehensive set of more routine services provided by the
trained consultants who constitute the staff of campus teach-
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ing centers. Instructional consultation is usually based on a
comprehensive model that includes data collection and
anaiysis by the consultant, strategies for improvement
worked out between the consultant and the teacher, and
evaluation (Lewis and Povlacs )988). Consultation improves
teaching piimarily through the use of effective practices in
'giving feedback (often associated with student ratings and
direct observation or videotapes of classroom teaching)
and through the various interpersonal roles assumed by
consultants.

Department chairs are also important to the improvement
of teaching. One way they help is by providing support
financial and otherwiseto ongoing formal and informal
attempts to improve teaching. They are invaluable in defin-
ing facuity development and instructional improvement (as
distinct from faculty evaluation) as an important departmen-
tal activity. They can plan programs for the department,
such as pedagogical colloquia, that help improve teaching.
They can even intervene more directly by following steps
similar to those used in instructional consultation (Creswell,
Wheeler, Seagren, Egly and Beyer 1990).

How Can the Special .leeds for Improving the
Teaching of New and Junior Faculty Be Met?
Because new faculty members share common concerns
about such matters as workload and stress from multiple
demands, uncertainty about what is expected of them, a
desire for collegial support, and a need to develop teaching
skills, a strong argument can be made for supplementing
traditional, individual approaches of socialization that help
them adjust to their new environment with a collective
approach that address these common concerns. Workshops
and "substantial" orientation programs for new faculty mem-
bers that ofkr concrete assistance with the development of
teaching skills and with various common problems are being
used successfully in a variety of colleges and universities. In
addition, formal mentoring p,-ograms for new and junior
faculty are also being used at different schools to give con-
crete assistance with the devek)pment of teaching skills,
to acklress professional and personal concerns, and, in
general, to counter the vagaries of the usually informal
socialization of new college teachers (Boice l992b; Sorcinelli
and Austin 1992).
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What Can Colleges Do to Improve Teaching?
Several approaches, used in concert, can he used to improve
instruction in colleges and universities. Ways need to he
found to "unfreeze" certain attitudes and behaviors of some
teachers that prevent them from improving their teaching.
Supportive teaching cultures on campus must be strength-
ened, especially at those colleges where such cultures are
subsidiary to more dominant cultures. More teachers need to
be given guided experience in being "reflective practition-
ers." Students shoukl be treated (and sought out) as active
partners in the improvement of instruction. Formal and
informal collaboration among colleagues should he re-
wardel. Chairs need to be encouraged to otTer their invalu-
able support through their creation of an environment
conducive to effective teaching. Trained consultants, often
though not invariably associated with a campus teaching
center, should be recognized as the experts they are in
instructional improvement and their activities facilitated. And
new and junior faculty must be encouraged and helped with
their teaching through programs recognizing their special
needs and talents.
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FOREWORD

The title of this report, Taking Teaching Seriously,
assumes that teaching is not taken seriously by a large num-
ber of higher education faculty and administrators. While
many may feel uncomfortable with this contention, there are
a number of conditions and assumptions that give evidence
to support this position.

The first condition is the training of future college teach-
ers and administrators. In both cases, courses or clinical
experiences concerning the research and skills of teaching
are seldom part of their formal education. While a f:_.w may
have the experience of being a Teaching Assistant, the for-
mal education and supervised training to become a TA is
very limited. Compared with the practical training received
in the basic skills of medicine or law, the training for teach-
ing is almost non-existent. When faculty are asked how
they learned to teach, the primary response is that they imi-
tated the teaching-style of a favorite professor. Role model-
ing is admirable, but it is hardly a substitute for a
purposeful, supervised program to learn the theories and
techniques of a specific professional skill.

A second condition is the visibility given to teaching.
Inder the guise of academic freedom, faculty establish a

barrier of protection around their teaching activities. Rarely
do faculty encourage peers, administrators, or teaching
experts to visit their classroom, review their teaching perfOr-
mance, and suggest steps for improvement. Faculty and
administrators ()hen support the teaching privacy rights of
the individual faculty member because they are not confi-
dent in their own ability to judge the teaching competency
of their colleague. Instead, while the institutional leadership
is talking about the importance of quality teaching, individ-
ual faculty members are being ev: 'uated on their research
agenda. the number of publicatior i , written, and the number
of conference presentations given. These activities may not
be valued over telk'hing, but because publications and CO11-
kTence presentations are more visible, easier to count, and
usually have the legitimacy of peer review, they receive
more emphasis because they are considered safe measure-
tnents of faculty performance.

The lack ol emphasis given to making the skill of teach-
ing'an important consideration in judging faculty perfor-
mance and a R)cus of omtintions professional development
is also roc)ted in three bask' assuinptions. First, when a

Taking Teaching .Serionsly xi
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faculty member is hired it is assumed the individual already
possesses the necessary skills of teaching. This is especially
true if that person holds a doctorate. A second assumption
is that once a person has acquired the skills necessary to be
a good teacher the individual always continues to be a good
teacher. These two assumptions are rarely challenged
because of the lack of an acceptable continuous means for
institutions to. measure quality teaching. The primary base-
line standard of measurement is whether or not the students
liked the teacher. Although research has supported the
validity of student evaluation of teaching, these evaluations
rarely assess the quality of teaching On a longitudinal basis
or on the total content of a course in relation to the goals of
the larger curriculum. Because of this lack of institutional
standards and measurement of teaching, it is safer to assume
that any deterioration in teaching performance is the respon-
sibility of the individual professor and the institution has
little responsibility for the continuous teaching development
of its faculty.

This last assumption may he the most fallacious. It may
really be true that when faculty are hired they do possess
adequate teaching skills that last a lifetime. The question
that is not asked is, "What type of students are they skilled
to teach?" Faculty with graduate degrees receive their
teaching skills at institutions that are often considerably dif-
ferent from where they begin their first faculty position.
Add to this the consideration that, over the years, the type of
student attending colleges and universities has changed
considerably. The age, race, gender, education background,
technological skills, and education expectations of today's
students differ significantly from those of just ten years ago.
Is it reasonable to expect that faculty trained at graduate
institutions 20 years ago have the necessary teaching skills
for the current student body?

Institutions should not make the assumption that the
answer is yes to this question. Institutions need to be much
more aggressive in their approach to ensuring the quality of
teaching. In this report by Michael Paulsen, associate profes-
sor and coordinator of graduate programs in educational
leadership at the University of New Orleans and Kenneth A.
Feldman, professor of sociology at the State I Iniversity of
New York at Stony Brook, present a conceptual framework
and process for instructional improvement which is carefully

13



developed. This integrative study brings together the major
research and literature on teaching and the means to make
instructional improvement an integral part of an institution's
culture.

'hiking ?reaching Seriously is not just a catchy title of a
speech or book,it is the expectation that students, parents,
etnployers and other stakeholders have for measuring the
ci iality of an institution. With this monograph the authors
detail the primary characteristics of a culture that is support-
ive of instructional improvement. Regrettably, few institu-
tions have a majority of these characteristics. For those
institutions that are serious about taking "teaching seriously",
this report will be very useful in making these characteristics
a permanent part of their culture.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor.
Professor of I ligher Educatkm Administration and
I)irector, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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THE CHALLENGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

A movement that K. Pa4ricia Cross labeled "Mking
Thaehing,S'erioastv" is vreading throughout the coun-
try. CUmInts camlms is reexamining its commit-
ment to teaching anti beginning to mplore wars that
teaching might ;vaunted and improved( Edgencm,
Ilutchings. ;In(l Quinlan 1991. p. 1).

During the 198(1s. several influential national reports raised
questions about the quality of undergraduate education (see.

Ass()ciation of American Colleges 1985: W.j. Bennett
198 t: Boyer 198-; National Institute of Education 198 I).
Among the many challenges emerging from these reports
were re( ommenclations that higher education place a high
priority on the quality of college teaching and its improve-
ment. \lost colleges and tini\ ersities across the country are
now stri\ ing to meet this challenge. The call for instructional
improvement has come in many forms aild from a variety of
sources. In at.klition to the recommendations in the formal
reports produced hy government agencies, foundations, and
professional associations. increasingly urgent pleas for
improvement in the quality of college teaching have come
from faculty. disciplinary societies. university task forces.
campus administrators. students and their families. state
legislatures. and governing hoards. While all of these groups
share a concern for greater quality in college teaching. they
differ in terms of their reasons tOr being comerned.

The Concern about Quality
Expressions of concern about the quality of college teaching
arise from the faculty themselves. especially because of their
attitudes about the relatke importance to be placed on
teaching and research. Faculty have wrestled for more than
a century with the conflict surrounding their roles as teach-
ers and researchers (Austin and ( ammin 1983: Ilawkins
19-9). In 199.2-93, percent of 29.-1 faculty at 289 col-
leges and unkersities reported that their primary interests
were 'A (IA heavily in- or -leaning toward- teaching. while
only 21 percent expressed the same sort of primary interest
in resean.li ( Dev, Ramirez, Korn. and Astin 1993, p. 10).
Anu mg faculty al lmhlk universities, (r 8 percent reported
that -to he i gmel teacher- was .1 cry important'. ur
-essential- professional pial (p 3')). hut oud S. percent
or these facult reported that the statement lacult are

Faculty have
wrestled for
more than a
century with
the conflict
surrounding
their roles as
teachers and
researchers.

liachnig Sennu.Nti.
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rewarded for being good teachers- .kas -Yery descriptive- of
their college or university (pp. 3K 9.4). These findings are
consistent with those of anitther suRcy i if 5,10 professigs
at 306 colleges and universities. where 7 1 percent reported
that their interests were -primarily in- or leaning toward-
teaching hut only 29 percent reported the same level of
interest in research (Carnegie Foundatkin 1989, p. 431.
Furthermore, 3.; percent of all faculty and over 50 percent of
faculty at doctoral and research universities agreed with the
statement, -The pressure to publish n.duces the quality of'
teaching at my university.' ( p. 51). Clearly. faculty are them-
selves (.4incerned ahinit instruction and its impntvement.

These preferences and concerns continue in the lace of
well-d4s-umented relationships between faculty income and
the time spent int teaching relative to research. A recent
study of 8,383 faculty fnim .124 colleges and unkersities
reveals that the faculty w ho spend the least time on teaching
and the twist time on research receive the highest incomes.
while the lowest paid faculty are those who devote the most
time to teaching and the least time to research (Fairweather
1993. pp. 3-8: see also Ran lift and Assitciates 1995).

holars at the Carnegie Foun(lation recentl y. develoited
an innovative reformulation of the concept of scholarship to
include severtl dimensions. This multidimensional construct
includes both a scholarship of research as ell ds a scholar-
ship of teaching (Boyer 1990., Rice 19911. The repnn,
Schohil:chlp RecoltSidered, has stimulated disciplinary soci-
eties and unkersities acniss the country to restructure faculty
roles and responsibilities so that excellent teaching and
improy cd instruction can be promoted. evaluated, and
rewarded on a level comparable to reseanh (Adam and
Roberts 1993: R. Diatthind 1991: Diamiind and Adam 1995:
Hoherts, Wergin, and Adam 1993). Faculty suppon for such
efforts appears to he strong. In the Carnegie Foundation
survey mentioned earlier, kir example. 69 percent of faculty
at research unkersities and percent of faculty at doctoral
universities agreed with the statement, -At my institution, we
need better ways. besides publications, to evaluate the
scholarly performance of the faculty" (1989, p. 62) .

FlIttlict Nippon tor instructional imprik einem comes
from (aniptis administrators. panicularly cential acadenti4
administrators, A relatively recent national survey that ',hid
it'd the perceptions ol faculty, dians. (leans. and central



academic administrators with regard to the rekniye impor-
tance of teaching and research found that, on average, Fac-
ulty, chairs, and (leans are very similar in their beliefs that
teaching and research are of equal importance (Gray. Froh.
and Diamond l9921. Although they perceive that their uni-
versities currently place much greater emphasis on research
than on teaching, they believe their universities should ithwe
in the direction of equality or balance between emphases on
teaching and research. In ci mntrast. central academic adminis-
trators on average expressed a clear preference for greater
emphasis on teaching than on research. Although they per-
ceive that their universities currently place a somewhat
greater emphasis on research than on teaching, they believe
their universities should move in the direction of greater
emphasis on teaching than on research (pp. -It may
well be that central administrators really value teaching. It
also may be that these administrators have been influenced
by the attitudes expressed in the national media and the
various national reports. as well as by pressure from stu-
dents and their parents, which call fOr a renewed emphasis
on undergraduate teaching in America's research universi-
ties-1p. -1.

Students and their families express an understandable
concern about the quality of undergraduate educationa
product whose price, in the form of tuiti( in, persistently
increases at rates exceeding growth in the consumer price
index (I lalstead 1989: Ilauptman 1990: Paulsen 1991). And
this concern could haN e been heightened by pnwocative
public literature like I'm/citm (Sykes 1988).

State legislatures and governing b( tards hear the clamor of
the public for impro\ ement in instruction, yet they must
contend with revenue shortfalls and the imposition of bud-
get cutbacks (I laktead 19)2: llines 1988). Perhaps because
of this situation, their rea(tion often takes the form of estab-
lishing procedures for obtaining e\ idence ol improvements
in both the quality and quannl \ of teaching. A growing
number of states and institutions are now conducting formal
studies of faculty workl(md and instructitinal productiyit
(Cage 1Q)c,-; \\Inkier 1992). but it is important that all parties
be aware that increases in the -quantity- of enrollments or
graduates per unit (il tacult input. through higher teaching
loads ;ind higher quIdent-lactlity r.ttios. CMIld result in
deceptke Ons iii instnk howl producti\ it (Johnstone

hiking livt Nero 'it'll.
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l993: St. John 1994). \hire students taught doe; not neces-
sarily lead to superior student learning outcomes. Nleaning-
ful gains in instructional productivity can occur only when
the "quality- of students learning experiences (valued learn-
ing outcomes) increases per unit of faculty input. This gain
in the quality of learning can. of course, occur through
improved instructional effectiveness. Thus, genuine gains in
instructional productivity can occur if the quality of learning
improves as a result of better instruction while the quantity
of students remains constant. (;ains in productivity can also
occur if increases in the quality of learning, again because of
improved instruction, are sufficient to offSet any detrimental
effects of a larger number of students per class.

Teac' ing Culture and Strategies
For Improving Instruction
The phrase "taking teaching seriously" is from a celebrated
address delivered by K. Patricia Cross at the 1986 AA111:
National C(mference on Higher Educati(m in Washington.
D.C. Some of the far-reaching ideas in her presentation
emphasized not only the importance of efforts to increase
the quality of college teaching. but also the need for what
we wimld callfnmi the perspective of the mid-1990s--a
teaching culture- that supports and values such efforts.

The teac-her-scholar was pushed off stage by the
research scientist in the 1960s, and the results. whatev-
er they ;nay have done for adiancement (U. knouledge,
have not !Awn salutarribr undergraduate education. .
. . One result (fthi.s turn is that dedicated teachers no
longerfeel t'alued br their institutions. For undetgradu-
ate education to impr(n.( *cytchers will need the whole-
/warted support of their institutions, starting with a
commitment to evaluate teachin,q ped6rmance in deci-
sions to hire, promote. ancl tenurelaculty members
(Cross 1986, p. 12).

Cross can he interpreted as also recommending the
implementation of strategies that could both improve
instruction and help create more supportive teaching cul-
tures on college and university campuses. Rased on the new
epistemology of practice presented by Donakl Schon in The

Reflective Practitioner( 1983). for example, she suggested
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that college teachers become classn>om researchers. These
college instructors would view their classrooms as laborato-
ries where they could continually collect information about
what and how. their students learn in relation to what and
liciw they are being taught. Through careful reflection.
instructors could establish meaningful connections between
their own teaching'behaviors and their studems learning
processes and outcomes. Such efforts woukl also illuminate
the content-specific characteristics of effective teaching in a.
panicular discipline. Because departmental colleagues would
now have the results of ongoing instructional experiments to
report, -faculty meetings might well become seminars for
the improvement of teaching.' (Cross 1980. p. 1.1). Classnioni
research is one of the many ways in which feedback on
teaching and learning effectiveness can be obtained, and
such feedback is a key ingredient of a wide range of strate-
gies to improve instruction.

'The involvement of teachers ill scarchingjhr new
knowledge about teaching effectiveness also begins to
build aloundatioil for inipmtvd etaluation teach-
ing. an essential ingredient in rewarding teaching
pram(dimi and tenure decision I can thnik of no
action that umild do quite as much for the improve-
;wilt teaching and learning as to let a thousand
classroom laboratories bloom acmss the nation. . .

That would be taking teaching seriously. arid it would
motv us louvre! our goal of quality education for
(Cross 198(1, p. 14).

As scholars have come to understand these ideas better.
in part through an expanding literature of experience and
experiment, the underlying themes of teaching culture and
instructional improvement strategies have taken on greater
importance. In the intervening years, researchers and prac-
titioners have begun to develop a m()re refined apprecia-
tion of the content of a teaching culture, and they have
expanded the range and examined the effectiveness of many
strategies to improve instruction. Such strategies are ways tOr
faculty to traverse successfully the several steps of planned
change in the effectiveness of teaching. And various aspects
of teaching cultures can enhance or diminish faculty efforts
to impnwe teaching at each phase of instructional improve-
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ment. Fo example, the campus teaching center has shown
itself to be an important characteristic of supportive teaching
cultures that promote the faculty's involvement in improving
instruction (Austin 199011). Moreover, just as Faculty efforts to
improve instruction are nurtured by supportive teaching
cultures, such efforts in turn probably help strengthen the
existing teaching cultures.

Purpose and Organization of This Report
To respond meaningfully to the call for instructional im-
provement, a revitalized agenda is in order. It is time to
draw upon the extensive experience of instructional devel-
opers (Boice 1992h: Brinko 1993: Lewis and Povlacs 1988:
Weimer 199(1). What these devel)pers have learned about
the process of instructional improvement and the strakwies
that effectively energize that pr(wess should be made easily
accessible to all faculty at all times. Moreover, to make
nationwide instructkmal impr(wetnent p()ssihle. faculty and
other academic leaders must work to change their campus
teaching cultures so that teaching is no longer undervalued
(Diamond and Adam 1993. 1995: Edgerton 1993: I lutchings
1993b: Rice and Austin 1990; tick lin 1990). A primary pur-
pose of this report is to serve as a stimulator of renewed
interest in instructkmai impkwement and a source of guid-
ance, direction, and ideas for deans. department chairs, and
other faculty leaders who want to initiate, expand. or revital-
ize instructi(mal impnwement on their campuses.

Because a great deal has been \\ ritten about college
teaching and its improvement, this report is highly (and
quite deliberately) selective in what it presents: it includes
little research or tImught that does mit have fairly direct
implications for teaching and how it might be improved. For
example, the discussi(m of a "student voice- focuses consid-
erable attention on the research on student ratings in their
flaw/a/ire use in helping teachers to improve their instruc-
tion rather than on the reliability and validity of student
ratings as 5111)1111(11in measures (as re\ iewed in, for example.
Feldman 19-6, 19--, 19-8, 1983, 198 I: Marsh 198 t, 198-:
Marsh and Dunkin 1992) to he used. say. M personnel
decisions.

\\Ilene\ er possible, this Rpm emphasizes the results and
implications of research in an area of discussion. Within this
empincal apploach. the report ts.resses the restilts of various
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research integrations. meta-analyses, and other so)rts of
research reviews. Many single pieces of research have also
been includedparticularly those that have been especially
important to the development of an area, relate most directly
to a section's theme(s), present distinctive data or otherw ise
fill certain research gaps in the field, or have important
implications for practice and are likely to be useful for
teachers, chairs, and administrators. Certain selective ideas,
propositions, speculations, and suggestions are also included
that have not necessarily been verified by research but about
which there is some degree of consensus among analysts
and practitioners about their usefulness. At the same time.
particularly fresh approaches that appear to have some
potential to improve teaching are included. In brief, opinkWI

is not avoided so long as it is itiformed opinion.
This report is intended to pros ide practical answers to the

question of what deans, department chairs, and other faculty
leaders can do to encourage and support efforts to improve
instruction for individual instructors. It thus provides ( ) an
examination of the nature of instructional improvement and
the challenge of motivating ktculty to improve their teach-
ing. make the necessary changes in their teaching. and
maintain those changes; (2) an exploration of the important
factors in the creation of a supportive campus teaching cul-
ture: (3) detailed explanatkms and illustrations of five
sources of feedback for improving instruction (teachers
themselves, students. colleagues, consultants, and chairs)
based on a review of the literature on successful practices:
.ind (-I) an analysis of the special needs of new and junior
faculty fin- instructional improvement.
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THE PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Models of Change
Much of this section examines the nature of instructional
improvement for individual teachers and the personal
dynamics involved in the process. flow is it that teachers
become motivated to want to improve their teaching and to
produce and maintain actual changes in behavior? improv-
ing teaching is not solely the responsibility of individual
faculty members and does not lie only in the realm of self-
generating individual change. A variety of group, social-
structural, and cultural forces are involved, yet ultimately it
is the individual college teacher who must change some-
thing about his or her behavior if instruction is to he im-
proved. This section expknes the process of individual
change that underlies instructional impnweinent.

Several useful mmlels of instructional improvement have
been developed. Each takes a different perspective and
offers distinctive insights into the nature of the process. One
approach has been to describe instructional improvement
from a faculty perspective, explaining how college teachers
interact with their envininment in a familiar feedback kmp
(Nlenges 1991). Teachers receive input or feedback about
'their effectiveness from their environment, compare it with
their internal standards for perforniance, and then restore
equilibrium by changing their output (teaching behaviaw),
feedback input, or internal performance standards.

Feedback loops are easily discerned in instructimial
settings. Inuigine that examination scores create disso-
nance because the leacher (compamtor )fimls them
lwlow her standard. Sbe Mal' deal with the discrepancy
In. gathering cuhlitional kinds (f data. ultnnalely con-
cluding that students are not delicient qffter all. "lbus,
equilibrium is restored. She Mar 1Wleel (01 11.bat she
expects of snidents, dedde that these expectations are
too high. and adjust her expeclatums to restore equilib-
rillin. Ina). schedule review sessions . . .

raise students pedOrmance. thereby restoring
. . . Man(' ((Age teachers do this naturally They

solicit iiilOrmation asfredback. Ohl. reflect on Wei
expectations. and /wino: and 1141. experiment
with digerent ways of leaching (Mcnges 1)91. p, ).

Another model of instructional improvement postulates
that formative evaluation (informative feedback) promotes

aPing hiug .Serums/v
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optimum improvement in the effectiveness of teaching when
fc)ur conditicms are met (Centra 1993).

Through fi)rmative evaluation the teachers must first
learn smnething new aboia their teaching performance
( new knowk,(1,ger. Second. they must value the intbrnia-
tion: this generally means they must have confidence in
the source and in the etvlitation process (iv/tie). Third.
teachets must understand how to make the changes
called fi,r (bow to change). And finally. teachers 'mist
be motivated to make the changes ( motivation ). . . .

This does not mean that iinprovements will not occur if
(mly two Or three conditions are fulfilled; howeve, . in
those instances, the changes are not likely to be so dra-
matic. The model can best be understood as a linear
progmssion of the 'bur conditions, with a final return
loop. . . . The loop signifies that motivation not only
aflects the improvements but also ina.y cause teachers to
seek additional new knowledge about their instruction-
al ellectit'eiwss(Centra 1993, pp. 9, 1-4-15).

A third model takes the straightforward approach of
describing five steps that teachers must go through to
improve their instructional effectiveness(Weimer 1990).
While the previous two models were primarily expkmatory
or theoretical, this model is clearly more descriptive.

fitculty members det.elop instructional awareness,
a clear understamlinq (j. the instructional strategies.
lechnieptes. and practices they use and the asstonptions
about teaching and learning implicit in them. Second,
they gather infOrmation from students and peers to
accomplish three objectives. The input from others (a )
clarifies and elaborates fitrther the instructor's own
understanding of his or her teaching; (b) . . . gliets

Pedback «s to the impact ofthe policy. practice, behav-
ior. or activity on the person ()tiering the input; and )

. . . generates a pool of alternative ideasotheriand
perhaps more eg('t-tile) WayS to accomplish the instruc-
tor's objectives. 'third, fitculty members make choices
about changes. this involves identifying the teaching
strateqies, teelmitfiws, or practices to be changed and

/0
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the instructional alternatit'es that are appropriate solu-
tions fOr the panicular kytcher lv tly. Fourth. the facul-
ty member implements the changes systematically and
incrementally. Fifth, the faculty member acsesses the
impact ofthe alterations (Veinier 1990, p. 34).

Thes models. providing us with meaningful ways of
organizing oui thoughts about instructional improvement,
can be seen as implicitly grounded in the general theory of
change in human syterns pioneered bv Lewin (1947') and
elaborated and refined bv Schein in studies of management
development (1961). general perminal change (1964),
improvement in professional educati(in (19-2), (wganizaticin-
al change (1992). and human relatiol:s training (Schein and
Bennis 1905). This general theory (1. change oimprises the
three stages of unfreezing. changing. arid refreezing.

Unfreezing: Motivating Change
During the unfreezing stage. the niotivation to change is
created when three criteria have been met. First, an individ-
ual experiences -disconfirmation- cues from his or her envi-
nmment. that is, information indicating that the individual's
present attitudes and behavicirs are not achieving the goals
or pnOucing the results that would be consistent with his or
her current self-image. The assumptions and beliefs a permin
holds about himself or herself (the self-image), ilciwever. are
related tcl the assumpti(ms and beliefs the person holds
about the nature of :.i particular situation and others who are
relevant to that situatir in. Therefiwe. the unfreezing pRicess
can be initiated through disconfirmation cues related to anv
of the aspet ts of a total situation (Schein 196t, p. 361).
Second. the individual -compares Mb irmation On the out-
conk.- of his or her actual behavior to outcomes that the
-individual desires and omsiders important or ideal. When
this incongruence leads to a sense of guilt, anxiety, or inade-
quacy related to not achieving some ztslx.d of One's ideal
self-image, it suggests that the disconfirming cues have had
an impact on some of the individoars primary sources of
motivation. A desire to reduce or eliminate such disequilib-
rium could lead to a nuuivatir in to change. In order to he so
motivated, a third condition 1111.N also be met: The indivkl-
ual must feel a sense of psychological "safety- associated

The individual
"compares"
information on
the outcomes
of his or her
actual behav-
ior to outcomes
that the indi-
vidual desires
and considers
important or
ideaL
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with attempts to change. The person must be able to envi-
sion ways to change that will produce results that reestablish
his or her positive self-image without feeling any loss of
integrity or identity. "One essential component of this feel-
ing of safety is that we finally see a way to work on the
problem or see a direction of learning that we had not seen
before" (Schein 1992, p. 301).

L'nfreezing could motivate a professor to improve his or
her teaching if disconfirming cues relate to important goals
in a way that affects motivational patterns related to the
professor's need to see himself or herself as an effective
teacher. Evidence consistently indicates that college profes-
sors, like many other professionals, are motivated or satis-
fied in their jobs primarily as a result of the intrinsic rewards
of academic work (Austin and Gamson 1983; B. Clark 1987a;
McKeachie 1979, 1982; Olsen 1993). Intrinsic "motivation is
based on the innate need to be competent and self-deter-
mining. . . This basic need leads people to situations and
activities that interest them. that provide optimal challenges,
that allow them to learn and achieve" (Deci and Ryan 1982,
p. 28).

The intrinsically rewarding nature of faculty work, includ-
ing teaching, can be clearly seen in terms of the "iob charac-
teristics model" of intrinsic motivation theory (Hackman and
Oldham 1976). An individual, such as a college professor,
who experiences a high need for personal growth and
development will be more intrinsically motivated "to the
extent that he learns (knowledge of results) that he person-
ally (experienced responsibility) has performed well on a
task that he cares about (experienced meaningfulness)" (pp.
255-56). Knowledge of results is enhanced by the availabil-
ity of informative feedback on performance. A person's
sense of personal responsibility for outcomes depends on
the extent to which he or she experiences autonomy or self-
determination in performing the various elements of the
task. Finally, the perceived meaningfulness of work depends
on the presence of three characteristics of the job: skill vari-
ety, task identity, and task significance. Skill variety is the
"degree to which a job requires a variety of different activi-
ties...1thatl involve the use of a number of different skills and
talents.'"I'ask identity is "the degree to which the job
requires completion of a 'whole' and identifiable piece of
work: that is, doing a job from beginning to end with a visi-
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ble outcome." And task significance is the "degree to which
the job has a substantial impact on the lives or work of
other people, whether in the immediate organization or in
the external environment" (p. 257).

It is common, for example, for an instructor's first con-
cern with disconfirming cues to arise from end-of-semester
student ratings of their teaching. When the instructor com-
pares these ratings with his or her own assumptions and
beliefs about his or her teaching effectiveness, the instructor
may find them to fall below his or her internal standards.
Such disconfirming cues could easily affect the instructor's
intrinsic motivational needs related to perceptions of compe-
tence, self-determination, and the meaningfulness or signifi-
cance of his or her work. As a result, the instructor might
feel discomfort or a sense of inadequacy and desire to
explore change as a way of restoring equilibrium. The
instructor must also see a way t') experiment without impair-
ing his or her self-image. Suppose a close colleague had
shared with the instructor information about his own similar
situation a year earlier; suppose further that the instructor
had observed him change some factors and get fligher rat-
ings in the current year. Now the instructor can see a safe
path to change that might well produce results that would
reduce or eliminate his or her current discomfort.

A key factor in leading this instructor toward motivation
to change is the presence of opportunities for interaction
and discussion among colleagues about their teaching expe-
riences. Opportunities for interaction with peers regarding
teaching have been shown to he an important characteristic
of a supportive teaching culture (LaCelle-Peterson and
Finkelstein 1993; Massy, Wilger, and Colbeck 1994). Clearly,
then, the content of a teaching culture can have an impor-
tant impact, even on this first stage of the overall instruc-
tional improvement process.

Changing: Making It Happen
After the unfreezing stage has produced a "motivation to
change, the person . . . will search out new ideas and new
information . . . to develop new attitudes and responses
[behaviors] that will be rewarded or confirmed" (Schein
1972, p. 79) During the changing stage, an individual learns
new attitudes and behaviors through the acquisition and
interpretation of this new information. The individual col-
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lects informative feedback from one or more sources to
cognitively redefine the situation or revise the assumptions
and beliefs held about oneself, others, and the relevant situ-
ation As a result, some cognitive redefinition precedes each
experiment with new behavior the person makes. Cognitive
redefinition and resulting behavioral change result from two
primary mechanisms: scanning and identification (Schein
1964, 1972, 1992; Schein and Bennis 1965). The mechanism
of scanning involves collecting informative feedback from
more than one (perhaps a variety) of the types of sources or
persons in the environment. From each type of source, an
individual collects the feedback that best fits the needs of
the individual relevant to a particular situation he or she
faces. In contrast, the mechanism of identification is based
on the colk.ction of infmmative feedback from only one
source (or type (if source) with whom the individual has
come to identify. Information from this source aloneper-
haps a role modelshapes cognitive redefinition. These
mechanisms characterize the processes by which individuals
attempt to locate solutions to the disequilibrium initiated
during the unfreezing stage.

For example. to obtain additi(mal informative feedback to
guide his or her experiments at change, the instructor in our
example could begin the next term by collecting informal
feedback from his or her students earl\ in the semester
(Clark and Bekey 1979). Next, the instructor could reflect on
this feedback (Chism and Sanders 1986) and then ask a
trusted colleague to sit in on his or her class to obtain addi-
tional feedback from a peer (Katz and Henry 1988). Third,
the instructor could visit with a teaching consultant at the
campus teaching center to acquire adcliti(inal guidance on
how to change his or her teaching using the multiple
sources of feedback the instructor has collected by scanning
the environment (Lewis and Povlacs 1988). Finally, a sup-
portive department chair could invite this instructor to sit in
(al one of the chair's own classes, share his or her own
ideas about instructk mai iinprovement, and help the instruc-
tor develop additional plans fOr change (Vavrus, Grady,
and (res\\ ell 1988). In this example. the instructor assessed
his or her instructional experiments b),.. scanning the en-
vironment for informative feedback from five different
sources: self, students, colleagues, consultants, and the de-
partment chair.
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A central feature of this instructor's actual experimenta-
tion with change is the availability and use of multiple
sources of informative feedback and guidance. When
departmental and institutkmal teaching cultures are rich with
opportunities to assess teaching, instructors can more easily
experiment with their teaching and successfully scan the
environment for various sources of informative feedback.
Serious and rigorous evaluative information from different
sources, such as students and peers, is an important charac-
teristic of a supportive teaching culture (Massy, Wilger, and
Co lbeck 1994). Departments and campuses rich with infor-
mation assessing teaching create an important aspect of a
supp()rtive teaching culturesometimes referred to as the
"culture of assessment" (Braskamp and Ory 1994). "In a
culture of assessment, faculty members profit from discus-
sion and reflectkm about how their individual achieve-
ments contribute to their personal gain and the common
good" p. 23).

Refreezing: Sustaining Change
After cognitive redefinition and experiments with new
behavior have been carried out, further informative feed-
back is collected as part of the final stage of overall change.
The refreezing stage refers to the ways in which additional
informative feedback on new behaviors either encourages or
discourages the maintenance of these changes. Ne.w behav-
iors can he sustained through two basic mechanisms: inte-
gration and reccinfirmatk in. -Whatever new response
lbehaviorl is attempted, it must fit into the total personality
of the individual attempting it [integration). and it must fit
sufficiently into the culture of which that person is a mem-
ber to be confirmed and reinforced by others Ireconfirma-
ticml" (Schein 1972, p. H 1 ).

For instance, suppose the instructor in our example eirkl's,
receive significantly higher ratings from students at the end
of the next semester, particularly in the areas of teaching
that he or she had specifically targeted for impro\ (anent. If
the instructor once again perceives himself or herself to be
competent and self-determining and feels that his or her
teaching is meaningful and significant work, then the
changes are likely to he integrated into the instructor's total
personality, therel)y helping to sustain the changed hehav-

As the thef ny of change indic:qcs, howeer. the teaching
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culture might have to supply reconfirming data for the
instructor's instructional improvements to be sustained indef-
initely. The instructor's efforts to improve, as well as his or
her new teaching behaviors, might need to be supported by
others in the environment.

The teaching culture provides informative feedback in
various ways that reconfirm equilibrium and encourage the
maintenance of change. For example. the dean or depart-
ment chair might ask this instructor and several of the
instructor's colleagues to lead a panel discussion of their
experiences with instructional improvement at the next col-
lege or departmental faculty meeting. Opportunities to dis-
cuss teaching experiences with peers strengthens an
instructor's intrinsic rewards from teaching, thereby con-
tributing to a more supportive teaching culture (Froh.
Menges, and Walker 1993). The panel discussion would also
help communicate to these and other faculty that the admin-
istration is committed to improving instruction within the
college or department. Administrative commitment has been
found to be directly related to the success of efforts to
improve instruction (Eb le and McKeachie 1985). Further, the
efforts to improve these instructors' teaching may be given
serious consideration in evaluating the faculty. A strong con-
nection between the evaluation of teaching effectiveness
and promotion and tenure decisions is a characteristic of a
supportive teaching culture (Jenrette and Napoli 1994;
Volvert( n:and Richardson 1992).

A Model of Instructional Improvement that Includes
Individual, Interpersonal, and Group Forces
Figue 1 illustrates a "general change model- that includes
the recognition of a teaching culture within which sources of
informative feedbackself, students, colleagues, consultants,
and chairsintluence the various stages of the process of
change. In several ways the model provides an underlying
analytic framework for examining instructional improve-
ment. First. for many years parts of this model have pnwen
to he wwful and popular for explaining human change
aCMss :I wide variet of settings. Second. the model explic-
itly :R.knowledges the important influence of the omtent of
oiganizatkmal culture on the initiation, implementation. and
persistence of hehavioral change in human systems. This
attribute makes the model especially useful as a heuristic
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FIGURE 1

THE PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT
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he conceived of as ha\ ing a potential hearing at every stage
of the process. This feature is especially iinponant. because
most strategies for improving instruction can be discussed
and even categorized according to their particular sources or
means of acquiring informative feedback and guidance for
change (Braskamp. Brandenburg, and Ory 1984: Centra
1993). Fourth, it explicitly considers the important influence
of individual differences (for example, different professional
goals during different stages of devel)pment) on the process
of change, allowing the model to he applied to the special
needs of particular subgroups of faculty. such as new and
junior faculty (Sorcinelli and Austin 1992).
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THE TEACHING CULTURE

In spring . . . 1990. the American Association fi,r
Higher Echwation (/1AHE) established a new prognon
aimed at improving college teaching and learning.
Though ?um, encompassing a retriety projects and
lines of work. the Thaching Initiative (as we call it)
continues to pursue a sim.ge. unifying vision: what is
needed fOr imMinvinent ofinstruction is a culture in
which teaching and learning are the orserious,
sustained discussion and debate: where people talk
about teaching, inquire into its ellects. and imrk
together-jir improvement lutchings 1993h, p. 63).

I like 11)e tray the chair gob(' English Department al
SlanjOrd Intl it: "What we're to.ntg to do." he said, "is to
create a culture of teaching. one in which the eoniviNa-
Hons, the priorities land. I n'ould cult!. ilk, rituals and
kinshiP s.rstems/ de/it'd/n(1U bat teaching at their
center" . . . change aaulemic culture in this way will
not be easy. But colkges and It nit.ersities hare alu'arS
taken justifiable pride in their onnmitment to itufitiry
and criticism in even those where dogma and
habit maki, rtyll scrutiny unconybriable. Now we inust
turn this tough scrutiny on our own practices. traditions,
and culture. Only by doing so will tiv make teaching
1171!yCelarai tu higher education (Shulman 1)93. p. -1.

Concepts of Organizational Culture
College instructors do not teach in a vacuum. They are part
of an organization whose culture could both positi ely and
negatively affect their teaching. 'Hie intellectual origins of
modern cultural analysis of organizations are predominantly
in anthiopology and sociology t Allaire and Fisirom 198-1;

Ouchi and Wilkins 1985). Anthropologists and other ethno-
graphic scholaN have long studied cultures, hut it was not
until the early 1980s that a growing numher of organizational
researchers began to \ iew organizatHns as -culture-hearing
milieux- Chalk 1992, p. ;091. ilk. cultural perspective in the
study of I .iganizations challenges ;ind conmidids the
assumptions and approaches to research associated with the
traditional. i-ational-structural 1N:1.5i-wolves on organizational
behavior (Sergio\ anni 1992: sl alit/. and )tt 19921. ( )ne
important and distinctive contribution of Mc cultural perspei
tive is that it thaws our attention to the -c\pressive, nonra-
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tional subjective. interpretive aspects of organizational
life" (Smirdch 1983. p. 355).

Although "the essence of a group's culture is its pattern of
shared, taken-for-granted basic assumptions, the culture will
manifest itself at the levels of observable artifacts and shared
espoused vakies, norms, and rules of behavior" (Schein
1992, p. 26). Thus, the content of organizational culture can
be analyzed at various levels along a continuum extending
from the most implicit essence of culture to the most explicit
expressions of that culture. The deepest level of cultural
content is the essence or "substance" of organizational cul-
turethe webs of shared meanings that constitute deeply
embedded assumptions and beliefs common to members of
a group. While the substance of an organization's culture is
largely implicit, intangible, and unconscious, it is expressed
to group members on a more tangible surface level in terms
of more explicit cultural "forms"artifacts, such as rites and
ceremonials, and other symbols that arc more readily ob-
servable (Trice and Beyer 1984. p. 654). The substance of
culture comprises the tacit underlying assumptions, beliefs,
values. philosophies, and ideologies that essentially shape
organizational behavior. The forms of culture include a vari-
ety of observable artifacts, such as rites, rituals, ceremonials,
myths, sagas, stories, language, gestures, architecture, infor-
mal and formal rules, practices, norms. patterns of behavior
and interaction, and other symbolic processes (Kuh and
Whitt 1988: Peterson, Cameron, Jones, Mets, and Ettington
1986; Peterson and Spencer 1990; Shafritz.and Ott 1992:
Tierney and Rhoads 1993; Trice and Beyer 1984). Cultural
forms provide most of the available evidence about the core
or substance of culture.

'Although culture can and should be thought of as a
source of stability in organizations in many ways (i-latch
1993; Parsons and Platt 1973; Schein 1992), it is important to
remember that organizational cultures are ccinstantly evolv-
ing. being constructed and reconstructed, both shaping
human interaction as well as being shaped by it (Jelinek.
SmirciCh, and Ilirsch 1983. p. 331). And many approaches
have been recommended and applied in the pronlotion of
change in wganizatic mal cultures (Chaffee and Tierney 1988;
Deal and Kennedy 1982; llatch 1993; Kilmann, Saxton, Serpa,
and Associates 1985; Petermin et al. 1986; Rlioads and Tier-
ney 1992; Sathe 1983; Schein 1992; Trice and Beyer 1984),



As R.vcaled in a -cultural audit.- the shared basic assump-
tions constituting the essence, core. or substance of culture
are very difficult to discern. Group members are not fully
and consciously aware of basic cultural assumptiims and
therefiwe take them for granted, rarely challenging them or
even thinking or talking about them. When asked about
such assumptii )ns. individuals have difficulty discussing
them directly. Instead. they speak of their organization's
distinctiveness by describing concrete examples of surface-
level artifacts or expressions of deeper cultural content.
Describing a familiar ritual or telling a story is their wav
of communicating what the culture means to them (Wil-
kins 1983).

Challenges in studying organizational culture thus arise
-because culture is implicit, and we are all embedded in our
own cultures. In order to observe organizational culture, the
researcher must find its visible and explicit manifestations-
(Nlas land 198.S. p. 16) ). Such oven, tangible, and accessible
cultural forms provide -windows on organizational culture-
(p. I6(J). As a result, most researchers of organizational cul-
ture work hard to discern the meanings of the elusive, essen-
tial substance of culture through analysis of the cultural
content that is expressed in more accessible, surface-level
cultural forms. When studying the work culture of an i)rgani-
zation. inquiries regarding the nature of work that is expected
and the type of work that is rewarded can be panicularly
revealing (Wilkins 1983, p. 30).

The recent redisc( ivery of the cultural perspective for
organizational analysis began in the late 1980s with some
well-known applications to the study of business organiza-
tiims (Deal and Kennedy 1982; Ouchi 1981; Peters and
Waterman 1982). The findings of these studies supported the
contenti:m that strong. congruent cultures promote effective
organizational performance. Following some early and well-
known studies of the organizational cultures of academic
institutions (B. Clark 19-'0.19-12; Riesman and Jencks 1962),
a growing number of such studies began to appear in the
late 1980s ( liergqu ist 1992; Cameron and Ettington 1988;
(;haffee and Tierney 1988; Peterson and Spencer 1993; Rice
and Austin 1988; Tierney 1988a). The study of subcultures
within academic institutii ins began ith the exploration of
student cultures (Bushnell 1%2; Clark and Imw 1966:
Feldman 19-2; Feldman and Newcomb 1969; 1 lughes,
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Becker, and Geer 1962) and has expanded to include
insights into various dimensions of faculty cultures (Austin
1990a: Boice )992b: B. Clark 1985, 1987a, 1987b; Schuster
and Bowen 1985; Tierney and Rhoads 1993; Wergin 1994:
Whin 1991) and, finally, cultural perspectives on the college
presidency (Bensimon 1989: Tierney 1988b).

The Teaching Culture and Its Place
In Colleges and Universities

Many . . . well-researched and pet-sitasire critiques of
higher education focus on the inadequacy of our com-
mitment to the quality of instruction and the limited
prestige (y teaching in the values and reward system of
academic culture. . . . There are historic reasonshr the
gradual shift toward a research model on American
campuses. pat-tic-Wady at institutions with graduate
programs. But there is also compelling evidence that
concern fhr teaching has never been absent or silent,
even on these campuses. Instead. teaching has perhaps
been sulnnmedand deseiTes to take its rightlitl place
once again in our institutional culture (Shelton and
DeZure 1993, p. r

From 1636 through the late 19th ('entury, American colleges
were predominantly teaching institutions, based largely on
an adapted English iwKlel of higher education devoted
to the development of the student as a whole person
( Brubacher and Rudy 1968; Carnegie Commission 1973:
Rudolph 1990). Essentially, a culture of student development
(primitive bv modern standards and omcepts of college
student development) was the dominant culture of American
higher educati(m for o\ er two centuries. During this time,
the teaching culture represented an important subculture of
the (werall oillegiate culture, in some ways contributing to
students development and in other ways omstraining it
(Cow ley 1958; Fuhrmann and ( rasha 1983).

o important developments in the late 19th and early
20th centuries promoted a reconstruction of the Liculty work
cultures in American institutions of higher education. First.
thu msands of new pnifesmirs. v ho had been educated in
Germany. joined our faculty nmks. These professors were
greatly inlluenced by sonic p(Avyrtul assumptkms embedded
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in the cultures of German universities, and when these cul-
tural influences were selectively combined, taken out of con-
text, and adapted to the American university, research and
the advancement of knowledge for its own sake became
impressive and valued undertakings. The "practice of
research became elevated into an all-encompassing !deal"
(Veysev 1965, p. 127). Second. (luring the same period, facul-
ty and administrators were shaping a distinctively American
service ideal as an important mission of academic work.
Reaching its zenith in the Progressive Era, this ideal placed
research in the highly valued role of helping to solve sod-
ety's problems. In effect. "the American university united two
divergent conceptions of research" (Metzger 19(1, p. Pr).

From the perspective of cultural dynamics, the research
ideal initially entered American institutions at the level of
artifactsfaculty practices or behaviorsthat met with suc-
cess, as viewed by s()me members of the academy. When
the appreciation of the value of such work spread among a
wider audience, both inside and outside the university, a
critical mass of group members began to espouse the value
of research work. And when the ongoing success of these
valued research activities began to he taken fm granted. the
high status of research became part of an underlying
assumption about the kind of faculty work expected and
rewarded (fIatch 1993: Schein 1992).

Based on his study of faculty culture in American higher
education, the author of Me Academic Small Worlds,
Difkrent Worlds observes that the research ideal has resulted
in "hierarchies of status" stretching from the highest-status
research universities to other doctoral universities to compre-
hensive universities to liberal arts ciilleges to the lowest-
status c(anmunity colleges (B Clark 1987a, p. Ile
further concludes that the "greatest paradox of academic
work in modern America is that most professors teach most
of the time, and large proportions of them teach all the time,
but teaching is not the activity most rewarded by the aca-
demic profession nor mi)st valued by the system at large-
( pp. 98-99).

Institutions at all levels in the hierarchy express a desire
for more of the prestige associated with the research ideal.
This "research surge" has intensified in the past (lecade
two (Schuster and Bowen 1%5, p. 1(i). Because of the large
supply of new Ph.D.'s from top research universities who
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are already socialized into the research ideal. the desire on
campus for research-related status is growing. But "the goal
of bec(iming 'a kading research university lhas been)

espoused explicitly at many doctoral-granting universities
that are still some distance from achieving distinctkm-
(Schuster and Bowen I 9 8 , p. 10).

To some extent, pursuit of the prestige of the research
ideal is even felt at institutions where the primary criterion

for tenure and promotion has long been effective teaching.
Faculty dedicated to the teaching imperatives of community
colleges seek ways to keep up with advances in their disci-
plines. to be viewed as scholars, and to conduct some
research (Palmer and Vaughan 1992: Vaughan and Palmer
1991). At the same time, research and other doctoral univer-
sities often refuse tenure to outstanding teachers because
their research record is considered inadequate.

.Viech repetitiv(' pn,yessional behavh)r on the pail of the

etaluating academics ivsults not from personal willful-
ness Init./Mtn the underlying structureof commitments

and related rewards. . . . underlying pmblem has
not and will not go all'aV. In the inability to reward

tulogradnate teaching. uviinel the Achilles heel the

American rc,search unieer,qtr Cerions reform that
changes are smnewhere on the drawing boanl

in virtually elety major tittirmity. challenging admin-
istrators alIct litctilly to erCcit it'd). alter rewarelsihr the
piqessoriate even at the risk (y. creating a dit.ishm

betteec,11 i leachingfaculty and a research faculty.

.sOme small gains are made in stiflen ins; ilk' teaching

criterion promotim decisions. But all!) c'ompelition
fin- scholarly sham+ powerlidly concentratin,q the illstult-
Hoildl Wind. lbe tides run strwig in the opposite Ave-
Mal (ft CAark 191iM, pp. 20-S(i6).

To the extent that the research-based hierarchies of status
clearly affect the dominant culture of a higher education
institution. the teaching culture of that college or university

can be meaningfully viewed as a subculture. Nearly every
pe of organizatk in, including colleges and unix ersities, is

characterized h a dominant culture as well as one or more
subcultures ( Bergquist I9)2; Gregory 1983; Sackmann 19921.

The enilleckk'd :dues of an organization's d(nninant culture
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are manifested in observable artifacts that express the basic
beliefs shared by most members. The subcultures that nor-
mally develop either support, contradict, or are largely Mde-
pendent of the shared values of the dominant culture of the
organization.

Three types of subcultures have been identified: enhanc-
ing, countercultural, and orthogonal (Martin and Siehl 1983).
An enhancing subculture can be found among.organiza-
tional subgroups where members commitment to the basic
beliek of the dominant culture is stronger than the commit-
ment of other members of the organization (pp. 53-54). A
supportive teaching culture is most likely to be an enhanc-
ing subculture in a community college or a small private
college where the research ideal is weak and the teaching
ideal is strong. In these highly teaching-oriented institutions,
subgroups of faculty often actively support or serve on fac-
ulty or staff development conunittees and participate regu-
larly and enthusiastically in a wide range of instructi(mal
improvement activities promoted by the c()mmittee and its
administrative suppt wters.

A counterculture exists when some of the basic beliefs of
subgroup in the organization -present a direct challenge to

the ci ire values of a dominant culture. Thus a dominant
culture and a counterculture exist in an uneasy symbiosis,
taking opposite positions on value issues that are critically
important to each of them- (Martin and Siehl 1983, p. In

larger doctoral and research universities, where the research-
based. status-seeking ideal is prominent, a subculture highly
supportive of teaching is more likely to match the character-
istics of a counterculture. Faculty's perceptions of the con-
flicting work demands placed (ni them by the dcuninant
research cultures and the teaching subcultures at such uni-
versities have been well documented (Bowen and Schuster
198(); Boyer 1990: Carnegie Foundation 1989: et al.
1993: Gray, I:nil), and Diamond 1992: Ratcliff and Associates
I 99C: Schuster anti Bowen 198:11.

Final, "in an orthogonal subculture. the members would
simultaneously accept the core values of the dominant cul-
ture and a separate. umonflicting set of \ alues particular to
themst.1\ es" (Martin and Siehl 1983. p. ;11.

preslelent (IHOHIVIC 1111i1Vr5itr. in (fM11110111illg

HU Iho mission q. his "Mis

The embedded
values of an
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dominant
culture are
manifested in
observable
artifacts that
express the
basic beliefs
shared by most
members.
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campus should be a place where both great teachers
and great researchersfunction side by side. We should
have the confidence to say. 'Look, you're a great
researcher and tee are eager to hat'e you here doing
what you do best.'" Ile then added. "We should also be*
able to say to a colleague. 'You are terrific with stu-
dents. but _you are not publishing. Still, we want you to
help us perlin-m an important mission on the campus.
This is precisely the kind cd division (f labor that should
be clarified and strengthened at doctorate-granting
institutions(Hoyer 1990. pp. 58-59).

In such a doctorate-granting university, which has tradi-
tionally adhered strongly to the research model, a supportive
teaching culture would Fit well the characteristics of an
orthogonal subculture. In an orthogonal teaching subculture,
for example, members of the relevant subgroup would be
commated to both the basic beliefs of the dominant culture
of research and to a set of shared b,liefs regarding the
importance of the contributk in of teaching and instructional
improvement to that culture.

The Teaching Culture: A Subculture or
A Dominant Culture?
Research cultures are not the dominant culture at all colleges
and universities, despite certain trends in that direction. In
fact, the degree to which one or another culture is dominant
in a school still varies across institutions of higher education.
At some schools, a teaching culture could be as dominant
as(ir even more dominant thanthe research culture. In
addition, some recently published reports (see, in particular,
Royer 1990 and Pister 1991) have prompted many universi-
ties to begin the process of formulating new institutkmal
policies that seek to restructure faculty roles and rewards so
that quality of teaching and instructional improvement are
prtimoted, evaluated, and rewarded on a level comparable
to research (Roberts, Wergin, and Adam 1993). Regardless of
which culture clominates at a particular school, it can still
support (enhance), contradict (counter), or be neutral to
(orthopmal) the (Alter.

Scinie analysts maintain that teaching and research are
mutually supportive (see, e.g., Leary 1959), whereas others
take the oprxisite view that the two are mutually antagonis-
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tic (see, e.g.. Cotten 1958). Perhaps neither is the case. A
meta-analysis of a number of studies found that, when
results were averaged across a number of different colleges
and universities, the research productivity of individual fac-
ulty members was positively associated with their teaching
effectiveness (as measured by the perceptions and evalua-
tions of their students) but only to a very small degree ( r =
+.12) (Feldman 1987). On the basis of this small positive
correlation between research productivity and teaching
effectiveness, it could he maintained that the two are at hest
slightly beneficial to one another. But it could just as well be
argued that the correlation is so small that for all practical
purposes the variables in question are generally indepen-
dent of each other.

Faculty obviously could separate themselves into more
than just two cultures. Just as those interested in academia
have come to realize that there are different types of schol-
arshipfor example. research, teaching, application, and
integration (see Boyer 199(1; Rice 1991; Richlin 1993: Schon
1995)so the possihihty of a type of subculture or culture
associated with each arises. One reconceptualization of
scholarship uses the Parsonian four-fUnction paradigm as an
analytic framework friint which to deduce a somewhat dif-
ferent set of categories of scholarship: research and graduate
training; teaching: service; and academic citizenship (Paul-
sen and Feklman 1995). Again, each could well he asmici-
ated with a separate culture on campus.

In recent years. institutions have been increasingly
encouraged to capitalize on the diverse dimensions of schol-
arship. Some institutions might wish to fOcus their mission
and their faculty's scholarship relatively more on one of
these several dimensions than on others. Liberal arts col-
leges, comprehensive colleges, and research unix ersitiesas
three different types of institutionsmight wish to empha-
size more the scholarly activities of teaching. service, and
research, respectively. In contrast, some institutions might
wish u) encourage their individual faculty members to spe-
cialize in their most prelerred scholarly activitiesthose that
capitalize on their distinctive talents. This latter approach is
appropriate for nia., dodural univci sities tic o misider.

These tact/Mums typically see themselves as being
transition,- embracing fora very large degree the
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research model. . . . Mud doctorate-granting institutions
need also to recognize pr(Ossors u,ho make exceptional
contributions to other scholarly areas: integration.
application, and teaching. At these institutions, perhaps
more than any others, the mosaic ql talent should he
carefully Considered (Boyer 1990, p. SR).

Regardless of whether the teaching culture is the dominant
culture or a subordinate subculture at a particular school, and
regardless of whether it enhances, contradicts, or is orthogo-
nal to other cultures or subcultures at the particular school,
the characteristics of a supportive teaching culture are of great
importance. The effectiveness of all strategies to improve
instruction clearly benefits from the presence of a culture that
supports teaching. The next subsection draws upon the wis-
dom, experience, and research generated by instructional
developers, administrators, faculty leaders, and other higher
education scholars to synthesize what has been learned about
the characteristics of a supportive teaching culture.

In Search of a Supportive Teaching Culture
Most research on the characteristics of cultures that support
teaching in today's colleges and universities has focused on
identifying forms or artifacts common to institutional or
departmental cultures that place a high value on teaching
and its improvement. In particular, the focus is primarily on
organizational structures, behaviors, interactions, documents,
policies, and practices that appear to he outward manifesta-
tions of the values, beliefs, and assumptions constituting
those academic cultures that promote, support, and reward
efforts to improve the quality of teaching. The research liter-
ature consists primarily of qualitative studi.ts, case studies,
and surveys. In combination, these studies have consistently
identified a number of prominent characteristics of cultures
that support teaching and its improvement. Eight of them
are especially salient.

Commitment and support from
high-level administrators
To promote the improvement of instruction, the unambigu-
ous commitment and support of senior administrators is nec-
essary. It is important that "teaching improvement activities
Ebel given high visibility by the senior administratkm in order
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to illustrate their importance" (Wright and O'Neil 3994. p. 26).
High-level administrators perform the critical role of commu-
nicating the institution's mission in terms of the value placed
on teaching. In general, faculty need to he convinced that
the administratk p()sitive rheRnic ab(mt excellent teaching
"is not merely polite language to satisfy various external con-
stituents and that it will indeed drive the reward system"
(Armour 1995, p. 20). An evaluative study of the Lilly
Endowment Teaching Fellows Program at 30 resea h uni% er-
shies illustrates the important impact that supportie senior
administrators can have on the way teaching is valued.

One example is provided by the Unitmity qf Massachu-
setts, where, even in the midst of serious financial cmt-
straints, the teaching fellows program has cmuinued
without evlernal funding and, additional/v. a center
fin- teaching has been established. 'Ibis succecs owes
tnuch to the considerable involvement qf the associate
vice chancellor JOr academic affairs ill the program.
especially during its earliest .years, and his stmng public
admcacy the nnportance qf teaching at the institu-
tion and the contribution made by the teaching skIhnes
program ( Austin 1992, P. 83).

A recent case study of the efforts of the I'niversity of
Massachusetts at Amherst to "encourage a culture on campus
that values teaching" has also emphasized how imp(wtant it
is for tho campus communityespecially facultyto feel
that the IR:ministration clearly values teaching highly (Aitken
and Sorcinelli 1991,. p. 64). The findings also indicate, how-
ever, that at research universities such as this one, adminis-
trators might he hesitant to speak out in favor of the value of
teaching because they are concerned that faculty could per-
ceive that the administration does not adequately support
the instituticm's research mission. Clearly, faculty and admin-
istrative supp(wt for teaching and its improvement are inter-
dependent. In other words, faculty and administrators must
wine together to establish shared values about teaching.

Faculty involvement, shared values,
and a sense of ownership
While the strong support of senior adniinistrators is an
essential comptment of a culture that encourages the

liwcbing .Cermusly
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improvement of instruction, the widespread involvement of
faculty in every aspect of planning and implementing
improved teaching is necessary to increase tlie chances for
shared values between administrauirs and faculty. In-depth
case studies of 10 liberal arts colleges where faculty were
highly committed to teaching revealed that "participatory
leadership- and "organizational structures" that encouraged
'active involvement of faculty in making important institu-
tional decisions:. were common characteristics of the teach-
ing cultures of these exemplary colleges (Rice and Austin
1990. pp. 28-29).

Miami-Dade Community College's Teaching and Learning
Project was the first recipient of T1AA-CREF's Theodore NI.
lesburgh Award for the most outstanding faculty develop-

ment program dedicated to the enhancement of the quality
of teaching. The "blueprint for change- underlying this proj-
ect serves as a model for all colleges and universities seek-
ing to create a culture supportive of teaching. The project
directia. and a member of the steering ccinimittee clescrihe
lam. they wiirked tu proinote shared vallies about the
importance of teaching among members of the campus
communit:

The Jirst bc, addressed was that (y institutional
values related to !caching foul learning. . . . The
Teaching Learning lithtes Subcommittee . . . began
With WI iniellsire 11'Search rel'iC'W college-maduced
documents. sell:studies. and material written about
.11iami-Oade. From this review they identified implicit
rabies Oat/ were then placed into a Stlarr and sent to
all college personnel tiS ll'ell (IS a Stillipthig yrstildOlIS
Mid ((MIMI( 111C1nbe1S. Sel'end cycles qf

Jhllowed . . . laud/ a sel seven institutional
tvlatell to wachinglearning . . articulated. . . . 7his
values document !hen became the cornerstone (ph('
entire proffv! (Jenrette and Napoli 199.1, p. 61.

The results of case studies at 12 other community colleges
indicate that institutional cultures characterized by shared
values between administrators and faculty "centered on the
im)ortame of promoting lstudents1 achievement- are the
most likely to manifest faculty behaviors that promote stu-
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dents' learning (Richardson 1993. p. 1(16). Further. among
colleges and universities participating in the Bush Foun-
dation Faculty Development Project, researchers found that
instituti(mal cultures characterized by shared faculty-adminis-
trative leadership that protruited a sense of -faculty owner-
ship- had more successful faculty development programs
(Eble and McKeachie 198'5, p. 216).

A broader definition of scholarship
After nearly a full century since the construct of sch( ilarship
was given its contemporary meaning, the 1990s have wit-
nessed growing efforts u) reconceptualize and expand the
meaning of scholarship (Boyer 1990; 1.ynton and Elman
198; Paulsen and Feklman 1995: Rice 1991; Schon 1995).
The results of fOur recent case studies of instituticms ranging
front a large research university to a small liberal arts college
indicate that one of the factors that influences the relation-
ship between the culture of a campus and the value it places
(m teaching is -an appnipriate balance between teaching
and scholarship- (Armour 199i. p. 2(t). For example. at
Syracuse I *niversity in 1992, Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw.
)romoted a broader conception of scholarship that was to
include discovery, integration, application, and teaching. In
response. academic departments have been reformulating
their evaluation of faculty to take into account a broader
range of scholarly activities. In particular. research on effec-
tive teaching in one's own discipline is now given nu ire
attention during evaluation. A study of 10 exemplary liberal
arts colleges found that each college in its own way chal-
lenged the restrictive view that scholarship equals research.
These schools value as scholarship various forms of faculty
work, including teaching, research, and sen ice. This ex-
panded view -allows factIlty to build on their own scludarly
strengths and be rewarded for them- (Rice and Austin 1990,
p. 33)

A teaching demonstration or pedagogical
colloquium as part (tithe hiring process
Campus cultures that highly value teaching regularly include
some demonstration of effective teaching as part of inter-
viewing and liking new lacultv ( Jenrette and Napoli 19) 1:

Rice and Austin 195.0. A recent sui've of la( ulty dewlop-
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ment professionals found that the policy of "hiring practices
!thatl require demonstration of teaching ability.' was ranked
among the top 10 institutional practices in terms of its
capacity to contribute to the improvement of teaching
(Wright and aNeil 1994. p. 10).

A "disciplinary teaching colloquium" or a "pedagogical
colloquium" would provide an opportunity during the inter-
view process for a candidate "to do something that begins to
demonstrate !his or her understanding of the teaching of
Idle! discipline" (Shulman 1995, p. 7). Three models have
been pmposed for this colloquium. The first is a "course
narrative or course argument" approach. in whirll iie (-and;
date uses a syllabus to explain how he or s!ie would teach
the course, what would be studied, and wnat the teacher
and students would experiencethereby unveiling the
candidate's phik)sophies of teaching and learning in the
discipline. The second approach is a -colloquium centered
on an essential idea or concept," in which the candidate
selects one disciplinary concept that is well known to be
very difficult for students to learn and explains various
appnraches he or she would use to promote learning of that
concept. In the third approach. a "dilemma-centered collo-
quium," the candidate is asked to think out loud about an
inherent problem in teaching the discipline, such as "the
right balance between breadth and depth in an introductowy

( pp. --8).
The pedagogical c()Ik)quium model has been used at

Georgetown University. In the German Department. for
example. the course narrative and dilemma-centered
appnraches are introduced during the interview to encour-
age candidates to talk about how they would teach an intro-
ducuiry course. The assoiciate \ ice chancellor for academic
affairs at the university justifies the university's use of the
pedagogical colloquium approach: "IVe especially! needed
to know more ;AN out what these candidates coukl contribute
to a campus that prides itself. I think quite correctly, on
quality teaching- ( Byrneis I995. p. 1.

Iii the on/. lie finoul ourcelivs thinking how mach
mon' certain In' Ca110 he ((bola haring du &cell the right
candidate lo he our f uture «dleague CIIISC atten-
tion to teaching in that pirokil moment that hiring is in
any ehyadment (Byrnes l99S, P. 101.
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Frequent interaction, collaboration,
and community among faculty
Institutkmal and departmental cultures that support teaching
are characterized by opportunities for frequent interaction
among faculty regarding teaching-related issues ( Ferren

1989: Massy. Wilger. and Colbeck 1994: Wright and O'Neil
1994). Interviews of 88 faculty at six research universities
indicate that one of the important instiwtional characteristics
that can help increase the intrinsic rewards of teaching is the
availability of "opportunities to talk about teaching-i in dis-
cussions with peers as well as students. faculty are able to
remind themselves of the intrinsic rewards of teaching (Froh.
Menges. and Walker 1993. p. 93). The results of an 11-
campus study of "institutional efforts to create and or main-
tain positive teaching climates demonstrate that one of the
most important characieristic.s of a positive teaching culture
is the opponunity for collegial interactkm and collab( iraticm
about teaching (1.a(:elle-Pciterson and Finkelstein 1993, p.
22):

h.eanently. faculty repart these intemoians the call-

text (f team teaching. . . . Faculty Om bad (aught in
such ontrse chisterc . . report that the eXperience was
the occasiun for their most meaning/id leaching inter-
actims (La(;elle-Peterson and Finkelstein 199.3. p. 28).

A relatiely recent review of the literature on faculty collabo-
raticin in teaching identifies three major benefits to teachers:
improvement of teaching ability. increased intellectual stimu-
lation. and reduction in the degree of isolation associated
with traditional teaching (Austin and Baldwin 1991, pp.
11-13

After the original three-Year funding period for universities
participating in the Lilly Endowment's 'leaching Fellows
Program ended. many of the uni ersities continued to fund

the program without external support. A comprehensive
evaluative study of these programs reveak that one of the
characteristics ol the campus cultures that histered the con-
tinuation of such programs was the substantial sense of com-
munity that had been established among facult\ associated

ith the program in preiims rears. It was customary to
make dear I() new teaching fellows that thev were "joining a
group of faculty committed to teaching and spanning univer.

.secrou.sly
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sity departments and years of involvement in the program"
(Austin 1990b, p. 72). The creation of a community of teach-
ers such as this has demonstrated the pc)tential to defend "the
program if budget constraints threaten its existence- (p. 72).

Whether through peer visits, informal study groups.
conkrences. or social events. the input qf others ofiers
Hell' awl Original ideas, provides intellectual stimula-
tion around teaching issues. and creates a sense of
community that helps to break down the isolation felt

many college teachers (Aitken and Sorcinelli 1994).

A faculty development program
or campus teaching center
(;ampus cultures that value teaching are characterized by
extensive faculty devek)pment pn)grams (1.,A:elle-Peters( m
and Finkelstein 1993; Rice and Austin 1990; Richardson 1993),
often coordinated by the staff of a campus teaching center
(Aitken and Sorcinelli 1994; Ambrose 199; Austin 1990b;
Fenton 1991; Jenrette and Napoli 199-4; Wright and O'Neil
191). A typical campus teaching center is a university-
funded branch of the office of academic affairs. It is common-
ly operated by a director and trained teaching consultants.
The tasks perk wined hy the Center im Teaching at the
l'niversity of Nlassachusetts at Amherst, kir example. are rep-
resentative of those performed by most centers.

Since its inc eption. the center has qjiTed an ever-
increasing mnge (?f resources cuul prQc;ramsfr
eubancing teaching amid learning. They inchule huh-
victual (..-Onsulkttions. departmental consultations,
workshops. seminars, conlerences. teaching assistant
training, programs. annual award programs Hike! tlw
'leaching 1.'ellows Program and Faculty Grants fi,r
'leaching. materials on teaching det 'elopment. and
institutional participation in gants an(1 research on
teaching awl faculty thwelopinent (Aitken and
Sorcinelli 1994, p (.)()).

In a recent survey. faculty development professionals
ranked "[campus Icachingi cciltcr t( I promote effective
instruction- as one of the top f() institutional practices in
terms of its capacity to improve teaching (Wright and O'Neil
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199-t, p. 10). A recent case study of the development of the
University Teaching Center at Carnegie-Mellon University
reveals a number of ways in which it "has had a marked
effect on the culture of the university" (Ambrose 1995, p.
88). Support for the center persisted through a major change
in the central administration: moreover, the most recent
president created a new senior academic administrative posi-
tion in charge of "inmwation in undergraduate education,-
and the university "created the Center for Innovation in
Learning- as a focus for research connected to the work of
the teaching center (p. 88). Because of the center's success
as the campus forum for discussion of issues related to
teaching, this function has been expanded and included in
the regular activities of other campus institutions. Recently,
the center was moved to a new and prominent campus loca-
tion, symbolizing "t) the campus community the ever-
increasing importance of teaching- at the university (p. 88).
Every semester the rate of faculty participation in the cen-
ter's activities has continued to increase.

Supportive and effective department chairs
Recent empirical work oilers strong support for the earlier
convictik in of higher education scholars (particularly Lucas
1989, 1990, 199-1) that one or the most critical characteristics
of institutional and departmental cultures that value tea( hing
is the presence and activities of supportive and effective
department chairs. A recent qualitative investigation of the
characteristics of departmental cii It ures that either Stipp( In or
inhibit faculty's efforts to work toward effective teaching
included interviews with nearly 30(1 faculty at eight research
universities, four doctoral universities, and three liberal arts
colleges (Massy. Wilger, and Colbeck 1994). This ongoing
study of faculty across humanities, social sciencesmd sci-
ence departments reveals that a suppirtive department chair
is of pivotal importance in creating a culture that really val-
ues teaching.

The hair may well represent Hie mast inip0rtant
jactar in determining tvbether 01* ;tot a department
actitvly sit/Innis teaching. liderriewees cited the crucial
ml the (ban' /dors iii creating an enviranment can
(lm ire ti)tyPetire (caching. III demiroilems. the
current (bait* N credited with revaltaraluoy (.1410.Qe5 01
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the departmentwith resolving long-standing issues
rekited to undergraduate education. . . . As one faculty
member said. -Factulty netvr motvd auzty from their
commitment to leachingit _just trasn't rewarded as
seriously as research. (The chair! wants the quality qf
both /teaching caul research.' to itnprove and has tried
to revitalize and reemphasize teaching"(Massy, Wilger,
and Colbeck 1994, pp. 17-18).

A national sample of fficulty development professionals
recently ranked -[deans') and chairpersons recognition of
teaching as an important aspect of academic responsibility"
in the top 10 institutional practices in terms of its potential
to improve teaching; they ranked this role of the supportive
chair second out of a possible 36 institutional practices
(Wright and O'Neil 199-4, p. 15). Studies of both liberal arts
colleges and research universities show that the department
chair is essential in a campus culture that supports teaching:

Department (...hairs can comvy to faculty members infor-
mation about how teaching, qforts are valued. how time
is most prgitably allocated, and on Oral basis rewards
are determined. . . . Without the support qfdepartnwnt
chairs, tflflfl V incentives to ('ncounige good teaching
may be fruitless (Rice and Austin 1990. p. 39).

A connection between rigorous evaluation of teaching
and decisions about tenure and promotion
A number of recent case studies of institutions with campus
cultures that value teaching have consistently demonstrated
that a common and outstanding characteristic of such cul-
tures is the rigorous (peer a. I student) evaluation of teach-
ing and the connection of this evaluation with decisions
about tenure and promotkm (Armour 1995: Jenrette and
Napoli 1994; Richardson 1993). In a recent international
survey of faculty development professionals in the l'nited
States ( N = 165), Canada (N = 51), the l'nited Kingdom (N =
82), and Australasia ( N = 33), respondents in each sample
c(mntry and regi(m ranked "recognitkm of teaching in
tenure and promotion decisions" as the number one institu-
tional practice in terms of its -potential to improve the qual-
ity of teaching" (Wright and O'Neil 1995. pp. 12-13). Clearly,
those who probably know the most about teaching cultures
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at colleges and universities around the world have in com-
mon the perception that the quality of teaching is particu-
larly likely to be enhanced in campus cultures where the
evaluation of teaching is connected to decisions about
tenure and promotion (p. 18).

Further, interviews with 3(R) faculty on 15 campuses
reveal that departmental cultures that support quality teach-
ing are more likely to value rigorous peer and student evalu-
ation of teaching and to connect such evaluation to de-
cisions about tenure and promotion. According to one facul-

ty member:

IVe are scrupulous in promotion and tenure decisions
about the etaluation ofteaching. Ire insist that teaching
be verl good. We revieulaculty niembers on a set sched-
ule. Assistant professors are reviewed every mu.° years.
associates et.ery.fil'e .years. and fiell prglessors every
en years. The review includes both teaching and
research. as aell as Serl'iCe and othercontributions to
llw field (Massy. Wilger. and Colbeck 199-t, pp. 16-1").

Even at research universities, departments with cultures that
support teaching differ from others in important ways.

These departments scrutini:e their junior members'
teachitig skills and t'ykr guidance and assistance
befOre crucial decision points. They are changing the
standard line. "Good teaching can't help you. but only
terrible teaching can hurt you.- to -Good t not necessar-
ily excellent teaching is a necessaly but not sufficient

condition tenure- (Massy Wilger. and Colbeck
199+, p. 1-).

In sum, strategies to improve instruction are both nur-
tured by and help to create more supportive teaching cul-

tures on college and university campuses. Supportive
teaching cultures facilitate the informative k.edback to teach-

ers so important to improving teachingfeedback that
comes In tin the teachers themselves as reflective practitic)n-
ers. In in students, and from colleagues, consultants, and
department chairs. The next three sections consider these
various sources of informative feedback and the strategies of
instructit ma I impnwement associated with them.
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THE TEACHER AS REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONER

There is dissatisjactkm with much of the instruction
now going on in American colleges and universities.
CrilicisMS of teachers awl teaching bare come from
legislators. students, college (ulministanors, and even
fimn smite faculty monbers A frequently offered
remedy is to make dlectire teaching the basis forjacul-
ty m.onlotions. Mere are those who beliet.e that teach-
ing will be improved only ffit is sonic/mon et.aluated
and used as a criterion jhr appointments Or promo-
tions. This may be true. but . . . if course or instruction-
al improt.ement i.c the goal something more than a
single good-bad judgment is neededsomething dna
will give a &weber tIn kbul ofspecilic iryOrmation
needed for improtrinent ((;entra 1(P2, p. 1).

Nearly :t quarter century after those remarks were written.
the quest for discovering "ways in which college teaching is
being and can he impn wed- ((*.entra 19.72, p. ) remains.
This section and the next two examine the recent and some
of the earlier literature on the subject, emphasizing the theo-
retical and empirical foundations underlying the success of
contemporary strategies for improving instruction.

Researchers and analysts consistently have demonstrated,
both theoretically and empirically. that college professors are
primarily nunivated by the intrinsic rewards of academic
w( rk, including intrinsic rewards gained from teaching
(Austin and Gamson 1983; Herman and Skeff 1988; Hess vr-,
Fn 41, NIcnge.:. and Wilker l9)3; NIcKeachie 19-9, 1982: Olsen
1993). Intrinsically nunivated individuals usually want to feel
ccimpetent and have a sense of' self-detenninatk intwo
needs that are closely related if tun intertwined. In fact, it is
"the need for self-determined coinpetence- that underlies
intrinsic motivation (I)e( i and Ryan 198i, p. 32). 'Ibis basic
nee(I leads people to situations and activities that interest
them. that provide optimal challenges. that allow them to
learn and achieve" (Deci and Ryan 1982. p. 28). The need for
self-determined competence also prompts individuals to scan
the environment for feedback that informs them of the results
of their perk innancepniducing a critical psychol,-gical state
that an intrinsically nu nivated person continuously seeks
thnnigh ork (I lu k111,111 alld >klhain 19-(). Tea( hers. lor
example. might;
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. . cletvlop instructional routines that inchule teaching.
reflection on ilybrmation about successes and failures.
and then teaching aqain. with attempts to make
changes based On fivdback 1Iany college teachers
do this naturally. They solicit infbrmation as feedback:
they rqlect on their expectations. beliefs and izilues:
and they experiment with different weqs (il. teaching
(Menges 1991. p. 27).

The informative feedback that intrinsically irmtivated pro-
fessors continuously seek is exactly what drives the process
of instructional improvement. Further, most strategies for
improving instruction can be meaningfully arranged into
categories according to the primary source of informative
feedback that serves to initiate, direct, andior sustain the
changes in instructional behavior associated with a particular
strategy. l'he most prominent sources of such feedback (as
distinguished fr( mm "methods" for obtaining this feedback)
are wklely discussed in the literature on the evaluation of
teachingself students, colleagues, consultants, and chairs
(Braskamp and Orv 199-1: Centra 1993). Indeed, the atten-
tion given to the usefulness of feedback from these sources
f(w the improvement of teaching relative to pers(mnel deci-
sions has increased noticeably in the past 10 to IS years
(Braskamp, BrandenburgInd ()ry 1981:, Centra 1979). This
section and the next two discuss strategies for improving
instnictk in that depend particularly on informative feedback
from one of these five sources. This section focuses on
strategies that rely on instructors themselves as the primary
sollrce of informative feedback to pronk>te improvement; it
views the teacher as a reflective practitioner.

Practice-Centered Inquiry
The first source of informative feedback available to most
instructors is themselves. And the first infOrmation many
instructors receie about their teaching comes froin their
own observations of their teaching, coupled with their
reflections on those observations. Instructional improvement.
whether at the remedial, la( ilium\ e, or optimizing le el. k
hest accomplished "in a manner that will permit careful
monitoring" (Sullivan ( )ne l() create a con-
tinuous mllIrce Of inlOrmati\ e feedhak is to supplement the
traditional adage. "Think before yUll act." with the less con-
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Nentional kct and reflect on you! ,i(l1011 (Argt its, Putnam,
and Smith 198i p 52) Because «Alege piofessors often
strongly nt ed to seek self-determined competence by con-
tinuously scanning their instructional environment for inft)r-
mative feedback. their behavior can he examined and the
source of changes in their behavior understood by viewing
them as "reflective practitioners" Schon 1983. 1987). College
teachers, like most professionals, face familiar situations
repetitiyel:. Some aspects of their behaviors and wactices
become routinized and automatic: portions of their under-
standings become tacit and theretc)re remain unexamined.
But routine classroom practices sometimes produce unex-
pected outcomes. Teachers can respond to surprises, of
course. by ignoring them, hut often surprises in the class-
room stimulate reflection. If a professor thinks reflectively
about an epimide of teaching after class, he or she engages
in "rellection-on-action,- but if' he or she thinks reflectively
about a teaching episode whik in the midst of it. he tif she
engages in -reflection-in-action.- While reflection-on-action
mukl lead to instructkmal change tomorrow. reflectkm-in-
action makes on-the-spot changes possible.

College teachers form personal. implicit theories of teach-
ing uptm \vhich they ()lien depend. even though they are not
particularly aware of their theories Such theories are likely to
be inaccurate because they are developed more or less
implicitly or subconsck msly rather than explicitly and
tlumghtfully. The num( ise of these implicit thet)ries is largely

pnitect instructors from the ambiguity and complexity of
the teaching em ininment: further, they are influenced by
cultural m wins gn mnded in the hniader institutional setting
of higher education t Rando and Menges 1991). Interview
data from qualitative studies have shown that such personal
the(wies do indeed influence teaching helm (Iso\ 1983:

Menges and Rando 1989 ). II is important to reflect on turning
these theories into (ipportunities fr impro\ lily, instal( tk )11:

tt ben u(' rolled (al ma. cypertem our thcurics

be( ()Inc apparent (wen lransparen1 humg been exph-
IbeHrics and lbe hcbailarN they po )(Ince

bec Mlle part 41r/4U we can thin!: «burn awl cAperieth
duet ill fi e are then able lit u.se thew theHries prtillm

Perbap.s cymbnialioll will) mon, prmal thco
Hes her bec',WWIVIlIch's J61' IMpruring ollr prat 11Ce,
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lather than mere determinants ofOur behavior
(Rando and Nlenges 1991. p. 11).

College teachers make certain assumptions about their
teaching situations that manifest themselves in particular
values and standards. A teacher's behaviors are generally
intended to produce consequences that are consistent with
those values and standards. In a particular teaching situation.
informative feedback about these immediate consequences
allows the teacher to assess his or her effectiveness. If a
discrepancy is detected between consequences and values
or standards. teachers can engage in a -reflective conversa-
tion with the situation- (Schon 1983. p. 1631. This reflection-
in-action can help teachers to become more aware of
differences between what they say they do (espoused theo-
ries) and what they actually do (theories-in-use) in a particu-
lar teaching situation (Argyris. Putnam, and Smith 198i, pp.
81 821. This type of "practice-centered inquiry- (Chism and
Sanders 1980. p. can lead reflective teachers to change
more than just those behaviors or strategies intended to sat-
isfy the assumptions. values, or standards currently held
about the teaching situation. Reflective teachers can go a
step farther and raise questions about the appropriateness or
validity of those underlying assumptions, values, or stan-
dards that in effect "govern- their teaching behavior in a
particular situation. In short. in-depth knowledge or -double-
loop learning'. Underlies enective teaching in a given situa-
tkin (Argyris. Putnam. and Smith 198:), p. 8n).

Recently, critically reflective teaching ( lirookfield 199=i)
and transform:in\ e theories of adult learning and develop-
ment (M. Clark 1993; Nlezirow 19911 have been applied to
the process of instructional improvement. In the first stage of
transfonnative learning, actions that generate infOrmative
feedback help instructors to increase their awareness of (and
make explicit I the assumptions and beliefs they hold about
a teaching situation. 1)uring the second stage. instructors
stud informative feedback regarding the sources and conse-
quences of their assumptions and beliefs. In the third stage.
inform:10\c feedback begins to challenge instructors basic
behels and assumptions. This stage is characteri/ed bv -criti-
cal sell-reflection- that (an be carried out in "discourse with
others- (ir -through 'discourse' with oneself (for exampk.. in
jiiurnal writing)" (Cranton 199 11. The last ,;tage of transfor-
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math e learning involves instructors' revising their basic
assumpti(ms about a teaching situation and developing plans

trv out new teaching behavi(ws, which in turn generates
more informative feedback as a fOcus for ongoing reflection
on teaching practices (pp. 739-11 ). Another element added
to the concept of reflection is the need for teachers -to
understand how considerations of power undergird. frame.
and distort educational processes and interactions- (Brook-
field 199=i, p. 8).

Engaging in practice-centered inquiry and the attendant
activities of reflectie practice has 1)een shmvn to be a useful
strategy for itnproving instruction (Anmndsen, Gryspeerdt,
and Nloxness 1)93: Chism. Sanders. and Zit low 1987; Dalt lin
199 Parker and Lawson 1978: Smith and Schwartz 1988:
stevens 198H). Ac tivitie:, that constitute practice-centered
inquiry or reflective practice can be arranged along a eontin-
U11111. At one end are the informal observations. questions.
and realizations that arise in the act of teaching, coupled
with the immediate reflections on them during and shortly
after class. In the middle of the continuum are more persis-
tent, vet still infiirmai, effOrts at obseraticm and inquiry: for
example. notes coukl be taken and records kept so that
sustained reflection could yield meaningful patterns of
behavior, possibly leading to a change in teaching methods.
At the other end of the conhnuum, reflective practice takes
place ithin the framework of a more formal research
design (Chism and Sanders 198h, pp. .S8.C9).

A recent ethnographic study of a college professor used
data front interviews. classroom Observations. zind docu-
ments to construct a vi id portrait of an effective reflective
practitioner ( 1)aftlin MA). This professor's regular use of a
teaching j(mrnal illustmtes the kind of informal day-to-day
reflecti\ e practice that makes her particularly effective:

Fr(MI yl/WrealVel: Mal:CM/11 IISC(1(1

tOlIniglIC that elWirCil a:fin:flint: a pn,liwsinnal jour-
nal m which wrnte about her leaching, learning.
an(1 gmwil). she pyappled with bei goals, practices, time
pomma. haersporsing with hifurmarfim.
. Ill cull.), (,11 scplember 2Q. (Ati denlonstra/ed the
intertwilanj; yl theory, practice, and introspection. -it('
corrected eat Ii other's ani:zes as a nal' ()/./Vinfiwchig
km/iv/edge and getting slut/cub In ()pen up awl talk in

hrbrilgreaclung Semi/is/I.
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front of each other General mayhem ensued compared
to usual silence. Fine with me. Ire need to relax
more. trust ourrelres with each other, take risks (y-
exposing oursebvs.- Jkugaret relate(/ the actillty (cor-
recti)ig quizzes). offered a rationale (a way reinfOrc-
ing knowledge and getting students to open up). and
reflected on its table as she saw it ("We all need to
relax more."). Again and again, AlaigaretS journal
showed a person operating simultaneously in these
three spheres. She described her practice. her reasoning.
caul her current reaction ( Dahlin 199i. p. 59).

Other research has been designed to promote reflection
about one's teaching and to study the outcome of this reflec-
tion. For example. in the Teaching Excellence Program at
Ohio State L'niversity. I" faculty members from a wide vari-
ety of fields carried out one or more semester-k mg practice-
centered inquiry -projects- (both formal and infcirmah
designed to encourage experimentaticm and reflection on
different ways to improve their courses and teaching. Over
the course of I z; biweekly seminars. participants were able
to share reflections ab(mt their projects in a "safe- environ-
ment (Chkin. Sanders. and Zitlow 198-). Although the
researchers were concerned that many of the faculty did not
reall examine their teaching "critically- and that inquiry
projects did not generate -long-term go)wth in teaching
understandings- (pp. 1-I- IC). they nevertheless outlined
certain overall positive results of the projects:

Four kinds tvsults the completed Iwo/eels were
noted: immediate improirments in practice, justifica-
tion glexisting practices, pralessional publicatimtpre-
sentation. aiul acquisition 01' general knouledge. . .

The /Projects/ that led to immediate impmrements in
practice an, evemplyied hy projects in which new
teaching techniques were teste(I o nuaerials were
detvloped(Chism. Sanders. and Zitlow 1987, p. 12).

In another study, sponsored by the Prok.ssional and
( )rganizational Network in I higher Education, faculty partici-
pants in a three-day workshcp were asked to reflect on their
teaching and to make explicit the theories of action guiding
their teaching. Each participant wrote a case study of an

-14
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actual problem that had occurred in their teaching, including
any strategies they had used, any harriers encountered, and
a record of their conversations with students that showed
what was actually spoken as well as any thoughts or feelings
withheld. ParticiNnts then shared these reflections with
other workshop participants (Smith and Schwartz 1988). The
researchers believe they -were successful in getting the par-
ticipants to rc,cognize and accept their action strategies of
making attributions and evaluations without illustrating of
testing them, and of behaving as if [they) were true.- They
agreed that in the future, however. they would also focus on
"klentificatkm (and change) of the underlyi?1,c; values of the
theory-in-use that informs these counterproductive strategies
and holds them in place- (p. 82).

At Mc(ill t .niversity, faculty met weekly for two years in
a numher of discussion groups (Amundsen. Gryspeerdt. and
Moxness 1993). Weekly meetings typically consisted of activ-
ities that encouraged participants to reflect on the ;ipplica-
tion of new teaching principles and practices in their own
courses. Participants then shared reflections with faculty
colleagues in a supportive environment. At the end of the
two-year period, the great majority of panicipants either
already had used or planned to experiment with the new
teaching approaches discussed in the seminars, and several
particii)ants carried out figmal classniom research projects.

Ite predwted that these methocls would support the
centml Inymise practice-wnlered /nanny. namely.
that a large part of a pr4essor's knowledge about
teaching erolves from reflection cowl eyperimentation.
Tbe content of the faculty discussitms and the number
(y. pn,lessors who actually Irk?/ various teaching
approaches sugqest that 1/ie./acuity discussion group
structure is apIn.opriale in addressing the more inlOr-
mal levels of reflection and experimentation
(Amundsen. Gryspeerdt. and Moxness 1993. p. 350).

It is of some interest that a qualitative study of the highly
personal and individual nature of instructional changes car-
ried out by 12 full-time faculty reveals that most instructional
change does not cinnprise sweeping innovatiims., instead.
-prolessors recalled gradually evolving techniques within
one aspect of teaching .. . Ihyl tinkerimig v ith instructional

. . . most in-
structional
change does
not comprise
sweeping
innovations . . .
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strategies- (Stevens l988, p. The interview data provide
a somewhat different perspective on the nature. importance.
and effectiveness of reflective practice b,. illustrating two
different types of tinkeringreactive and reflective. Reactive
tinkerers tended to consider a limited range of teaching
techniques and to seek simple solutions to instructional
problems in ways that were unrelated to any meaningful
analysis of what would best help their students learn.
Reflective tinkerers considered a wider range of teaching
techniques because they continuously experimented with
and modified instructional techniques according to a mean-
ingful analysis of what woukl help their students learn.

Self-Assessment
The ultimate foundation of all reflective practice or self-
reflection is the ability and opportunity to engage in self--
evaluation or self-assessment. Self-assessment has certain
distincti\ e properties and advantages: Nluch of it is done
more or less automatically: it is the most immediate scmrce
of information about one's teaching: immediate adjustments
Can he inade in response to it: it is self-gencrated and there-
foie optimally meaningful to the individual instructor: and
compared to all other sources of information. it takes place
the most continuously (Fink 1995, p. 193). Some Corm of
selhconf rontation is a natural prerequisite kw enhancing self-

areness of one's effectiveness in teaching. A recent book.
Assessing hiCultv U wk justifies the importance of sell-
assessment:

themschvs arc the most important assessment
olove becadse only they can provide descriptions of
their intik. the thinking behind it. and their own per-
sonal reponing. appraisals, interpwlations. and goals.
Self-assessment involres nylection eind judgment. ()ay
the prypsmirs themsetiv.s. call ;mike (i case for their

/act Itt /1(111' .Nfressell that Cellnplise.N Shotad
stippn)1 if CliitilYt' (,,f assessment in which Jaculty contin-
noncly monitor and assess their (qt.?! pmgress
(liraskamp and ( )ry p. 102).

\\ «fill1111 111 111011(4,k (if I Wlf-eNnlillatIAIns are
,elf -rating limns And ,,e11.-repuits tCarnill 1981). At many
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colleges and universities, faculty are asked to complete the
same (( ir slightly reworded) teaching evaluation question-
naire as their students. 'Ibis approach enables faculty to
analyze their work and to reflect on their teaching behaviors
along the same dimensions their students use to evaluate
them. A meta-analvsis of 19 studies found that the correla-
tkm across instnictors (which indicates the extent of re/alie(!
similarity) between instructors overall self-ratings and their
students' overall ratings of them was +.29a statistically
significant hut modest positive correlation (Feldman I 9 8 9 ).
In terms of the extent of absolulesimilarity of ratings. how-
ever, instructors on average tended to rate themselves at a
level similar to their students' ratings. In combination, these
two sets of findings indicate that some instructors rated
themselves more fa\ orably and some less favorably than
their students. accounting for the modest correlation coeffi-
cient. In terms of inqiie similaritythe pattern of ratings of
[lune effective and less effectk e teaching behaviorsthe
average correlation for 10 pertinent studies evaluated was a
robust +.8 "indicating that teachers as a group assess their
relative strengths and weaknesses in ways highly similar to
current students as a group- (p. li3). This particula.: finding
pmvides evidence of validity for self-ratings as a means by
which instructors can accurately identify the relatke
strengths and weaknesses in their teaching. Anc)ther meta-
analysis, of 31 studies. found that the .1\ erage correlation
between teachers and students in terms of the importance
they attached to the contrilmtion of arious teaching behav-
iors to effective teaching was Feklman 1988). This
finding offers a possible resolutic in to the often-disputed
claim that students and their instructors disagree on what
constitutes good teaching: it also offers indirect support for
the \ alidity of self-evaluations.

()tiler eklence suggests that faculty who have mit expe-
rienced course evaluations (for example. because no cant-
pus system for e\aluation exists or because instructors are
tea( hirig a (.1 mrsc for the first time) are Ilione likel to rate
themselcs higher than their students do ((entra 19-31)).
This finding pn )vicks yet another reason for the importalk
of conducting regular self-ratings. Further, some research
intik ates that the gteater the positive disc wp.uhy- --the

hich sell-ratings exceed students' ratingsat
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midterm, the more likely the instnictor will improve teach-
ing behaviors, as evidenced by increases in end-oflterm
ratings by students (Centra Pambo)kian 197().

The Teaching Portfolio
Self-reports completed by college professors traditionally
have been limited to vitae and reports of activities. Recently,
however. they have been conceptually and functionally
expanded into a medium, compendium. and showcase fOr
reflective practice--namely, the teaching portfolio (Edgerton.
Ilutchings, and Quinlan 1991; Seldin 1991). Teaching portfo-
lios are essentially an elaborate and reflective form of self-
evaluation (Kahn 1993). The idea of the teaching portfolio is
bormwed fr(nn the long tradition among architects, ph(4()g-
raphers, painters, and other artists of constructing portfolios
of one's best work. In the l'nited States. use of the teaching
portfOlio has grown geometrically: The number of colleges
and universities using teaching portfolios (in one Imm or
another) grew from an estimated 10 institutions in 1990 to
about ;00 institutions in 199; (Sek lin, Annis, and Zubizarreta
1995. p.

The use of teaching portfolios came earlier to Canadian
universities, which have been using -teaching dossiers- since
the early 1980s. 1O assist institutions with this work. the
Canadian Association of l'niversity Teachers. in c(miuncti(m
with the Center for Teaching and Learning Services at McGill

.niversity. published a comprehensive set of guidelines for
preparation and use of the dossier (Slutre. Foster, Knapper.
Nadeau. Neill, and Sim 19M). Briefly, a teaching dossier is
-a summary of a pn)lessor's major teaching accinnplishments
and strengths. It is to a professor's tea( hing what lists of
publications. grants. and academic honors are to research-
tn. I I. The guidelines suggest three broad categories of
items that might be included in the dossier: ( ) the products

1(e.itleis nnen-Ackl ii le.nning in( me ((insirm.ingi Ica, lung pi in-
kite set seitim I 199i. pim

ic.it hing k \
antl inn% l(Pli de',, detail. the w,e

,1 iii. lung lutithlios ii 1" and unneeone,, nt, hiding
ethihn, nut nanle..nid .iddre.se. t anipn ftpnstnt,nit,

itt in,ne nth ontinc)n Rut Win V.Intling I 9')=0 pIewni .1 det,ffied
innt ulinn tt guide Lit Hitt ,nitl adtnint,n.niti. nt th t t)nslititn,n

(wt. Am, I culnn 191)11. tem lung n(nn(di,),. and the the\ chIpment
.1 IRV? let ittt Mitt It .1111.111tHIcd itt, hing sIcili
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of good teaching, such as students test scores, workbooks.
logs, reports of field work. or evidence of effective thesis
supervision; (2) material from oneself such as courses
taught. enrollments. course materials, research on one's
teaching. instructional innovations, or course development:
and (3) information frwn others. such as data from students'
evaluati(ins. written evaluations or interviews of students.
statements fmm colleagues who have observed one.s teach-
ing, or statements about teaching from administrators (pp.
10-11). Finally, the guidelines provide 49 detailed items for
possible inclusion (with a description, rationale, and exam-

ple for each). 'Fwo important items that are kn( iwn to be

comnlonly used in teaching portfolios (see Seldin 1991) are

not on this detailed list. however:e -reflective statement by
the professor describing personal teaching philosophy.
strategies. and objectives- and a -perscinal statement lw the
professor describing teaching goals lOr the next five .c..ars-

(p. 1()). A statement of teaching goals is among the items
appearing most frequently in more than 400 portfc ilios

re\ iewed cseldin 1993, p.
Conceptually, a good teaching portfolio should contain

several items.

.11 the heart 101)e portfidio as we enlisfim it are sam-

ples of teaching performance: no/just what teachers
say about their practice but artifacts and e.vamples
what they actually do. aNue. too. that portfolios
should be um-k, samples would be accompa-

nied by faculty commentary and evplanalimi lhat
reveal not only what leas done bla 11.1.9% tbillkiltg

the teaching. Finally. ay (tow for pcirtfoli)s

Mat are . . a careful selection ofevidence organized
around agreed-upon calf,gories. which themselves rep-

reNent ker dimensUOIN ifthe scholarship of teaching
(Fdgerton, I lutchingsind Quinlan 1991, p.

l'nlike most other strategies for impioving instruction.

teaching portkilios provide opportunities for professors to
Occ I on their own teaching within the cuti/c/ii of their n

disciplines and within the c ()wow of their own particular
classes. Thus the o incept of a teaching portIOlici is based

square.l\ on the tiotitm ut viewing a teacher a, a rc://ct

p0fc h(ufwi('r( S haiti 1983 I lit the pnwess cif constructing a

taking lea, Icing ser.wil,11,
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portf(ilio, professors must engage igitin and again in "reflec-
tive conversation with a 'teachingd situation- ill coming to
grips with both the nature ((he what ) of their teaching and
the thinking (the why) behind that teaching (p. 1(3), Typ-
ically, each cmry in a 1-)orticilio is related in mune way to a
sample of teaching work and or the teacher's reflecti(ms on
and explanations of that sample. The evidence of teaching
(w( urk samples) and the professor's reflections on that evi-
dence are also gn guided in the pedaw)gical content knowl-
edge assoiciated with teaching one's own disciplinary
content within the context of one's own classes (Shulman
198(1, 198-, 1989.1. The experiences of participants in
stank was Teacher Assessment Project reveal that:

ienerall reflection. diiorced from evidence ef actual
peqiirmance. Jails to captluv the sitpatea nature (y
reachmj4. tt ork samples alone aren't intellOble. But
work samples phis reflection make et pourefid formula.
lbe rdlectioll i.c 7;rounded- br being connected to a
particular instance of teaching: The u.ork sample is
made meaningful and placed in onnext through rejlec-
uon (Edgerton, I lutchings, and Quinlan 1991, p. 9).

pparently no expel imental research has been (.( inducted
to investigate whether or not teaching portfOlios contlibute
systematically to the impluvenient of instruction or whether
the use of tea( hing portfolios is ass( >dated with any of the
traditional measures of effective instructio )n. such as stu-
dents achievement or students' ratings of teaching. \Vhat is

ailable are the reports Imm numerous faculty respondents
that their teaching has improved because of the mnstruction
of a teaching portfolio (Hutchings 1993a: Seldin 1993:

Annis, and Zubizarreta 199C). Additionally. faculty
de\ ch lo) coordinate and appmise campus activities
related to teaching p(mfolios are consistently af I irmative in
their belief that te.a hing p()rkulios 11 moite impnived
instruction (Anderson 1993. Seldin 1991: Seklin and Annis
1990).

( me of the earliest. Ilest-dcicumented, and most sill co.ssful
tests of rho use of teaching p( olfolios for inipoi ing instruc-
tion w as it Ball State 1 lin crsit \ in 1990 Twenty facultA
menll)ers were rand( inik selected lu int 0) yr 100 Mu) oh, ii-
tecred to ciinstruc t teaching portfolios. Hie responses of



faculty members and Faculty developers regarding the posi-
tive impact of teaching portfolios on teaching at Ball State
are representative of the assessments of their counterparts at
other colleges and universities. The project had several suc-
cessful outcomes:

he (111(110 o/portfidios was quite high. If there ti.as one
recurring comment the participants, it was their
common cinovineni in the protect. Sonw found it
nfresbing to discoverlrom the completed portlidlojust
how cflectire !bey hare been in the classroom. Others
.finnul the focused thinking on teaching efiectitvness a
stimulus for self-improreinent ( Seklin and Annis I990,
p.

But bevond these Outcomes, the coordinators learned some-
thing else:

all participating professors acknowledged that
in the pmcess of collecting documents and materials
they furced to rethink their leaching strategies and
guals. They asked themselves why they do what the.i. do

in the classroom. That alone induced many facultr
engage colleagues in discussion about leaching and to
shaipen their (new classroom perlOrmance(Seklin 1991,

p. 2)).

The Teaching Culture, Instructional
Change, and Reflective Practice
As NA, e anah.ze various ways that teachers use reflective prac-
tice to generate informatiVe feedback, we do not want to
lose sight of potential oinnections with elements of the
teaching culture and the mechanisms that characterise the
three stages of the process of instructional change. The fOl-
lowing example shows the relevance of certain elements (

supporti\ e teaching culture and discusses the unfree:jug
ph;r-,e ()I the proicess of instructional (. hange (see figure I on
p. Examples kir the changing and refreezing phases
appear in later sectioms.

Suppose the faculty senate ;Ind the office of the vicc
chancellor for ;lcadenik affairs has e ie'eeitul c ollaboratcd to)
establish a unilurni svqcni cvalualing ractilt in which
teachers .tre to be teviewed hy peers using p( mrtfolios, w iil

/eat bli/t; eli(111.Ir -3/



the rating of the portfiilio to be weighted equally with
research in subsequent decisions about tenure and promo-
tion. Consider a tenured faculty member who is applying for
the rank of full professor. During the process of drafting the
"statement of teaching philosophy" fOr her portfolio, she has
difficulty developing a strong rationale for her predominantly
lecture-style approach to teaching. Over the years she has
developed an expressive and stimulating style of lecturing.
and she views herself' as an Innovative" teacher who strives
to maximize students' learning. She knows, however, that
research now shows that students learn more in an active
than in a passive role. The idea of active learning makes her
think about the pohlem-solving groups that the department
chairwho is already a full professorhas been using in a
similar class. She has heard students talk about what the
chair has students do in the problem-solving groups, and she
considers this approach very innovative.

In this scenario, the primary source of information for
changing the method of instruction comes from self-reflec-
tiim. Additionally. several elements of a supportive teaching
ciAlture are at work: high-level administrative commitment to
the value of quality teaching, faculty members' involvement
and sense of ownership in the planning and implementaticm
of activities to improve teaching, a broader definition of
scholarship to include teaching, and a connection between
rigonms evaluation of teaching and decisions involving
tenure and promotion. Finally. the mechanisms of the un-
freezing stage of change are present. Disconfirmation occurs
when the professor tries tO justify her approach. comparison
when her current teaching practices do not meet her innova-
tive teaching standards, and scifeir in the idea of trying the
chair's problem-solving groups. If this professor, like many
others, strongly needs to be omtpetent and to engage in
self-determination, these factors are likely to generate a
In()tivati(m to change.

6 o.



USTENING TO THE VOICE OF STUDENTS

By far the most common method used to evaluate the qual-
ity of teaching among colleges and universities in North
America is "formal student ratings, usually obtained by
means of a standardized, objectively scored evaluation form-
(Nlurray 1981, p. 118). A number of surveys have studied the
availability of ratings by students at a wide variety of differ-
ent types of public and private institutions. Student ratings
were collected and available as a source of diagnostic feed-
back for instructional improvement at over 80 percent of -56

institutions surveyed in 196 (Centra 19-9). In a 1985 study,
student ratings of teaching were available at over 95 percent
of WO institutions surveyed (Erickson 1986). A 1989 survey
of professional faculty developers (one per institution)
reveals that 99 percent of the 155 institutions in the survey
either reported widespread use of or planned to use student
ratings of instruction for the assessment and improvement of
teaching ( Kurriss and I3oice 1990).

Student Ratings and the Improvement of Instruction
But have student ratings of teaching led to the improvement
of college teaching? Some researchers (see. e.g., Marsh 198-;

Marsh and Dunkin 1992; Nlurrav 198-b) argue that logicalh
they should.

The Io,ticaI caselin. student instructional ratings 1., that
since they incorporate evaluatnv functions that have
been .11(111 impmee peiliwmaitce iii other contexts.
such ratings uould be mpected to improtv teaching
similarly For one thing,, student ratings provide inlOr-
;native feedback uselid jOr dia,t.nrosing instructhmal
strengths. Second. feedback fioni students can provide
the nnpetusibr proli,ssional development activities
aimed at improved teaching. Third. use ofstudent rat-
ings in salary, prornotion. arid tenure decisions gives
jUculty members (1 tangible incentive jOr putting time
and effort into improvement of teaching. Finally, use of
snulent ratings in tenure and relentivii decisions pm-
rides (i .electimi mechanism wherein' better teachers
are more likely to be retained by the institution Mere
are good reasons, then, for expecting that student rat-
trigs leco to improved leaching. particularly if
used fin. hoth sumnialit.e and Jhrrnatn.e rposes
(Nlurray 198-b, p $ ).

lirklIt,t; lea( Iwo; \ertutiNir 5,3
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Where the quality of teaching has improved over the years,
can it he attributed to the impact of feedback from student
ratings? Some positive evidence that it is comes from seven
surveys of college teachers (all but one conducted (luring
the 1980s), which asked whether student ratings had pro-
vided useful feedback for improving instruction and whether
student ratings had led to improved teaching. Results of the
seven surveys in combination reveal that about (i7 percent
of the Faculty stated that student ratings were useful and
about 80 percent stated that sudi ratings led to improved
teaching (Murray 19)c7b).

Experimental research on this issue has focused primarily
on whether informative feedback from student ratings
(including written comments by students) received at
midterm are associated with higher end-of-term ratings for
those receiving feedback, compared to a control group of
faculty receiving no midterm feedback. 'ibis research was
reviewed several times between 1980 and 1990. An exami-
nation of changes in student ratings of teaching as a result of
the faculty's receiving feedback on student ratings alone,
student ratings plus consultation, and discrepancies between
self-ratings and student ratings concludes that "feedback
fo int students can positively affect subsequent teaching.
ivirticularlv if ratings are acc(mipanied by consultation.
Faculty most likely to change are those whose student rat-
ings are less pc)sitive than their self-ratings and they are
probably the persons linl wlmm consultants efforts should
be invested'. (Levinson-Rose and Nlenges 1981, pp. -i19-20).

The first actual meta-analysis of the results of experimen-
tal studies of the effect of feedback from student ratings on
improving instniction examined 22 c(miparimins based on 1
studies. The average effect of feedback from student ratings
on end-of-term ratings was a statistically significant but mod-
est increase of +.38 standard deviation. For the specific in-
structional dinienskm of skill in delivery, the average effect
was +. standard deviatic wt. The effect of feedback from
student ratings without consultation was +.20 standard devi-
ation. and the effect of student feedback with consultation

as +.01 standard deviation (Cohen 1980). A inure recent
meta-analysis evaluated 31 compAsons from 2" studies and
lound the a\ erage effect of feedback fnini student ratings on
end-of term ratings to be +. I I standard deviation. The effect
of feedhac k fnini student ratings \\ c(insultation \\ as
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+.22 standard deviation, and the effect of student feedback
with consultation was +1.1 standard deviations (Menges and
Brinko 1986). In the most recent meta-analysis of such
experimental studies, the average effect of feedback from
student ratings on end-of-term ratings was an increase of
+.342 standard deviation (L'Ilommedieu, Menges. and
Brinko 199(t). After identifying a variety of methodol()gical
limitations (threats to the internal or external validity) of the
studies they evaluated, the researchers drew the t011owing
conclusions in support of the positive etIects of feedback
from student ratings on improved instruction:

'The literature reveals a persistently positive, albeit
small, effect from written feedback alone and a consid-
erably incre«sed (flect when written Jeedback is aug-
mented with personal consultation. The threats we hear
discussed operate in almost evert' case to attenuate
rather lbw, to e.vaggereite Jeedback efiects. e.vpect
that improved research document ellects that are
more substantial and robust than those shown solar
(IiI lommedieu, Nlenges, and Brinko 199). p. 2 toll.

Several observations are noteworthy about this literature.
First. faculty most likely to improve in response to feedback
from students may be those with larger rather than smaller
discrepancies between their self-ratings and students' ratings
on one or more dimensions of teaching (Centra 19-3a:
Lek inson-Rose and \lenges 1981: Pambookian 197(i). It
seems plausible to assume that students would rate at least
(me or two aspects of most pnitessors teaching at a level
bek Ay the internal standards of perfiirmance the profess( ws
maintain. Second, evidence based on I()gical argument and
faculty surveys (Nlurray 198-b) and on experimental research
consistently shows that feedback from student ratings can he
of alue in imprm ing one's instructional effectikeness. Third.
the importance of consultation in enhancing the effects of
feedback from student ratings on the qualit of teaching is
notable (Cohen 1980: LI Iommedieu, Menges. and Brinko
l990: Marsh and Roche 1993: Nlenges and Brink() 1986). The
literature in this area emphasizes the utilitk of sitting down
with a ((mlle.igue or teaching omsultaill to jointly interpret
the feedback. select targets for improvement. and dex clop
strategies for instruc tional change. (The literature on elfec-

. .faculty most
likely to im-
prove in res-
ponse to
feedback from
students may
be those with
larger rather
than smaller
discrepancies
between their
self-ratings and
students'
ratings . . .

Taking l'ea( twig eriou..11. 5 5"
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live models of instructional consultation is considered in the
next section, "Colleagues. Consultants, and Chairs.")

Anc)ther interesting approach to using feedback from
student ratings to improve instruction addresses the need for
a consultant in a creative way. This approach is based on the
distinctive work done in the study of specific (low-inference)
behavicw of teachers, as opposed to the more standard
(global or high-inference) teaching behaviors (Murray
1.98-a). Research on specific. low-inference behaviors can
he related to experiments on the efiects of students' ratings:

/n most oftbeq, experiments. midterm feedback consist-
ed of mean student ratings of global instructor charac-
teristics "clarity.- "rapport,- awl "overall
ellectireness.- Low ratings on items of this sort inform
the teacher that something is wrong but provide no
indication (,f the slrecilic classromn behaviors that gave
rise to the pn.blem or the specific Changes that will
bring about improvement. On the other band. low rat-
ings on Npecilic behavioral items "maintains ere
contact with students." -indicates ilk, transithm frwn
one tc,pic to the next.- and -uses.fregrunit examples-
pn wide a clear signal as to whal is wrong and what
remedial action is needed. .4ccording to tbis analysis.
the reamm strulent JeedIhrck plus expert consultation
pruluced large instructional gains is Ilkit tlw expert
cmrsultant WaS able to interpret global strident ratings
in specific belkwioral terms and to recommend specific
lwbavioral change strategies (Murray l9Ha. p. 89).

The results of this research can be interpreted as sluming
that the need for instructional consultation can he mediated
simiewhat by pn iding better diagiv)stk' feedback to in-
structors in at least two ways. First. if instructors are more
knowledgeable about the specific teaching behaviors that
are associated with the more global behaviors that students
rate on traditional evaluation forms, professors will be better
able to interpret the meaning r ratings of items found on
most of these forms. Second, more appropriate diagnostic
feedback forms c(mId be constructed using specific, low-
inference helm\ toral items "and thus provide clearer pre-
scriptions fOr remedial action. Low ratings on items llikel
'maintains ee contact with students' .. provide the instruc-
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t( cr with clear signals as to what is wn)ng and what remedial
action is needed- (Murray 1991, p. 1631.

Research with specific, kiw-inference items has demon-
strated very high interrater reliability 11111Ong students
(Murray 1983). These specific behavioral ratings correlate
highly with students' achievement, students' motivation. and
overall ratings of teachers' effectiveness (Murray 1983. 1985,
19911. some of the specific behaviors that correlate highly
with overall teaching ratings are in the dimensions of enthu-
siasm (e.g.. 'speaks expressively or emphatically." -moves
about while lecturing.- -gestures with hands and arms,"
"shows facial expressions"), clarity (e.g., "gives multiple
examples.- "points out practical applications,- "stresses
importan( points-1, and interaction rapport (e.g.. -asks ques-
tions of class," -encourages questions and comments,-
"addresses students by name.- "shows concern kir student
progress.- -friendly, easy to talk to-) (Murray 1985. p. 25).
'Ilk. categories first appeared in the Teacher Behaviors
In\ entory. which was originally used to provkle student
ratings at midterm to an experimental gnmap of 3(1 teachers
randomly selected from 60 participating instructors. with the
remaining 30 teachers serving as the control group that did
nig receive feedback. Feedback consisted of descriptive
statistics on the ratings for each item along with brief in-
structions to aid in interpreting data. Both the actual gains
between midterm and end-of-term ratings and the average
end-of-tenn student ratings of anunint of impnivenient in
teaching were significantly higher for the experimental
gn nip compared to the control group, and the "efiect size
lcir [specific] hehavkiral feedback was .3 standard deviation
units, which is consklerably higher than the average effect
size of .20 reported bv Cohen (1980) for student feedback of'
a more global nature- (Murray 1991, p. 165).

Talking with Students
Vali° \vay.s ccl litening to the voice of students have been
used as the basis of different strategies for imprming
instruction. Faculty in (MC stUdy were asked to indicate their
relative preferences for student feedback o)llected in diner-

I Ill CI Mil' tic.cgriuct \ (.1,1,111 tilt' 'cat
iit ticcuc,cc 198-.I. pp 92. 9 I itp,,Kliit cc) (Hi mit Aid

cit.\ chipment ptim:
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ent fOrmsratings on objective questionnaire items. written
comments by students, and reports of group interviews with
students. For purposes of improving instruction, group inter-
views and written comments were rated similarly and as
more accurate and nutre trustworthy than objective items. In
terms of believability and interpretability, written comments
were rated above group interviews, but both were rated
higher than objective items. Group interviews with students
were rated as the most comprehensive, most useful, and
most valuable among all three for the purpose of improving
instruction (Ory and Braskamp 1981). Similarly, students
have been asked to indicate their degree of satisfaction with
different prcicesses of collecting their evaluations of teach-
ing. Students in one study preferred group interviews to
ratings forms because of the midterm "timing, quality of
feedlxick, oral exchange of inf(mllation, and personal
approach involved- (Wulff, Staton-Spicer, Iless, and Nyquist
985, p. -13). In a more recent study. Si udents were found to

prefer group interviews at midterm (and the extended reac-
tions from instruct( Irs associated with them) more than tradi-
tional standardized ratings collected at the end of the term
(Abbott, Wulff, Nyquist, Rupp, and I less 1990).

A content analysis comparing student feedback collected
thumgh written comments on a questionnaire with feedback
collected from group interviews or discussion reveals that
the information acquired did not differ in terms of the unan-
ticipated, prescriptive, detailed, elaborative, or expressive
nature of the content. Both teachers and students, however,
strongly preferred group discussions over questionnaires
(Tiberius, Sackin, and Cappe 198"). This result is under-
standable, because "the discussion group data cenainly con-
tain more anecdotes, direct quotations in a c(mversational
style, expressions of emotion, and subtle differences of
opinion, all of which add liveliness and immediacy to the
final report- (pp. 29-(-9`)).

Probably the most compelling justification fOr using group
discussions or interviews in an clic wt impn we instruction
in the classo)ont comes from an experimental study of the
impact on feedback from end-of-term student ratings plus
group discussion (withciut consultation), and feedback fn nit
stwlent ratings only, compared to a control group that did
not receive feedback (Tiberius. Sackin, Slingerland. Jubas.
Bell, and Matlow 1989). The study examined teachers and
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students in the clinical setting of nine different subspecialty

wards of a large university hospital. Results indicate that the

"addition of a supplementary feedback method, a student

group discussion technique. to feedback from student rat-
ings resulted in a much greater improvement lin teachers'l
performance than did feedback from student ratings alone.

The finprovement was dramatic, and it was sustained over
successive groups of students . . ." (p. (i6).

Several different ways of using interviews with students to

give feedback to teachers have been reported as successful
strategies f'or improving instruction: the group discussion
(Tiberius 1988: Tiberius. Sackin, and Cappe 198-: Tiberius,

Sackin, Janzen. and Preece 1993: Tiberius et al. 1989). small-

group instructk mat diagnosis (W.E. Bennett 198-: Clark and

Bekey 19-9: Coffman 1991: N. Diamond 1988; Wulff et al.

198S), the class interview (I leppner and Johnston 1991:
Kyger 198-0, and quality control circles (Cn)ss and Angelo

1988: Kogut 1984). (The technique. often referred to as the

"discussion gn nip (Tiberius 1988: Tiberius, Sackin, and

Cappc 198-). typically begins with an initial consultation
with the instructor. During this sessiim. participants discuss
the instrucuir's ginds and means of achieving them. Next, a

gnmp of students are selected randomly inim the instructor's
class list for participatic WI in a group interview led by a

group facilitakg other than the instructor and unknown to
the students (usually a teaching consultant). During the
interview the facilitator takes notes while the students
respond to brcrad questions alumt what aspects of the
instructor's teaching have been helpful and should he main-
tained. what things have not been helpful and should be
changed. and what suggestiims they have regarding ways

the teacher can improve the class..The facilitator then pre-

pares a written suinnwry of the students ammymous com-
ments and gives it to the instructor to read, after which they

meet to discuss the comments and strategies for change.
Finally, the instructor discusses selected issues with the

students.
Recent innovations in this aPProachn"w called -alli-

ances kir change"have made it pm)ssible to use the tech-

nique without the direct involvement of an outside teaching
consultant (Tiberius l995: Tiherius et al. 1993). Aker partici-

pating in an initial orientation, demonstration, and training
session, faculty lc win pairs. 1'c:idlers and their partners meet

'rya( /Wig ScriutiAll'
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to share their teaching goals and methods, identify specific
concerns about teaching, and arrange for classroom visits.
Near the end of the classroom visit, the teacher introduces
the partner and then leaves the room so that the partner can
randomly select four to six students to form an "agenda
group." The partner interviews the agenda group (whose
members are unknown to the teacher). using a procedure
similar to that used in the original group discussion
approach (identifying teaching practices that are considered
helpful as well as things that could he changed), wfites a
report. submits it to the teacher, and discusses the report
with the teacher. At the next meeting of the class, the
teacher explains what has already happened and asks the
whole class to write on a sheet of paper aspects of teaching
that are helpful and things that c(tuld be changed so that
they can be compared with points that arose in the agenda
group. At the class after that, the teacher asks for volunteers
to fiirm a -conversation group" with the teacher and partner
to develop suggestions for improvement based on a report
of the now-c( tnibined ideas of agenda gn)up and the
survey of the whole class. The teacher shares the results
with the class and tells them how he or she plans to address
the problems. Finally, the issues raised in the agenda
group's discussion are arranged into items on an end-of-
term questicmnaire.

Another technique for group discussion, known as "small-
group instructional diagnosis- (SGID), was originally devel-
oped at the University of Washington (Clark and Bekey
1979) as an extension of one compcinent of the clinical
approach to instructional c(msultatkm earlier developed at
the 1:niversity of Nlassachusetts (Bergquist and Phillips
19-7). It has been widely used and is considered substantial-
ly effective (see, e.g.. AX'.E. Bennett 1987: Coffman 1991:
Wulff et al. 1985). The process begins with a meeting
between the consultant and the teacher, at which time the
pnwedure is described and specific instructional ccmcerns
identified. Next, the cc msultant visits the classroom and
forms groups of six to eight students. Each group chooses a
recorder. who writes down only responses to the following
three questions on which the group has reached consensus:
"What (I() You like about the course?" -What would you like
changed in the course?" "What suggestions do you have for
improving the course?" (N. Diamond 1988, p. 9(1). Recorders
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then share these cc imments ith the entire class. As each
comment is presented, the consultant makes sure ex ervone
understands its meaning and then asks for a show of hands
indicating agreement or disagreement with the ccimment.
The consultant then collects materials from the group and
prepares a sununarv repoil for discussion with the instructor.
Finally. the instructor discusses unnments. stiggestions, and
plans fig change with his or her students. S(111) has !Lid a
number of impacts at Seattle Central Community College.
where the technique has been used extensively kir years:

hi respanse cowNe-lwciiic sn,veslions. instructinN
hair clarified course pruvided additional
examples and Invexamination reviews. eliminated ntm-
pimluctire exercises. and added more challenging home-
umk. .11oreatvr. textlx)aks hate been iv/Vac:ed. testing
pnwedures altered. classmorn «ctil Wes ndesigned hi

1111pill*Ched S111711 yllaCIIIIr

th'SCribea ihe Wide Magi: (01iljustments that 95 percent
q'thent bad mckle I W.E. 13ennett 198-, p. 193).

Several \ariations of these interview techniquesh brids
of the group discussion method and sG11)ha e apparently
:Aso proven effective (I leppner and .hilmston 199-t: Kyger
l98 4). quality-control circle. for example. is essentially
different foim the class interview. The first purpose of a
quality-control circle is -to puivide a vehicle fig regularly
collecting thoughtful feedback Inim students ori their assess-
ments of readings. exams. acti\ ities. and maior assignments-
(Cross and Angelo 1988. p. 160). The pnifessor begins b
explaining this purpose to the class and asks for volunteers
to serve as members of a quality-control circle for th class
The resulting circle is introduced to the entire class. and the
rest of the members cit the class are enoiuraged to seek ciut
members of the circletheir representatives fig quality con-
trolto pros ide comments. criticism, or suggestions about
the course ftw discussion with tl.e instructor at regular meet-
ings with the members of the circle. Experience with these
circles in history and chemistry classes at Penn state indi-
ates that students -seemed to appreciate especially the idea

of a lac ult member allowing them to panic ipate in class
dec isu ills. listening to their suggestit Ins. and responding to
th( ise suggestions- (Kcigtit 1)8i. p. 12C).

raknig h i1 lung Scruth.sh
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Classroom Assessment
Classrootu ;issessmunt. another strategy lOr listening to stu-
dents. comprises a wide range of methods that college
teachers can use to -obtain useful feedback on what. how
much. and how well their cludentS are learning', which theyl
can then use .. . to refocus their teaching to help students
make their learning more (Mkient and more effectik e-
(Angelo and Cross I993. p In every class, there are
-gaps- between what a teacher thinks he or she is teaching
and what students are actually learning. Classrimin assess-
tnent helps instructors to monitor students learning continu-
ousl so that they can identify those gaps and change their
teaching beha\iors appropriately. Ink irmal techniques to
obtain information alu mut students' learning can he used well
m advance of the points at which formal ealuation proce-
dures (tests. for example) are used to judge learning and
assign grades. The k us is sharpened when faculty keep
-asking themsek es three questions: AVhat are the essential
skills and knowledge I am tring to teach?' (teaching goalsl
I low can I lind out hether students are learning them?'
lassessinent techniquesl ho w can I help students learn bet-
ter?' linformed instructional impro\ ementl. As teachers work
closely with ,:tudeots to answer these questions. they
impro\ e their teaching skills and gain fun\ insights' p.

Most faculty start using classroom assessment with some
gm mod. simple techniques that are generalizable to almost any
class in any field (Angelo an(l Cross 1993). For example. the
-one-minute paper- merek asks students to write a short
respi inse to two questions near the end of the (lass period:
( ) "M. hat is the most important thing yini learned in (lass
today'''. and (2) "\Vhat question remains uppermost in our
mind? (..\ngelo 9). Another simple technique col-
lects MIK h lw asking students to write a
brief response to -What was tilt' .111l1(kheq pulllt in my lec-
ture toda\.' I p. 1)1). An equally generalizable. but slightly
more elaborate. staiter technique is called "RSVC2.- asking
ludent- IC \\ lite briel notes near the end of class in which
the\ recall the key points of the o lass. summarize thiise
pilots in a sentence or two. ask questions ml n mIll those key
puints. Iwke 0,111111(1m, qit 11(A\ thy felt during the pre-
sentation of the mateiial on those points. and connect the
Le\ pm )int,. to the content (Ted in the pre\ im)1.1,,



sion (Angelo 1990. p. Ohtaining midterm or fast feed-
back ahout one's tetiching i.s :also a form of classroom
assessment. An instructor can Use III:My effective wavs
target this early-term student feedhack or EN!' (Rand() and

Lenze 199 it. including the refreshing approach of :tsking

students at the start of the course. hetOre anv teaching takes
place. -how thev would like to he taught and treated- (Rallis
1)01. p. 2:38). ()ne \ ery producti\ e approach at this point is
to ask students on the firt:4 day of ckiss to write out their
answers to the question. -What are your pet pee\ e, al.)( mi

college instrucnirs?- (p. I.

Assuming that assessing students' learning is ;I pau)cularly

important part of making informed impro\ ements in instruc-
tion. it is useltl to think of the several key types of learning

one might want to assess. For example. professors might

\\ ant to make sure they use techniques that assess students'
(ICC/a/Win. learning (the facts and principles of the field).
their procedural learning (the required skills of the field).
their 041alliWud (earning ( \\ hen and where tic apply the

facts. principles, and skills of the field), and their rcflectire
learning (self-awareness of interests, attitudes, and \ alues)

(Angel() 199(1)). 0\ er nu specific classroom assessment lek h-

niques ha\ now been indexed hy the name of the tc.ch-

nique. the tea( lnng goal being assessed, and the disciplines
in w hich the technique is particularly useful. \\ di a descrip-
tion. purpose. related teaching goals. suggesti( ins for use.

disc ipline-Imscd examples. procedures. suggested data
analyses. ideas for adapting, pnis. cc ins. caveats. references.
and resources for each technique (Angelo and Cross 19931.

Reports of successful experiences \\ ith the use of class-
roc int assessment for impro\ Mg instruction are now wide-
spread. Man detailed rep( ms ha \ L. been published.
documenting its use and its positne impatt on students'
learning and on the quality of teaching in a \ :Inch of disci-

plines. in( ludmg accounting (Angelo and Cross 1993. Cotten

1991: \Lucille\ 1988): anthropology. astrononn.. criminal

justice. mathematic s. nursing. physical education, political

sc. ik.nt e. pee(11 communik anon. statistics (Angelo and cross

1993): psy, 11c elc cg I \ngeli, and is, 1993; SR.\ dn.( ul l9)*;

Walket 1991 ): ,111 (11( clines 19881: ) 1.c 1988): «)111-

p(),,l(1()11 I l\Ult 19911. cklicc.mii) )11 I lirittuigh.tin 1988). anti

ph\ sR 199(

109))1i,c11
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The Student Visitor in the Classroom
Professors. inviting students into their dassn)oms who are
not -official- members of the class hut are trained in tech-
niques of classroom observation prompts an especially dis-
tinctixe wav of receiving student feedback. The primary
purpose Of a student-visitor pnfgram IS tI) proick. confiden-
tial observations feedback . enhance an instructor's
effectkeness in helping students learn. Listening to this stu-
dent voice allows faculty members to gain a 'br(wder per-
specti\ e on their teaching am/their students. learning'.
(sorenson 199-1. p. 98). Faculty participants in these prcf-
grams are usually volunteers: they frequently are new and
junior f.aculty. or faculty who are teaching new courses or
experimenting ith new techniques. or even well-estab-
lished. excellent teachers who want to get better still.

In the well-known pnigram at St. Olaf College. student
vlii(uN are usually recommended be faculty. especially by
faculty \. ho previously have used a visitor (1 leIhng and
Kuhlmann 19)'8). The training of student visitors includes
deveh fping fadlity with classroonl observation instruments
(which c(fukl include viewing \ ideotapes ( if real classes at
other institutions): engaging in role playing to learn effective
techniques (if giving feedback; and learning to describe
specific behaviors instead of making general comments
(including particular behaviors that a teacher wants to work

welf as behaviors that are already effective) (pp.
Ion ). As part of the visitor-training program at Brigham
Young I .nn er.ity. visitors are required to -perform a practice
visit to one ui three volunteer 'guinea pig pn flessors
and write tip ;in ()I.Pservation before they receive their first
official assignment- Isorenson 199 I. p. 1 (W.

In die program at Brigham Young I .niversitv. student
%isitors perlOrm a variety cif different roles:

/ ) Rec( frder ( thser\ ubserierc record ill
whai happeacd ill c/ticS. iwitsing (iu In iw the

class pnwmied. it()) necessariIv 11:II was . . .

1..ILIN ',Indent Here the ubserivr.c take awes
thiogb they liere actual ilk/oils curalled iii thc class .

alc emph( wein-(1 lag whm Has la a.f.eq rather
lbw, )\\ a 11Y1 lough! I. ; i l'ilnunaker qiedents
"dm the andgit.e The (lam lape. imcirtieThr.v. .

Intel\ er Ilits made/, prafi'ssaiN lean' class

'
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/ 5 minutes early. and the student obserroN talk with the

class menthoN 5)Primed Student. Hew the pnfes-
sor,; tell the student ohserteiN what to look jhr (6)
Student Consultant. This model implies WI aligaft,svries

obsertytti(ms and an emlring relations/up betuven the
ohsen.ed and the ()bsenvrstSorenscm 19Q4, pp. 101-2).

"1"1.1Z' kist role in the list hints at one of the major advantages
of a student \ isitor compared to a colleague observer: .\
student visitor can attend class continuously throughout the
semester. unlike cAleague, \\ 110 inight be able to manage
only one or tNA isits.

7he leacher becomes accustomed to the ohsener's pres-
ence: the obsertyr dollops a /vat ;4,11m, (f what this class

is like from da I to deo. and Can distinguish houven a
chance occurrence and a conststent practice. As the
semester pnKeeds. die observe monitors the lericher's
prhgress ill allpICMCIllaig modifications. and the observ-
er's presence keeps the teacher working a1 U. Br the vial

the term. thew has been (wough practice so autt
desired beliavihr is likely lh chillimie (I telling and
Kuhlmann Ntiti. p. 10()).

) fat. no experimental or other -hard- 1...\ idence exists uf
the impact of student- \ isitor programs on the itnpro\ entent
of teaching. \\ hat \ e do have instead are the consistently
positi\ e e\ aluati\ e responses of faculty participants and
pro >gram co0 irdinators. rill example.

speaking tthout her e.Terielice with the Oassmoin

student Hbsen'er l'n,gnun. one MI pnyksor nported.
made me more sell-conscu Ins' in a ph.si1 it . 11

clearly helped no. !caching mid made inure iv,s1)Husire

;weds.- . .1 cvmmoir WI The limeline:s
the jeedluk k calm: fmni a (,thiehin pnfi,sm,r.

.1t 1. a line ..olinding lThardfi,r regular.finetuning.
uhh. h I like to guy I owNes while ther are m pmce....s not
Itt\I alter Hwy an, ()ter"( 51 wens( 3)1 (Y) P. 103 1,

'Flw Teaching Culture, Instructional
Change, and the Voice of Students

\\ v evimine \ ark )w, ,1\ ),ttident. pr()\ Ric inkir-

Icrkitis.; led( 1)111,t;

The primary
purpose of a
student-visitor
program "is to
provide confi-
dential obser-
vations/feed-
back . . . to
enhance an
instructor's
effectiveness in
helping stu-
dents learn.



matiVe feedback. we do not want to forget about potential
connections with the elements of a supportive teaching cul-
ture and the mechanisms of the process of instructional
change (see figure I on p. 1-). The example started near the
end of tite last section continues her, to sli m. the relevance
of certain elements of the teaching culture and to enable
discussion of the changirN stage of the process of improv-
ing instruction.

Suppose our professor meets with her department chair
to discuss her interests and ccmcerns about how to teach
using problem-solving groups. Following her department
chair's invitation, she observes her chair using these groups
in a class similar to her own. for several consecutive class
sessions early in the fall term. Suppose further that she
decides to adopt her chair's active learning techniques in her
own class. Next. she decides to ohtain informative feedhack
on the &yeti\ eness olthis approach. ideas about how to
improve her use of it, and insights to help her fine-tune it
with a few -innovati\ e- modifications of her ow n. To find
out how well her students are learning and what woukl help
them learn 111(lre. she Use!, se\ eral classroom assessment
techniques and collects informal early feedback frUrn her
students. She also has a student visitortrained in classroom
obser\ anon bv the staff of the campus teaching center
observe two sessions and provide her \\ ith \\ ntten feedback.
Finally, she asks a consultant from the campus teaching
center to conduct a small-group instructional diagnIsis and
pro\ ide her \\ ith additional feedback and guidance on how
to make effective usi. of problem-solving groups.

In this example. the predominant sources of infonnati\ e
feedback are the students. The mechanisms of the changing
stage of instructioral ehange arc present. The professor
learns and experiments with new hehavior in several ways.

she relies on ith,nlificatimi.\\ hen she adopts the
chair's prohlem-solving groups in her ow n class. Later, she
ll'se, scanning \\ hen she seeks feedback in \ arions forms
in mt her students and guidance from both a student visitor
and a teak hing consultant. Hetnents ol a sUpporike teaching
culture are also present: a department chair that suppons
the intim einem of instruction ,md the a \ ;dlahilit du.:
resouR es of ,1 ampus tc.iching



COLLEAGUES, CONSULTANTS, AND CHAERS

Research has shown that important characteristics of a cam-
pus culture that supports teaching include opportunities for
interaction and collaborati(m between colleagues regarding
teaching (Ferren 1989: 1.aCelle-P,2terson and Finkelstein
1993). campus teaching centers with trained teaching con-
sultants (Aitken and Sorcinelli 19)1: Ambnise 199.S). and
supportive and effective department chairs (Massy, Wager,
and ( lheck Wright and O'Neil 199-i). In a relatively
recent survey of faculty developers at I S'S colleges and uni-
versities, -4 percent of the respondents rated "colleagues as
catalysts for evaluating facilitating teaching- as a current or
desired and planned strategy for improving teaching. 82
percent rated Individual consultation- as a current or
desired and planned strategy for improving instruction. and
-6 percent rated "training department chairs to facilitate
teaching- as a current or desired and planned strategy
(Kurfiss and 14(iice 1990. p. --). This section examines
selected strategies for imprc wing instruction hased on pr(des-
sors. receiving informative feedback ahout their teaching
from colleagues. consultants, and department chairs.

Traditi(mal. hut still effective, practices f(if encouraging
collegial interaction and collahoration on teaching issues
ha\ e often Imused on such activities as faculty seminars
(Amhrose 199(t), worksluips (F.ism and Stevens 199.S:
Pauken 1992). and colloquia ( Ferren 1989). 1)evelopments
in a variety of areasfor example. actiiin science (Argyris.
Putnam. and Smith 1985). retlecti\ e practice (Scluin 1983,

and adult learning theory (Brookfield 198(: Candy
1991: Merriam 1993)-----( ontinue to encourage faculty devel-
oper., to expand the range of strategies for improving
instructim. The next mc) exanline strategies for
improving instruction that arc cnnsistent with recent
ad\ ances in adult learning the0ry related to self-directed
learning---colk.agues as coaches and colleagues as team
teachers.

Colleagues as Coaches
Like all adults, college teachers are capahle of self-directed
learning. ink hiding learning connected with their teak lnng
Recent conceptuali/ations of sell-directed learning have
re\ edict! se\ ky\ dimensions (it the construct iCalfarella
1993: Cand\ 1991). This discussion focuses on four in panic-

/Olt bolg erp,11,11.
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ularpersonal autonomy. self-management. learner control.
and autodidaxy ((.andy 1991). An adult learner is considered
autonomous when he or she conceives of learning goals
and plans, exercises free choice in thought and action. ratio-
nally evaluates alternative actions, carries plans through to
coinpletion. values self-mastery, and has a concept of self as
autonomous (pp. 108-9). Adults engage in self-management
when they have both the -willingness and ability to manage
ltheirl overall learning endeavors- (p. xvii). Leariter control
refers to the extent to which the teacher or learner has "con-
trol over valued instructional functions- (p. I I ) and autodi-
da.yr is the extent to which an adult learner engages in the
"independent pursuit of learning without formal institutional
support- (p. xvii). "The autodidactl. howeved might make
extensive use of a %guide' or 'helper' (or perhaps more than
one) to assist with a range of factors from . . utilization of
specific resources to management of the learning process

(p. 1()).
Such traditional strategies for the improvement of teach-

ing as workslmps, seminars, or professional consultation in
effect assume professors are self-directed learners in terms
of personal autonomy (they participate voluntarily) and self-
management (they are capable of selecting a strategy from
available alternatives that will meet their perceived needs for
improving instruction). Only a small range of strategies,
however. assume professors are self-directed learners in
terms of learner control (they can set their own goals for
improving teaching. ident4 appn)priate means fm achiev-
ing those goals. and accurately assess the degree to which
they have achieved their goals) or of autodidaxy (they can
pursue instnictional improvement independently and infor-
mally bv seeking advice about teaching from colleagues or
tho)ugh inhirmal feedback ill um ( ther sources). Certain
strategies to improve teaching can. however. pn)mote auto-
didactic self-directed learning among faculty:

Some instrudional derelopment offices support or for-
mali=e- these th.lwili(s 11)17)11,0 'peer consnllahon pro-
graMS- nr -peer meuloring.- Wben this support includes
the provision q' resource.+. materlals, and other trays
.fisrlitcmity gain endorhelactic selfdireeIal
learithrg mar beihstervd(Cranwn 199 p. -33 ).

8 i



When professors inter let with their colleagues as coaches

(or as team teachers), tlh y are using strategies for impn wing

instruction that engage tl cm as self-directed learners along

each of the four desinated dimensions. They are personally
"autonomous- ad exercise free choice in their decision to
participate. They are willing and able n) initiate. plan, and

"manage- a self-chosen educational program about their

teaching. They have complete -omtrol" over all decision

making with regard to setting pials. selecting means fOr

reaching those goals, and assessing the degree to which the
go:As are achieved. And they are "autodidactic- because their

strategies for impr(wing instruction depend cm seeking infor-

mal feedback about their teaching front their colleagues.
Before turning to descriptions and analyses of specific

activities. programs. and projects of collegial coaching (and
their implications fcir self-directed learning), a word about
definitions is in order. It has been argued that "peer- should
be reserved for faculty win) share the sante disciplinary
expertise, while -colleague- should refer to faculty who
are from (idler disciplines (Cashin 1989). It has also been
pointed out that -colleague- is the more appropriate term for

general use because "peer- suggests an equality of status:
thus. "colleague- omld he used to refer to all faculty, even if

they are of different rank or are department chairs (Centra
1.9)3). The two words are used interchai,geably here,
altItough appn)priate distinctions are made I .....tween col-

leagues who come fn int the same or different disciplines.

The term -coaching- comes from the process of develop-
ing and incorporating new skills into the repertoire of ath-

letes (Jo\ cc and Showers 1982). This process has been
found to be analogous to the challenges of transfer of train-

ing in teacher education programs. f.nlike professors. who

receive little if anv training in teaching skills in their gtadu-

ate programs. elementary and seomdary teachers tpically
complete substantial training pn Trams as part of their for-

mal education. Researchers ha \e found that the transfer of
teaching skills from the training setting n) those needed in

the classroom is greatly enhanced through the use of peer
coaching. Furthermore. peer coaching has been found to

pri intute the -development of norms of colkwiality and
experitnentation- regarding teat hing ksues n8S.

p. And coa( hing ha,, a rule )11 tile transfer PI training:

,)



Each teacher practiced the teaching stnitegr . . and.
jinally, in teams of tao. they began to try it out with the
most able students Il their elective creative writing class-
es. One leant member taught ubile !be Other observed
and (ffenll cmistructire criticism: then they switched
places. Sonwtintes they taught together Each practiced
seivral times with the "cimiching partner- present to
illiect on progress and to oper suggc;stions about how to
improve the next trial (Joyce and Showers 1982, p.

appniach has been called "technical coaching" (Kinsella
1995), as it often emphasizes developing skill with a partkli-
lar teaching technique. "Collegial coaching... on the other
hand, -concentrates On the individual areas the observed
teacher wishes to improve . landl leads colleagues to
reflect R>gether on personally relevant issues of teaching and
learning- (p. 11('s). An eclectic approach to coaching is rec-
ommended (Kinsella 1995) so that programs could draw
from either model as desired.

Two primary activities are involved in collegial coaching:
the observation of classniom teaching and instructional con-
sultation. Alost scholars agrce that evaluative data based
primarily on observation by colleagues in the classroom
might not be appropriate for use in personnel decisions
regarding promeition and tenure. Their concerns are largely
hased on several findings of a study of colleagues' ratings of
51 college teachers, based solely on observations in the
classroom. These findings include low agreement among
colleague raters (low reliability of ratings). very high aeerage
ratings gi% en. and low variance in those ratings (Centra
19-5). Yet most se holars also agree that observatiem in the
classroom and instructional consult:111(m with colleagues C(111

he an effective strategy for improving instruction (Braskainp
and Ory 1994: (:entra 1993: Cohen and AleKeachie 1980:
French-1,a/oe ik 1981: Seklin 1988: Weimer 1990).

The consultation component of collegial c()aching is hardly
limited to just ohserving and discussing classroom helm\ k)r, it
can also involve the peer review ol course materials (outlines.
readings, evaluation procedures. and the like). A recent stir-
\ ev of 331 faculty developers in the l'nited States. Canada,
the I 'tiled Kingdomind Australasia rue eals that respondents
rated -c( msultation on course materials with faculty peers" a.;
one of the top 1() mos,t effective strategies f6r improving

83



instruction (Wright and O'Neil 1995. pp. 12-13). "As faculty
developers, survey respondents know that this activity lof
consultation on (A)tirse materials1 is a gooid way to encourage
a collegial approach to teaching improvement- (p. 25). A
recent reN iew of the literature on collegial cwching identifies
evaluatkin of conarse materials as onle of the cownmon func-
tions perkinned for faculty by their coaches (I-larch:Mk 1994).
and an extensive review of the literature on collaborative
peer review examines this function in detail as one of five
'methods that have been used by colleagues to assess their
peers' teaching kir the purpose of instructit mai impr( ivement-
(Keig and Waggoner 1991, p. 11 ). Further, faculty developers
experienced in the development and use of teaching portfo-
lios recommend that an instructor prepa,e such a portfolio) in
collaboration with a ci illeague. comsultant, or department
chair Iseldin 1993: Se !din. Annis. and /ubizarreta 1995).

A number t" sciu >tars have identified the particular
aspects of teaching kir which the examination of course
material by a collegial coach provides useful feedback
Braskamp. Brandenburg. and ()ry 1981: Braskamp and Ory

1994; Cashin 1989: Centra 1993: C.entra, Froh, Gray. and
Lambert 198-: (ohen and lcl:eachie 1980; Se !din 1988).
'Hie most comprchensi\ e list of teaching competencies is
arranged into three categories "according to the medium
Imin which infOrmation could be obtained-: syllabus: read-
ings and other learning activities: and tests, papers. projects.
presentations. and other assigned academic work (Keig and
Wagpmer 1991, pp. 61-62). An aN)reviated but representa-
tive list includes course content (Is it consistent with con-
temporary knowledge of the subject? Are the breadth and
depth of (AA crap.. appropriate k)r the course?), course syl-
labus (1)oes it ack.quately outline the sequence of topics u)
he co\ ered?). coitirse ( hjecti% es (1)o) they represent the
desired mastery of the subject? Are courso..objectit es clear to
die students?). learning approaches (Are the learning
approao hes--texts. reading lists, lihns, assignments, lectures,
disk ussionssuitable «airse content and objecti es? is

(;.:rse paced?). textbooks and handouts (Are they
appropriate to) the course lex el? Is the matetial up to) date?),
readings (1)1) they supplement the let titre notes and class
dist kt,,,H in, I. ( 1)1) the assignments reflect c( tirse
ohjecti es?), ex:limitations and grading (Is the content of
ex,1111s representati\ e of the comse ((intent and oblecti es?

leth. /Wig ScrIWIshl'
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Are exam items clear and well written? Is the distribution of
grades appoTriate to the level of the cmrse and prepara-
tion of the students enrolled?) (Se !din 1988, p. 51), Many of
the features of teaching included in :caching portfolios to be
reviewed by peers (work samples and reflecti( ins on those
samples) overlap with the course materials included on this
list and are already typically included in faculty reviews of
teaching (see. e.g.. Se !din 1993, pp. ---78).

Collegial c()aching (observation and c(msultati( in) paijects
have heen undertaken at a variety of colleges and universi-
ties, including I nive rs i y of Cincinnati (Sweeney and Grasha
19-9). Texas Tech 1:niversity (Skocig 1980), Lniversity of

Maine at Farmington (Ferren and Geller 1983). l'niversity of
Kentucky Community ( ollege System (Kerwin 1985; Kerwin

and Rh)ads 1993), Indiana I "niversity (Harnett 1983),

('niversity of South Carolina (Hell. Dohson, and Gram 1977).
.niversity of Maryland I niversity (:ollege (Millis 1989. 1992:

Millis and Kaplan 1995), California State Pol\ technic
1 'niversity (I larcharik 199-s). New Jersey Institute for
Collegiate Thaching and Learning (Golin 1990; Katz and

lenry 1988; Smith and LaCelle-Peterson 19911. Oklahoma
Junior College (Nliniw and Freston 19) 11, Hall Stmt.

I .niversitv (Annis 198)), New. York I 'nivel -s y (Rorschach

and Whiltx'Y 198(0, Stall' I.nivers115. of Ne" York at Cortland
(Slutzky and Silberman 198(0, and 1..ni\ ersity ur Chicago

(Thhias 198(). These pn)grams generally have in common
all or most of the 1.(4kAving seven features: (1) an underlying
philosophy, (2) a procedure fOr selecting participants, (3) a

training program fOr collegial coaches (observer consul-
tants). ( 0 preobsen.ation conference, (5) one or more
classroom \ kits and ohservati(ms, ((,) a postobservation con-
ference. and (-) an ealuati( In of effecticenessb partici-

pants. Facts aspect is disk (1SSed in the following paragraphs.

An underlying philosophy
The New Jersey Master Faculty Pnigram has a panicularly

well-ream med underlying philosopli i.egarding what makes
it work. The ideas used to explain why this panicular
gial progrmii is so effectk e connect well with (

. ( it Achng Ilii .1

salnrIc 1"iin 1 uw iii Ilit t wIlvgial ic\ ,1 inw
.ii.uldhlt in ( hi pp 1,1

S
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the principal features of the general model of instructional
improvement delineated earlier in this rep()rttinfro2zing
(disconfuTriaticn. comparison, and safety). changing (cogni-
tive redefinitic 01 thn)ugh scanning or identificati( in). and
refreezing (sustaining change thnrugh integration and recon-
firmatic01: (2) s( rine of the key characteristics of a supportive
teaching culture identified earlierfOr example, the impor-
tance of opportunities fOr interaction and collaboration
among faculty and i sense of faculty -ownership- of the
process of instructional improvement: (3) the concepts of
reflecti\ e practice action science, and transfOrmative learn-
ing, which frame the analysis (.)1 the teacher as reflective
practitilmer: and (4) the dimensic ins of self-directedness in
the adult learner (autcincrniv, self-i iranagement. learner con-
tn >I. and autodidaxy ).

It wmks because the process is . . .( )ngoing. raciat)
who return from one-shot dervlopment experiences.
such as conlerences or workshops. return to cin
toichan,t;ed environment. Soot, their enelw dissipates,
the nen. hleasfade. But who obseriv and are
observed. who interview students. who meet with a part-
ner are engaged in an ongoing pmaNs. 71)e classroom

is aol lbe same. ThewS somonte new in it. someone un
Our side. Within the peer relationship wefeel sale; in,
eceire the support we need in order to not risks.

Feedback/rimi students and our partner i.s coutiuuous.
In response. we try some new things. and we get feed-

back on them. . . . Decentralized. Thefircido.pair is
laigelr autonomous. ll charts own diwctions,

Meeting wgularlr. . . .
the pair shapes its wen version of

the process Faculty-owned. l'ery quadelyjaCtthi
Chain all'aerchtp. Ile sec, that unlike mucblaculh
ihwelopment. the peer co/laborer/ion and interviewing
belong to us Faculty n,spoild will creatirily
and Illiaalfre la a progiam that I/'/lerce/tv as not
only./Or them but hy them . . . Transforming. . .

(.011aborating trill) a pec;. is itself ltanslOrmiin;. IV e .we
that our friolliltions and hopes are not unique. The

isolanum opeaching is sulnyrted. Ret4aldless (#* what
clw lir learn. nv learn how mucll nv need one another

. the new relationship with students whom we inter-
view. like the rdaifimship filth (nu. partnen

Taking him lung Serionstr
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our attitude kneard teaching and learning . .

the umyls of a program participantl -Both observing
and being obseri.ecl bair caused me to look Ivry (Till-
callr Inv own teaching: I bat.e becoine acutely (ware

uhat I do in my classes'. (Golin 1990, pp. 9-10).

A procedure for selecting participants
Participants in nu)st collegial coaching programs are volun-
teers. and they usually work in pairs. Sometimes the colle-
gial pairs are from the same or a related field: other times
they are fr(tm very different fields. When the targ is of
observation and consultation are c(mtent-related couNe
materials or aspects of teaching related to knowledge of
pedagogical content (Shulman 1986. 1987. 1989), a
colleague from the same field is especially helpful. Rut
when the purp)se of observation and clinsultation is related

impro,ing general (rather than conieut-specific)teaching
skills. collegial feedback and discussion c(aikl fi)cus too
much on specific (..cintent and thus interfere with the neces-
say attention to behaviors targeted for observation and
improvement (Keig and Waggoner l991: Menges 198-:
Weimer 1990), and in this case. a colleague outside one's
field could prove more helpful. litimately, the choice
depends upon the purpose of the collegial coaching project.

A training program for collegial coaches
Most training programs for collegial coaches focus on devel-
oping their skills in observaikm and in giving feedback dur-
ing consultation. The l'niversity of Maine at Farmington
brought in an outside consultant to conduct two half-day
tmining sessions. The relatkely thorough training pn)grani
contains a Ye!) compcment:

The Avow( Iralf-day sessiwi concentrated on afflict-
life ())sertyllion appmac bc.c. lechniquesihr ivconling
(luta. awl analysis data Invpan, for ei coo/Jew/we.
The tier)-per1 learns then visited a regular class in
session to Inactice the classroom consultant process.
Following 11,0 class risll the tmrkshup parlicipatas
1.011rwol I() share their evperiences. analr:e thew data.
discuss .)Pctit.e liars giving fivflbac 4,, and plan for
then. told, together (hiring the Irst of the .semester
Crevven and ;elk.i. 1983. p.
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The Thaching Consultation Program for the University of
Kentucky Community College System adds a special -teach-
ing oinsultants wOrkshop- to the typical training pnigram
for collegial coaches. An important pan of the training pro-
gram takes place six weeks into the semester after al! faculty
consultants have hoth observed and videotaped their col-
leagues. At this point, all faculty consultants participate in a
special two-day workshop. Each collegial consultant (coach)
makes a 2=i-minute presentation to all the other participants.
Consultants in turn present short oral descriptions of the
colleague they are coaching. then show a 10-minute video-
tape that illustrates the colleague's teaching in the classroom.
At that point, all participants jiiin in a group analysis and
discussion of the teaching helm\ iors of each colleague and
jointly explore strategies lOr imprmement (Kerwin and
Rhoads 1003. p. -2).

A preobservation conference
The overall process of consultaticm in most c<illegial coach-
ing projects clearly follows three phises Of instructional
iihservati(m and diagnosis (first described hy lierpitlist and
Phillips 10-S. pp. 88-9(i). The first phase is customarik a
preobsen-aticin ccinference between the iiIach and the
teacher to he obsen ed 1)uring this conference. participants
share teaching goals (and sonletMies course materials) and
klentify specific behaviors ahout which the teacher wants
feedback (Millis 108): Sceenev and Grasha 10-0i. The
cciach and teacher also agree on the ohservation techniques
and instruments to be used in the next phase of the process.
These agreements constitute a sort of ci intract. and althciugh
-the contract is not restricti\ e. it does assure that the ohser-
vation and feedback will he directed tcmard the obser\er's
concerns- ( 'skoog 1980. p. 23).

aassroont visits and observations
The sec ond phase is the ohscr anon itself. It is ()hen carried
(nit liv tlic (i),1( tr.t: (if an agreed-upon ofiser\ itioii instru-
ment. For esampic, 111,,er\ liii In'N might be guided In

detailcd ( het !dist ( it spec ill( helm\ kir.. sIll h ms ;I guide lot
ohsen anon that contains nearly 300 spec ill( liehit iois
arranged into three major categories (teaching thnaigh prc-
writ,m(In. teaching through imtth enlent, ,ind (eaching
through questioning) (1 lellmg 08S. pp VS() ). sometimes

/(14.111,1; /1111biin; Scrmitql
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obser ation is based on a inc coixlensed narrative f()1m
that poses general questions about various aspects of teach-
ing that the coach answers with written comments (Millis
and Kaplan 1995. p. 148). Some recommend a more detailed
narrative form (see. e.g.. Sorcinelli 1984) that provides sets
of questions to be addressed during the preobservation con-
ference. the classnmni observation. and the postobservation
conference (Keig and Waggoner 1994, pp. 45-49).

Each of these approaches to classroom observation is
customarily used when the perspective of the visitor is that
of the faculty observera nonparticipant in classroom activi-
ties. An entirely different approach to classroom observation
in collegial coaching projects is the use of an observer who
is a full participant in classroom activities (see, e.g.. Annis
1989: Rorschach and Whitney l986: Shatzky and Silberman
1986: "Ibbias 198(. 1988). In such cases, observation is, as
much as possible. from the student's perspective. with the
observations still shared between experienced professors. In
nu1st such projects, collegial coaching pairs remain partici-
pant observers in each other's classes over the course of an
entire seniester. A professor of English and a pn)fessor of
chemistry at the State 1..niversity of New York at Cortland
elaborate on the rationale for this approach:

When, this einleamr (tillers from other techniques.
including team teaching. is that the instructors
inmIred an, from completely dilli,rent disci-
plines. This is so tbat little. if any. their backgrourul
git.es them an adtalitage over the other students in
understanding the material. In other words, when the
instructor attends a colleague's class, it is as complete a
learning eAperieuce as can possibly be simulated. . . .

:is master-students. we were able to talk to ourii,llow
students and find out more about their understanding
of the material and the teaching methods than we
could as.lacully. We were after in the same boat
lasl they were.) Moreoi.er because neither n/us had any
prior knowleqe of the material co/ 'ered. it was easier to
understand alld eillpalhiZe with those students haring
difficulty. But traS also true that we could better eivl-
uate the rigor qf the courses we taught and judge
whether or ;lot students Wert' 'Whig C011SCiellliolls ill
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their e/fi)rts to learn the mato-fat and JO the course
nwk (hatzkv and Silberman 1986. pp. 11)-20).

A postobservation conference
During the third phase. the postobservaticin conference, the

coach presents feedback regarding the specific behavicws the

teacher targeted in an objective and descriptive (rather than

judgmental) manner, and enc(mrages the teacher to develiip

strategies for change based on the feedback prc wided. It is

the cciach's responsibility to allow the teacher to make all

change-related choices, resisting the temptation to shape or

make those choices Prthe colleague (Millis 1992). "To avoid

a prescriptive stance, rather than offer direct advice, (coach-
esl must emourage colleagues or peers to exphire teaching

options, starting with some that have been suggested in the

Ifeedbackl.... The instructor makes cluiices about areas to

change to enhance the teaching and specific strategies to

assist in making those changes- (p. 198).

An evaluation of effectiveness byparticipants
The final aspect of wod practice in collegial coaching is the

need hit- a session between coach and teacher near the end

of the process. that centers on the assessment of effective-

ness. focusing on -such things as how successful they felt.
how helpful they were to the teacher, and whether (if nt)t

any interpersonal or other barriers existed while working
together- (Sweeney and Grasha 19-9, p. 55). A particularly

creative (if not courageous) variation on collegial coaching

was carried out recently at the Unix ersity of New Orleans
( Bogotch and Bernard 199 1). At least two aspects of this

project are miteworthy exceptions to the norms that have

arisen hir collegial coaching. First, the ccrach was a docuiral

student of the professor seeking feedbackmore appropri-

ate than it might appear at first blush Because the student

was an expert in coaching and a central administrator in the
public sclmols, while the courses the pncfessor taught were

in the field of educational administration: "Ve deliberately

sought to turn a traditional pr lessor-graduate student rela-

tionship on its head, consequently identifying the graduate

student CUM evert in coaching and the professor CUM

teacher-k.arner ( p. 2). Second, although the coach was

present in the classn Him for eerv class, she was neither an

lirburg It 'tic/cu g crumAlv
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official student in the class nor a panicipant observer. The
pniject resulted in numerous constructive changes in the
teacher's behavior. particularly in the teacher's encourage-
ment cif students' panicipatkm and effective use cif small-
gnitip activities.

While "authors of progmms . .. report that faculty mem-
bers believed their teaching had impnwed as a result of
feedback provided by colleagues,- evaluation of pnigrams
appears to be somewhat limited ( Keig and Wagpmer 199.1.
p. 9i). At least one recent exception to the lack of evalua-
ticm is noteworthy, luiwever. In ;:ci experimental design to
assess the effectneness cif the 'leaching Consultation
Program at the rniversity of Kentucky Community College
System. members of the experimental group worked with
faculty ccmsultants (cciaches). who directly observed them
and videotaped them in their classrooms in an effort to
develop goals for improving teaching and strategies to
achieve the goals (Rozeman and Kerwin I 99 I . Experimental
and control groups were compared in temm of changes in
their student ratings of teaching between end-of-semester
assessments before and alter the intervention. Results "indi-
cated that for 'Overall rating of the teacher's ability to teach,'
the experimental group made significantly positive improve-
ments on the [ratings} instrument as compared to the control
group. . These improvements pc ;-sisted through to the
thin] :tdministraticm . one year after the initial testing and
one semester afier the intervention- (pp. 22--28). Additional
studies like this one are needed to pro\ ide more sub,.'antial
ec idence to suppkment the self-reports of participants and
program coordinators regarding the effectkeness of «dlegial
coaching as a strategy for improc ing instruction

Colleagues as Team Teachers
A recent qualitative imestigation of the sources of intrinsic
rewards in college teaching imolved individual inter\ iews

ith C2 lac tilt\ at six large reseanli universities, a well as
Inter\ 2111 acklitkmal $ o faculty from two of the
institutions. While teaching has many intrinsic rewards, lac-
ult nced ti I ht. linded of them through opportunities to
talk about their teaching ith thelr colleagues Iroh. N len-

and Walker It)93. p. 93). inter\ iews with I I I senior
lao ulty at I I (olleges and kink ersities revealed that one of
the most potent sources or faculty clevelopment and vitality
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in teaching comes from opportunities to interact and collab-
orate with colleagues within the context of -team teaching.-
which faculty report as -their most meaningful teaching
interactions- (1.a Celle-Peterson and Finkelstein 1993, p. 28).
Nursing faculty reported considerable interaction thromgh
team teaching individual courses. suggesting that ts a result
of these and other teziching-related interactions. teaching
had clearly improved in areas where colleagues in other
depanments were still struggling. Faculty in the laboratory
sciences reported that their -most significant interaction with
colleagues and students took place in lalxiratiwy settings...
where discussions about teaching were encouraged by the
sharing of space and equipment in the laboratowy (p. 28).
Faculn also described significant collegial interactions aNiut
teaching associated with the grading of writing assignments
or common examinatif ins within the context of departmental
couNes with multiple secticins.

A relatively recent review of the literature on faculty col-
laboratit m through team teaching re\ caled three primary
benefits for professorsthe -devekipment (if their teaching
ability, new intellectual stimulation. and a closer connecticm
to the university or oillege as a community- (Austin and
Baldwin l9) I. p. t I I. The capacity of team teaching to
impicne instruction apparently dernes from the opportuni-
ties for interaction provkled by collaboration in teaching.
thicmgh It colleagues come tcl trust one another.
observe each other teach, and discuss their kle.,4,s and con-
(erns aNitit teaching (pp. t

Team teaching c.m be defined as lii or more trainers or
teachers collaborating oier the design or implementation of
the same course- t Fastedw and I )lie l981. p.
Team teaching is not .1 new oincept. hai ing been used
widely in elementar\ and secondar\ sc lii 01s since the l9.Sos
and expanded greath in oilleges and Link ersities during the
Nous as pan (if the !no\ ement toward student-centered
learning I Fasterb and ( )1\ e I heath. Carlson. and
Kurt/ l98-). I ii e different models oh team teaching !laic.
been dei eli iped. distin-u ished b the roles pkned liv (eam
members in the design and implementati( in of teallls
I asterl)\ 'snntli and ( the Ns ii I )uring the ck.sign phase.

planning is usualli primarin under the control of one mem-
ber (solo design I or perk U moil ii illal x rativelv with all le,mi
members i_i ntributing (It xiii ilesn..ii I I )iiring implementah, in,

/Olt "1)
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the r(lles of team members can be divided according to the
content specialty of each member (content impleMentation)
or the component activitie.s of teachinglecturing, discus-
sion. grading, :Ind so on (pr(icess im)lementation) In some

cases. team members jointly plan or design the class hut
witlumt clear divisions between the roles of members during

implementation.
five models of team teaching can be arranged fr()m

the least colkiborati\ e to the most collaborative Easterbv_

Smith and Olve 1984). A star team is one in which one
teacher is totally in charge of designing or planning the

c(mrse. while guest lecturers or -visiting stars- are invited to
the classroom during implementation to address their differ-

ent content specialties in vays that fit the primary teacher's

course design. Guest lecturers are present at different times

and do riot collaborate (ir interact with (me another. A bier-
archiceil team also has ( ine teacher wit() is primarily in

charge of the design of the course, but (hiring implementa-

tum, the roles of (idler team members are divided according

to different aspects of teaching, with each team member

responsible for a specific aspect (tOr example, the central
leacher handles dle lectures. while other members conduct
suppl('mental discussions). This model describes well the

features of a typical team comprising a professor and several
teaching assistants in many universities. Rut because of the

usual absence of meaningful interaction among teain mem-

bers in these two least collaborative models, whether or not

teak hing improves remains an unanswered question.
Each member of a spec:Ohs! Wain contributes t(1 the

design and planning of the course. according to his or her

content specialties. )nring implementati(m, lecturers' roles

are alsci divided according to their content specialties.
liecause more than one team member customarily is present

al every class session, team members can learn from each
other m terms (if luith content and teaching metluids. Three

prof ess nS al the \cw England (:ollege of Optometry. for
example. rejnin on a successful team teaching experience
consistent w ith the characteristics Of the specialist team

iii ikk.I (Ileath, Carlson. and Kurtz 19( ). Participants report

that untlei Ihe «inditions ol this appioach, team -members

c an leant new teaching technkjues Inini one ;mother and
peer evallianum at lhe salne p

nlike the slat hierarc Ideal models, the specialist model
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offers a variety of opportunities for collegial discussion
alwnit teaching issues.

The members of a genvralist Imm have similar content
backgrounds and share joint responsibility fiir all aspects of
designing the course. During impkmentation, the roles of
different members are divided by time or according to the
different aspects of instruction for which they are responsi-
ble (for exaniple, introduction, conceptual presentation.
class exercises, and so on).

An iuteractire team is the most collaborative of all team
teaching mi )dels. such teams usually include only two mem-
bers. who full\ share every aspect of the design and plan-

ning of their course. In-class Riles are often not fully
planned in advance. and contributions fnmin students (if a

participating team member can influence both the content
and teaching methods that enterg,e during implementation.
Nlembers of an interactive teani -litefally co-teach lw jointk
discussing with each (ither and the students the day's topic-
(Austin and Baklwin 199 f p. 3. some scholars argue that
this interactive model is the only one that represents true
team teaching and is the type of collaboration in teaching
that most likely leads to impro\ ements in instruction (Quinn
and Kanter 1)81: Weimer l99(0: -\Vhen faculty truly share
the resp(insibility for a c(mrse. few report liarticipating in the

experience WilfRA.Il it!, having significant effects on their
instruction- ( \Veinier 199( I. p. 128).

Seeril teams have published repiwts of successful expe-
riences with the interat. tiie model of team teaching (see.

e.g.. (*remit and Sands 1993: Fuchs and NIcK ire 1988:

Tannahill and Robertson l)8(i). At the I 'niiersitv
Colorado at I Ali\ er. for example. one experience with team
teaching kl 'as a combituti()0 of -co-teaching- and -peer
coaching- (Irendi and sands 1993). The teachers j(iintly
designed their o murse and implemented that design h shar-
ing respi nisihilities I mo cat hingRk ising. and grading Both

\\ etc present at eer\ I. lass, eu-teaching by alternating "lead-

and -xuppkirr P isitit ills during cach day, sessit in. The ",,tip-

pmt n ilk.- ink luded cliscussii in. monitoring and
rec( wding teachers and students' :ictim Ins. and prknkling

c\aniples t l.iiif \ ket fit lulls, The tk1)-pci,-iti
team held thice-hkitir Met:ling', eat h

pre\ and ti plan the next. Ruth pruley,iirs experi-
cd tcry.amItt icgardinp ((milt)l tiler tin, (wg.ini,,,ihun and

lakon.; lett( btlig sermitsli
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coverage of content. and they found the experience to he
very time-consuming. especially because of the need to
make all decisions by consensus. Peer coaching involved
giving each other regular feedback and (collegial) support.
One of the primary benefits of co-teaching was their "per-
sonal development of teaching skills. by using peer coach-
ing in a course that Itheyl had cooperatively planned and
implemented. recei\ ing feedback felt safe and nonthreaten-
ing- ( p. S2).

An unusual. but apparently very effective, application of
the interactive teaching model was carried out he a profes-
sor of teacher education and a junior high school teacher
who team taught a fourth grade language arts class (Fuchs
and Nioorc 1988). The college professor and the school
teacher planned all classn)( im activities jointly, taught
together in the classroom as a true team. and shared and
reflected up(m their reactions to the class sessions. The pro-
fessor had to adapt to feeling like a novice teacher again as
well as to the presence of another teacher in the classroom
while trying to test out the theories of learning he taught in
his teacher education classes. While the professor \\as
experimenting ,,vith the role of lead teacher, the school
teacher experienced discomfort at ha\ ing the smooth opera-
tion Of her classr(Sim dismpted and interjected her own
continents to clarify ideas for the students. Both were
pleased to see experiments w ith -wait time" in questioning
and the principles of -cooperative learning- actually work in
the classroom. They also reported clear benefits from team
teaching. For the professor. the examples -used to illustrate
a point in college classes lwerel more current and relevant...
For the schoill teacher, the instruments used -to measure
teacher behax lois and the supportne evaluation of her
tea( hing by the prof(ssor . . . increased her teaching effec-
tiveness I p. 112).

It has been suggested that six types of team members
make a \\ inning team: someone dependahle. someone
Inc enti\ c. NOIlleOne brilliant. someone kind. someone who
understands c( imprm imise. and s( ince( me who can create
coherence (Rim) and Wcir 1981. p. Itn. And one consid-
cling loin) tea( hing \\ ith «illeagues- should awfully ((insid-
er the follow mg recommendations. based (in a recent review
()I the literature cm cccll,ifscrimIie teaching arrangements:



1. Know your potential collaborators well:
). Clarify what each person brings to the collaborative rela-

tionship:
3. Wiwk out the details in advance:
-1. Solicit feedback from students:

Renewitiate roles and respimsihilities
6. Cultivate a spirit of camaraderie:

Conmiunicate to others the natUre of the collaborative
arrangement: and

8. If a junior faculty member, be cautious about collabora-
tive teaching. making sure to find out just how team
teaching will he viewed, evaluated, and rewarded by the
deparunent. college, and uni\ ersitv (Bak twin and Austin
199i. pp. 211-13).

Models of Instructional Consultation
One of the most r()bust empirical findings regarding the
effectiveness of variims strategies Rw improving instruction
is that consultative sessions about the informative feedback
a teacher has received about his or her teaching is consis-
iently associated with more po.toce future ealuation of the
teacher's instruction (Cohen 1980: Levinson-Rose and
Menges 1981: LI lommedieu. Menges. and Brink() 1990:
Marsh and Roche 1993: Menges and Brinko 198(i). In a
recent survey of 331 faculty developers. respondents were
asked to rate the potential of various strategies to improve
instruction (Wright and O'Neil 1995). The results indicate
support f()1" the effectiveness of instructiotial consultation.
Respondents ranked the -availahilit of expert consultation
Nen ices regarding such areas as course planning. test con-
struction. and teaching skills- 1 ith out of 36 strategies,
re\ ealing confidence in its potential for promoting the
improvement ol instruction (p. 36). Moreover. -videotaping
classroom teaching fOr analysis and improvement (often
including consultation w ith a teaching expert was ranked
luth overall hut 12th out (it 36 hy faculty de\ elojx.rs in the
rnited states and Canada These results re\ cal a fairly high
degree of confidence- in the capacit\ cif instructional consul-
tation to impro\ & instil u II( m I p. 2;

A comprehensive process of instructional consultation
Man cii thc ititOrtual iri icc.sc ii consultation (arried (Alt in

S. 3
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collegial coaching projects have been formalized in a com-
prehensive set of n lutille services provided by the trained
consultants who constitute the stall of campus teaching cen-
ters. Many consultants at campus teaching centers are former
full-time faculty who have been trained and have become
highly experienced in instructional consultation. The struc-
ture and process of instructional consultation performed by
the staff of teaching centers is usually based on the compre-
hensive model of individual consultation first devekTed in
the early 19-0s as part of the Clinic to Improve t'niversity
Teaching at the 1.niversity of Massachusetts (Bergquist and
Phillips 197-: Povlacs 1988). The model included four basic
stages: data collection, data analysis, improvement strategies,
and evaluation (13ergquist and Phillips l9. p. 69).

During data collection, the consultant interviews the
instructor to obtain inicirmatkin abciut his or her course
objecth es. methods, materials, and any particular concerns
the instructor might have about his or her teaching: asks the
instrucmr to ciimplete a self-assessment of teaching, using a
form with items similar to the ones students will use to rate
teaching: observes and videotapes the instructor during
classroom teaching: and collects students' ratings of the
instnictor's teaching. When appropriate, the consultant
might collect data frcim interviews with students and ask
peers to observe content-specific aspects of their colleague's
teaching in the classroom. During data analysis and review.

both the instnictor and the consultant examine the data from
all sources. The instructor identifies specific aspects of teach-

ing that he or she would like to discuss and reaches agree-
ment with the consultant on relative strengths and weak-
nesses, based on the perceptions of the instructor, the stu-
dents, and the consultant. During preparation of an improve-
nh'Itt strategy. the instructor and the consultant describe a
significant teaching problem suggested by the data, negoti-

ate objectives ii IF change. and agree im strategies f(ir
inipnivenient that cimld involve changing existing teaching

materiak ir methods, trying a nem teaching technique, or
engaging in mime training. aaluatim usually includes addi-
tional observation, videotaping, or student ratings (Bergquist

and Phillips 19, pp. 69--81.
A well-known experimental investigat km of the effect of

this comprehensive model of instructional consultation oil

8i
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improY ing instruction was conducted in the late 19-0s
(Erickson and Erickson 19-9). The faculty in the experimen-
tal group went through all the st..ages of the procedure .

described in the preceding paragraph. including examination

of data (from self-assessment, student ratings. observation.
and videotaping of teaching) and an interview :vith a c(m-

sultant. all of which "were used to identify the targets of
teaching improvement efforts for each experimental group
instructor" (p. 0-(t ). Based on ratings late in the semester,
-students of experimental group instructors perceived more

positive change in teaching performance over the semester
than did students of control group instructors- (p.
Improved effectiveness was greatest for those skills that had
been identified as the targets for improved teaching.
Moreover. follow-up student ratings from one u) four semes-

ters later shonved persistent improvement in teaching over

ame. A recent well-designed experimental study of the

effects of instructional consultation on the impnwement of
instruction used a consultation process (devised by Wilson

119t-IN) that was still similar in many respects to the model
outlined above, with the notable exception that no observa-

tion or videotaping of teaching occurred t Nlarsh and Itc)che

1993). Comparing results for the experimental and control

groups. the researchers found that the effect of consultation
was -stronger for the initially least effective teachers. that
improvement lwasl largest for the specific areas each teacher
targeted as the focus of the intervention.- and that the ef-
fects Of COnsii ta t ion based on -end-of-term feedback (werel

stronger than those based on midterm ratings" ( p. 2 1'1.

The obvit.us o::estion to ask at this point is "What is it

about instructional consultation that promotes instructional

improveillent?.. Notable speculatioms abound alN)Ilt the

answer to) this important question. For example. it has been

suggested that the positive effects of instructional consulta-

tion -occur merely because consultation insures that feed-
back is actis el attended to and pricessed" (Menges and

Brink() 1986. p. I 1 ). Instnictional consultatkm could also he

effective because feedback from the consultant helps the
instructor translate various perceptions and assessments of.

teaching (for eample. student ratings) into specific teaching

behaviors that can he concretely descrihed and eaAy under
stood, thereby pros iding a foundation for change t Murray

Comparing
results for the
experimental
and control
groups, the
researchers
found that the
effect of con-
sultation was
"stronger for.
the initially
least effective
teachers.
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1987a. p. 89). It could well be that -a consultant can pro-
vide . .. suggestions about alternative meth(cds of teaching-
(NIclieachie 1987. p. 6) that constitute the kind of feedback
that helps -teachers know how to make changes- (Centra
1993. p. Expert consultation has also hcen described as
"the most individualized and context-specific approach to
improvement of classroom teaching- (Tiberius 1995, p. 192).
Others have emphasized the importance of the personal
contact between the consultant and instructor For example.
when giving feedback. "the consultant develops interper-
sonal comiminication with the instructor an(1 uses support
and encouragement to help him or her improve (Gil 198,

i9). And it is also possible that -interpersonal expecta-
tions established in the consultation sessions create for some
faculty a desire to fulfill an implied contract with their con-
sultant- (Wilson l986. p. 211).

In combinatic cn. these speculations suggest that consulta-
tion can imprme teaching through various interpersonal
ndes assumed by consultants and effective practices in giv-
ing./iwdback. Learning more about the trious interpersonal
r(dle., that consultants can assume and about how they can
use effectne practices in giving feedback could improve the
effectiveness of a wide range of hoth formal and inf(irmal
piocesses of instructional consultation. I..nderstanding the
roles of instructiomal consultants and lum to give feedback
effectively ccitikl he useful in training faculty to he consul-
tants to their close (..olleagues or to sene as a (onsultant on
the staff of the campus teaching center (see Brinko and
\lenges Ill pl'eSS for a useful resource in this area).

The roles of instructional consultants
Nluch of what we have learned about the practice (if instruc-
tional consultation has been drawn from the extensne expe-
rience of faculty de% elopers rather than from experimental
investigaticin of the process. In.,truction.al consuItaticm has
been defined as "looking at. interpreting, and analyzing the
individual teacher-client's unique teaching behaviors in a
cc cllaborative. irn estigatk e fashion- (Veinter and Lenz('
1991. p. into: the essential purpose or "task of the consul-
tant is to help the client (facult menther) think abc cut what
is happening in his or her It.-.1( hing and develop some alter-
nate strategies for dealing w ith the problems- (Lewis I)88.
p. 21). The underh ing theor is that "feedback on behavior.
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accompanied by supp( irt. pn)duces change in behavior-
(P( ivlacs I988. p. 82).

The consultant assumes a variety of roles during the
process of ct )nsultation. and they can be arranged according
to the phases of the process of instructional consuhation
Lewis 1988). For example. during the earliest phases of the

process a consultant is a data collector)A ho inter\ iews the
instructor about his or her course. attitudes about teaching.
self-assesstrient of teaching, specific concerns about teach-
ing. and perscmal poffilems: examines ci.mrsc materials:
collects student ratings and interview data; and observes and
videotapes actual teaching. During the next phase. the con-
sultant assumes the role of derkrnunurger arranging ail of
the data collected so that it is in an accessible and under-
standable fwm for the instructor and is related to the
instructor's specific concerns about his or her teaching. The
consultant beecunes a fircilitator when the instructor and
consultant jointly discuss and interpret the data. explore
alternative approaches to teaching, and (lecide tk hat needs
to be done to improve the instructor's teaching. \\lien the
instructor begins to experiment with new techniques. the
consultant °hen serves as a sumnwt system to assist the
instructor in the analysis and interpretation 01 whatever hap-
pens during experimentation. If the instructor has personal
problems that affect his or her teaching, the consultant
(depending on his or her trainingi might ser\ e as cmorse/Hr
or refer the instructor to some( me more qualified to perlorm
that role. Finally. as the instructor experiments with new
teclmiques of teaching. the consultant serves :Is an iiiforma-
Iimt swirce. rec.( immending and discussing ariotis a\ ailable
materials on the new technique ( pp. 2 l-,1o)

During data anal\ sis and re\ iew that is, \\ hen the con-
sultant s gi\ tog feedbackthe mle of the consultant
beci tines -especially complex as it is comprised of those ot a
colleague, an e listener. lancll a facilitator- (I'm lacs

p. sit \\lien the l(msultant assumes the nile (A. od-
Ietigile. 11C ()1' ',11C is percei\ ed by the instructor to be ()I
equal status---that is. some( me with college teaching experi-
ence as well as experience III the impro\ (Anent ()I leacInng.
Roth consultant and instruc tor \ iew the pnwess as «
ratie. nui remedial. The\ anal\ ie the data and make dec

jointh. The consultant is not c'd ,111 (:\pcrt:

lcr she is \je\\ ed (titers itilnrined

Icric "crp,1011.
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guidance. In the role of active listeiler. the consultant relies
on skills, such as acceptance of feelings. empathy. probing.
paraphrasing, refocusing. and summarizing (pp. 86-91).

Models of consnitatire interaction
"Fwo separate reviews of the literature have identified at
least four basic approaches to (or styles of) consultation.
The first klentifies fOur styles called expert. problem-solver.
collaborator, and counselor (Dalgaard, Simpson. and Carrier
1982). These styles are similar in many respects to four of
the five models identified in the secondproduct. prescrip-
tion. collaborative process. alfiliative (Brinko 1990). and
c(mfrontati(mal (Brink() 1991). The names of these styles in
the first review (Dalgaard. Simpson, and Carrier 1982)
emphasize the primary roles the consultant might assume
throughout his or her interaction with an instructor. The
names given in the second review (Brinko 1990.1991) are
inure descriptive of the lOcus of the relationshi) and nature
of the interacti(m between c(msultant and instructor.

In the product model, the instructor identifies the problem
and its prohable solution and then dr;.m s upon the expertise
of the consultant -to produce a test, slide show, video, lab
manual, or other product that can remediate the problem-
Brinko 1991, p. 12). In the prescription model. the relation-

ship between consultant and instructor is like the traditional
doctor-patient relati(mship"the c(msultant assumes authcw-
ity and resp(insibility fOr identifying. diagi iosing. and s()Iving
iwohlems- (pp. 43--IS I. In the Collaborethre process model,
consultants are viewed as collegial facilitators of impr(we-
ment. while instruct(irs hring their expertise on content to
hear on the problem. The instructor and consultant work
together to "identilY, diagnose. and suggest solutions to
probk.ms- (p. Sometimes consultants use the qffiliatire
model in which they become c(iunselors. helping the
instructor to solve -personal problems that ma'!..cause or
exacerhate . . . instructional prohlems- (p. i;). Occasionally,
consultants adopt a cnufroil/raiwred model to challenge the
assumptions of a recalcitrant instructor who mav be "deny-
ing the problem or is personally or professionally threatened
1)\ it (p.

In an empirical imestigation of the inter:know.. (if instruc-
tional consultation. the \ erhal helm j(1r, of ( onsultants and
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instructors engaged in consultation were coded from
videotapes of sessions ettnducted by faculty developers at
eight different universities tlirinko l9901. In each case, the
Consultant pro\ ided feedback for the instructor Imsed
classroom ohservation. videotapes, student ratings, or inter-
views with students. Each consultant was classified accord-
ing to which of !Our models of consultative interaction he or
she primarily employedpnkluet. prescriptive. collaIxtra-
tne process. ot affiliative. Among the consultants observed.
none used the product or affiliative flS kids, hile all of
them employed behaviors that tit both the prescriptive and
eollahoratne process nuidels. And no apparent differences
were revealed hetween novice ...Ind experienced consultants.
As a group. consultants were more or less eenlv distrihuted
acniss a prescriptive-colkthorative continuum: however. six
of the lo were in the 111(Kit:rattly to VOA" collahorative range,
while only four were in the moderately to \ ery prescriptne
range p. l ome faculty devektpers ;Ind other scholars
prefer the eollahoratn tb process model as the approach most
liken to improve instruction liraskamp and Ory 19°) t:
Carroll and Goldberg I989: Cooper 1982: Dalgaard, Simp-
sonmd CArrier 1982: Get. l991: Povlac. Ntitil. Other.
belie\ e that a more flexible approach is necessary hecause
the appropr'ate model depends on. and will elliergc
the dynamics of each consultatne situation t UiiiiLo I99I
morem cr, some instructors might not prefer. need, or he
ready for the cttllahorati\ e process model, which requires a
great commitment on the part of both consultant .ind
instnictor to he effective (Cash and Nlinter

Effective practices for giving feedback
Instructi(mal leedhack kis heen defined as "infmni,ilkwi
OVA ided to instructors ahout their performance that includes
recommendations ft II. future impro\ ement-
Thi. definition of feedback is remarkahly shuilar to the pro-
Me of the data review -,ind anal\ sis phase of consultation
potir;lyed ill earlier parts PI this sectiPn. This particular
phase cunsultatinn Ii curs \\ hen the (mnsultant's !plc
het (Mk"-, kPmplev fur the cpnsultant assumes the

erlapping roles of colleague, active listener, and facilitator
s 1988. p. FAL h aspect ol this cnillphc\ ruh. Is

associated w iii the prat tit e gn it,g leedhack 1 the

lakmg loth bllit! 50
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instructorthe kind of feedback that comprises both infor-
mation and guidance (that is, suggestions for improvement).
The point at which the consultant gives feedback to the
instructor. consisting of various types of infi irmation ab(mut
his or her teaching drawn from various sources, has been
described as -the moment of truth-: hi iw. then, does one
seize the moment? (Geis 1991. p. I.

re\ iew of the literature on effective practices fiir giving
feedback in the fields ()I education, psychology, and organi-
zati(inal helm\ ior generated a comprehensive set of 3-S spe-
cific recommendatkms that can guide colleagues as coaches
and expert consultants toward gning effective feedback to .

instructors (Brink() 1993). The review provides recommenda-
tions On what, w hen. and how feedback should be given
from the perspectne of both giver and recipient.

For the giver, feedback is more effectne when:

I. Information is gatheied hum a number of s( iurces:
.2. Information Is gathered from oneself as well as from

others:
3. Thk.. s(murce of the infinmation is perceived as credible.

km n ledgeable, and well-intenti(med:
i. The source of feedback is lower or equal in status to the

recipient:
s. The infiirmation is medi.ited by a consultant: and
0. The ionsultant is authentic. respectful. supponi\ e.

empathic, nonjudgmental. and able to keep consultations
confidential (Brink° 1993. pp.

\ i one inode of ga jag feedback is !mist Aeon e. and a
ariet\ of modes is best. With iegard to o intent, feedback is
n 1( ire effecti\ e \\ lien:

I. It contains accurate data and irrefutable eidence;
2. It c()Illaills i incTelt.' iillOi nution:
3. It contains spe( ific data.

It is focused:
S. It 1(Jcuses mill .)elia\
0. 11 is desk ripti\ e:

It creates cognitne dissonance: and
s it (()ntains in skis foi appn )prrik ben,i\ nm ( Brink(

rib
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inmi the giver's i)erspecti\ e. feedback is more effective
when it is given as soon as possible after the performance
and is ccwsidered a pwcess (pp 81)-81 I.

tecommendations for the effective practice of
giving feedback focus on the recipient. In general. feedback
is in ire effective when:

Recipients voluntarily engage in the process of feedback:
2. Recipients engage in the process as part of routine pn

fessional expectations: and
3. Recipients' annaint of experience and de\ ekipmental

stage are considered.

Giving feedback is more effecti\ e \\ hen the recipient selects
the mode of its con\ evance (pp. -SS 82 I. The content of
feedback is more effective for the recipient when:

I.

2.

3.

II is sensitike to the recipient's IcklIS contrcil.
It is sensitke to the recipient's self esteem;
It contains .1 moderate aminint of positi\ e reedlxick \\ ilk
a selected and limited amount (d. negative R .dhack:

negatke information is -sandw iched- bet .een poosi-

S. Its negatke information is self-referenced:
6. Its positi\ e information is attributed to internal kauses:

It creates moderate amount of cognitke Lhssonance:
8. It reduces uncertaint fOr the recipient:

it : is tele\ ant :ind meaningful to the recipient:u

W. It allow s for response and interaction: and
I I. It relates to goals that arc.. defined h the recipient or to

11200:1Ris that result from posili\ c performance (pp.
-C83-8i

And feedlmck is more effecti\ e for the recipient w. hen
Oen hilt Mit exCes',ivel "'8"' I.

Videotapes and etmsultation
A number ul studies ha \ shim n that impro\ ed Inst liii. tion
is associated considerably ith opportunities lor instructors

\ icw \ ideotapes their ow n ( .1 01 dle,igiic s I iem lung

ill 0 it'00 mi 0(1 RIcotape demonstratmg effecti\ e teach.
ing 10(0111 ilh Mid itltucit cioiistiltuii (mi ( \hhNlt. (OIL

liiktiN cm /wig erPoltql'
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and Szego 1989; Boice 1984; Dalgaard 1982; 1iendricson.
Ilawkins, Littlefield. Kleffner. Iludepohl. and Ilerbert 1983:
Levinson-Rose ;u-id Menges 1981; N1cDaniel 198'; Sharp
1981: Tavlor-Wav 1988; Taylor-Way and Brinko 1989). In an
examination of the effects ton subsequent effectiveness in
teaching) of viewing oneself on videotape. 22 teaching assis-
tants were assigned to experimental and control groups
using a stratified random sampling method. Early in the
term. all instructors' classes were videotaped. Next. members
of the experimental group attended teaching seminars and
had a consultative session with the seminar instrucuw to
view their videotapes. evaluate themselves. and set goals for
improving teaching. Late in the semester, all instructors were
videotaped again. Trained raters seored the first and second
videotapes fiir each instructor. The experimental gn)up, afier
the consultation and attending seminars. had significantly
higher final ratings than the instructors in the control group
(Da Igaard 1982).

In a vivid test of the effects of iewing a demonstration
videotape on improving instrucLon, 3- teaching assistants
were assigned randomly to experimental and control groups.
Before the semester. all instructors were videotaped teaching
:I 10-minute less()n. All instructors then attended a seminar
on lecturing skills (in two groups), during which members
of the experimental group viewed a nuidel videotape c)ri
lecturing. All instructors \A ere videotaped teaching another
10-minute lesson during the first week of the semester.
Trained raters evaluated both videotapes. and the results
indicated that -viewing a model videotape did influence
subjects teaching positively (Sharp 1981. p. 498).

In another study. faculty observed Ix ith themselves and
their colleagues on videotape (Mc)aniel I98-). Members of
a faculty seminar on teaching worked toward gaining con-
sensus on what behaviors constitute good teaching. All sub-
jects were videotaped fcw one hour of teaching, after which
they viewed and discussed the videotape with a consultant
in terms of their own standards of good teaching and identi-
fied specific teaching behaviors to incorporate into their
teaching. Later, each instructor was videcnaped again, and
L.pis(ides of efIective teaching were extracted Inuit partici-
pants' tapes: all faculty in the seminar viewed them together.
Many of the faculty found -observing others on videotape to
be as beneficial as watching themselves- (p. 99).
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A particular advantage of videotaping is that such record-
ing.s -can serve wherever and w henever there is a need for
instant. accurate. reliable audiowisual feedback that could
repeatedly be played back for closer examinatkm and analy-

sis- (Perlberg 1983. p. (34). Videotapes are an external

source of information aNbut one's teaching that can pro)mote
the process of self-confrontation (Fuller and Nlanning 19-3).
One of the primary sources of motivation to change in
reviewing videotapes is the instructor's identification of and

desire to reduce discrepancies between his or her self-

concept as a teacher and what he or she actually sees on
the tape (Per !berg 1983. p. 6.41: Tiberius 1995. p. 19(t). In

teaching, as in much human behavior. many actions in rou-
tine situations beconne very spontaneous or autonnatic. "De-
automization involves redirecting one's attentiom onto those
processes for which attention was no longer necessary once
the behavior became 'automatized. . . . Perhaps changes in
entrenched spontaneous behaviors do not persist over time
unless deautomatization takes place- (Fuller and Nlanning

19-3. p. -t83). Video self-confrontation has been f(iund to be
especially effective for improving instructi(m when it is used
with a consultation. In reviewing a videotape, one of the
consultant's primary tasks (in addition to) creating a safe

environment) is to focus the instructor's attention on specific
teaching behaviors while viewing the tape (Per!berg 1983. p.

The Role of the Department Chair
While helping faculty to develop has long been recognized

as an important activity for the department chair, it has grown
in importance over the past 10 to 15 years (Gmelch 199--;;

Gmelch and Miskin 1993; Lucas 1989. 1990, 199.i; Seagren.

Creswell, and Wheeler 1993; Tucker 1993: D. Wheeler
1992). The director of the Center for the Study of the
Depanment Chair at Vashington State l'niversity reports that

-department chairs view their faculty developer role as their

most important responsibility. . . . Ironically. chairs feel least
trained and prepared in this area- (Gmelch 1995, p. 154).

Studies of' the sources of stress and satisfaction for new

and junior faculty highlight the importance of the chair as a
faculty developer. Such studies have revealed that (me of the
primary sources ur stress for new faculty is a lack of co llcgial

support from senior fa( ulty; however, one potential source

ii'ado I lig .Seriootisly
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satisfacticin is the crucial suppirt that coukl be provided
by the department chair (Boice 19)2b: Sorcinelli 1988. 1992:
Turner and lioice 1989: Whitt 1991). New faculty have iden-
tified department chairs as their advocates (Sorcinelli 1988)
and their mentors (Turner and Boice 1989). Those depart-
ment chairs -who were cited as particularly helpful seemed
to take time to assign courses that fit Inew fitculty members'l
interests and prkirities- or worked -to negotiate minimal
preps or a reduced !clad- hir newer faculty (Sc)rcinelli 1994.
P. -t-S). A relatively recent qualitative investigation of the
expenences of new falulty and the role of the department
chair was based on 21 interviews with six new faculty and
on interviews with six department chairs and him- adminis-
trators on the dean's staff at a large research university
\v, hitt 1991 s,"e new faculty praised their chairs tor the

wncern and help they provided: others complained that
their chairs were not as helpful as they should have been.
Administrators described the role of the chair as "critical- to
the support of new faculty, explaining that "the department
chair's attitude is keyan attitude that it is part of the job of
the chair to provide unusual support for the new faculty to
make sure that they become gixid teachers. establish a

meaningful program of research, and receive honest feed-
back and praise- ( p. 18(1). 1.ikewise, in an eyaluatiim of the
Lilly Teaching Fellows Prc (gram. interview data showed that
an important source of support for participating t.:Iculty
regarding their teaching came from the encouragement and
reccigniticin they received friim their department chairs.
Researchers concluded that without "the support of depart-
ment chairs, many incentk es to encourage giiod teaching
111:1v he fruitless- (Rice and Austin l99(). p. 39).

How important is the chair in
instrwctional improvement?
In a relatively recent national sun ey of facult deelopers.
respondents were asked to indicate which activities for
improx ing illstrUCt loll \ ere currently aailahle on their cam-
puses and w hich of them they Menisci\ es desired or
pkmned to implement. The most -desirable- of all activities
for ing instructicin was training departnient chairs to
be Iacilitators of such intim r ement. Rewaruhers onicluded
that ilic strongest inch( ator inleics1 in new colLiborative
elT(irts is the high proportion of resp( tndents ((in percent)
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who rep( irt that they wi gild like to work with chairs to facili-
tate te:iching impri Ivement. oimpared with the low percent-
age w hu currently do so I() pc...1-cent)- (Kurfiss and lit)io:
199i), p. 80). A recent international survey of 331 facuh\
developers itsked respoiklents to rate 30 practices for
improving teaching according to their potenta to improve
the qualitc of teaching (Wright and ()\ eil 199-70. Three of
the practices ranked in the top 1(1 acniss the entire sample
(including the l'nited States. Canada. the 1 nited Kingdom.
and Australasia) directly involved department chairs
-Teaching is fostered as an important aspect of academic
resp(insihility h deans and department_heads- was ranked
sec(md overall. and -Good teaching is praised and rewarded
hv deans and department heads- was ranked eighth u\ erall
and Fifth in the t. s. sample. -Climate of trust created by
deans and department heads lthati suppons classroom
ohser\ anon- was ranked fourth overall. This finding indi-
cates the cry high confidence that faculty devekipers ha
in the positive impact on teaching of the collegial waching
and team teaching projects discussed earlier. \\ hile faculty
deelopers percei\e themselves "as the campus experts' on
teaching.- the results of this surve\ also indicate their -helief
in the capacit ot faculty memhers I() pros ide une another
with meaningful feedhack and advice on teaching with mini-
mal guidance from central agencies'. (Wright and (
199s. p I Finally, in support of the chair's importance in
instructional impro\ einem. a ',RI& c ci 30() faculty at IC col-
leges and timii erities (as discussed earlier) reveals that the
most imp( inant ckienninant (it whether an academic depart-
ment has .1 supportice teaching culture is the department
chair's role -in k ivating an environment condiwne ic elks
tie teaching- \Lissy. ilger. an Colbeck 199 t. p.

How do effectire chairs promote
improved instruction?
Rased on rese,m hi on the ri dc cci adnunistrators in lak tilt\
de\ elopment. department chairs are more likel than cleans
ld) ht.( c linc u tivdt in\ oh L'Ll iii issisting lac tilt\ in their
de\ elopment and -their Inc olc ement usually lc )(11,,c, ccii

hing 11111,1( c\ CHICHI I i c. 1"92.h. l 2.t); lii thC
)Crdrifilent ld Ps\ c. lic dIc cg\ at ihe cNit Nh-,mqIII

Columhi.i. the c hair and assoc late k hair define tat tilt\ de\ el
tipmcill and instruc Ilc cna! impii einem as .1 tiepanmental

This finding in-
dicates the
very high confi-
demce that fac-
ulty developers
have in the
positive impact
on teaching of
the collegial
coaching and
team teaching
projects . . .
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activity Dil.orenzo and I leppner 1991). They have devel-
oped a successful faculty peer consultation program for
instructional improvement, \\ hich. framed as completely
distinct frImi the ecaluation of Faculty. is an example of the
type of departmental programs in which faculty devekTers
expressed their confidence in the international survey
described earlier (Wright and O'Neil I995). The program is
an application of collegial coaching that engages faculty
pairs in observing each other's classes, interviewing each
other's students. writing reports of inforniati(gi derived from
both sources. and sharing feedback and ideas 1.(w improve-
ment in consultative sessions (I leppner and Johnston 1994).
These techniques are similar to those discussed under colle-
gial coaching and consultation in this section and those dis-
cussed under -talking with students- in the previous one.

A department chair at Fairleigh Dickinson l'niversity
recently described I1(iw she was able to introduce observa-
tions in the classroom by colleagues (for improvement) into
a department when she joined the department both as a
new faculty member and the new chair (Lucas 1990, Several
senior faculty. w ho were excellent teachers, complained that
they should do something to improve the -very poor- teach-
ing of some untenured faculty. In the chair's previous de-
partment. peer observation had been the norm: therefore, it
was her first recommendation. The senior faculty tokl her,
'\\e don't do colleague observation in this department. hut
if I tarry and I volunteer to have you visit our classes, then it
won't seem as if you are just observing the worst people in
the department.' p. 10(0. She obsered these two senior and
excellent teachers first, and it helped her to make classnxim
obseivation a new departmental norm.

As described earlier, a technique that more department
chairs arc beginning to use is one of a number of variations
of the pedagogical colloquium. The alternative fOrmats for
the pedagogical colloquium (a course narrative or course
argument approach a collo(luium centered on an essential
idea ir )11Cept, nr a dilemma-centered colkuluium) provide
efficient and effective means of embedding an assc..ssment
teaching effectiveness into the pnwess of hiring new faculty
(Byrnes I99S: 1Q9C).

When a I tin ersitv of Wisconsin pnilessor became the
chair of his department, he routinely received and reviewed
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the syllabi dekeloped bV all the faculty in the department. As

he examined the other professors syllabi. he began to
rethink some of the teaching approaches he used in his (A\ n
classes. It was such an eye-opening experience for him that
he -gathered and distributed copies of everyone's cciuNe
syllabi . landi soon disc<wered that this :.haring process
encouraged e\ erVt me to be much more dwughtful about
ccnarse pbnning and the preparation of teaching materials'.
(Trask 1989. p. 102).

In a study of 30 department chairs who were recom-
mended for the study as a result of their effectiveness in
faculty development. participants were asked to talk about
what they had done t() help faculty members develop
(Wilhite 19)0: Wilhite and Leininger 1988). A general pattern
of effective practices used to help troubled faculty emerged
from the interview data. Chairs tried to anticipate problems
by interacting frequently with and monitoring the perfor-
:nance iF their faculty. When specific problems were identi-
fied. the chair and instructor worked kugether to develop a
strategy that capitalized on the strengths of the individual:
the chair encouraged and supported the faculty members in

their eff(irts to change.
Aricither. larger study was based on interview,' with 200

department chairs at instituti( ms. The chairs ere recom-
mended by senior administrators ur la ulty development
specialists un their campuses. based on their distinguished
records ( if clevel()pmental work with their faculty (Creswell.
Wheeler. Seagren. Fgly, and Bever 1990). Ihe researchers
sked chairs to descrihe \\ hat they did I( improve the teach-
ing performance of their faculty. Thevused the results of
their interview data to suggest that -excellent- chairs follow
a set of steps similar to a comprehensive process of instruc-
tional consultation (liergquist and Phillips Povlacs
I988): gather backgr(mnd inlOrmation: clarify the goals and
(ubjecti\ es: observe the performance yourself: facilitate
imprmement and the practice of new skills; and monitor
progress um ard impruvement and

ual (Creswell et al. M). pp. of 0- I. \ specific case. stk. h
as the following one. illustrates this proce,.s. In this case. the
teaclieu was a new pnles,.ur in .in cdticatiun department.
She had excellent research skulls but needed I( nrk cm her
teaching.

/(w(1)11/u; sellt,IIlr
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I. Gather bac-kw-maul infiirmatimi. During the first year, the
chair -just spent time sitting in her office, talking to her,
and not doing much.- But the chair also visited with stu-
dents about complaints and reviewed carefully the stu-
dents evaluations.

2. Clary.). the pmblem. By the end of the seomd Year. it was
necessary to begin taking steps to improve the individ-
ual's teaching. The chair and the faculty member visited
and beg.an thinking about a faculty development plan and
carried out several activities under the plan.
Obsenv the peOwniance yourself. The t. hair xideotaped
the faculty member's teaching in a few classes and then
reviewed with the individual the strengths and weak-
nesses of her teaching. Together, they isolated teaching
behaviors that needed improvement. Then the chair sat in
on a couple of her classes to observe her.

i. Facilitate immurement and practice. The chair and the
faculty member team taught a course together that
required that both of them attend every session. Finally.
lne dean prmided a summer faculty development grant
so that the chair and the faculty membercoukl spend
three weeks during the summer meidifying (me of her
cI mrses.

5. Monitor pnwess. Oer a perie id of several years, the chair
monitored students' evaluations. by the sixth year, teach-
ing had improved: "She had geme In mi appniximately a
1.5 on a five-point scale (five as a high point) to a 1.1 or

in the intervening years.- At the end of her sixth .ear.

she was given tenure (pp. ()--()8).

Faculty developers at the I'niversity of MinnesotaDuluth
describe a special training pn)gram that they use to prepare
departmental faculty to comfortably and effectively observe
each other's classes to improve instruction (Ililsen and
RutherlOrd 1)91). h is a comprehensive program in which
the chair ser\ es as facilitator. helping faculty to get an

erview of the entire training process: discuss the differ-
ence between peer observation (lor improvement only) and
lx.er evaluation (for personnel decisions): discuss openly the
,inmeties mI hodi lehlIRd ;Ind untentned faculty working
together to improve teaclung: use ideo lt) `sec the differ-
ence between fu ucused. descriptive observatiem and randemi.
iudgmental obsenation: discover the value systems undedy-
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ing each faculty meinber's teaching; use a visualization exer-
cise to discuss what constitutes effective and ineffective
teaching; establish 3 shared teaching vocabulary; train partic-
ipants how to observe through videotapes and -microteach-
ing- (teaching a short. content-specific practice lesson): set
up ohservation triads observer-teaclier-facihtator (chair)
and begin classnx)in ohservations; and switch roles and
repeat the process. All accompanying written materials are
readily availahle so that the department chair can choose to
conduct the training seminars independently or with the
assistance or counsel of a consultant from a campus teach-
ing center.

The Teaching Culture, Instructional Change,
And Feedback from Colleagues,
Consultants, and Chairs
As we c(insider various ways that colleagues. consultants,
and chairs can po wide inhwmative l'eedback, we do not want
to lose track of pohmtial connections with the mechanisms of
the pnicess of instructional change and the elements of a
supponke teaching culture (see figure I on p. 17).

The hilkming example sliows the relevance of s()me
elements of a supportive teaching culture and discusses the
Tfreezin,i; stage of the process of instructional impr(wement.
'I'Ins subsection continues the example begun earlier.

As our prcifessor incorporates the use of pn)blem-solving
groups into her class, suppose that the department chair
invites her to join a nuwithly seminar in which the depart-
ment chair already participates. This seminar is facilitated by
a teaching consultant from the campus teaching center and
its 20 members, who span the ranks from instructor to full
pnifessor and oink. from various departments and colleges
ar(iiind campus. Each member is currently experimenting
with various ways ()I' teaching with pniblem-s(ilving groups.
Once a month, these faculty share their experiences using
these approaches. >lir professor shares her experiences at
the seminar. and het department chair compliments her on
thu -innovativeness- or her effiwts.

During this last part of' the example, the primary sources
of informative feedback are colleagues, a consultant. and a
delmrtment chair. Notable elements of a supportive teaching
culture in this situation include opportunities for interactkm
;ming faculty regarding teaching. a department chair who is
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supportive of activities to improve teaching. and the re-
sources of a campus teaching center. The key mechanisms
of the refreezing stage of the instructional improvement
process are also present. Reconlirmatkni comes from other
faculty who teach with problem-solving groups, and integra-
tion occurs when the department chair reinforces the profes-
sor's self-image as an "innovative- teacher.
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NEW AND JUNIOR FACULTY

Evidence is increasing that new and juniorficcultyfilul
the initial years in acadenw to be a time qf great stress
as uvll as satisfaction. On the one hand. new and
junior jiwulty enjoy flexibility in how they clo their
tank, ()ppm-trinities to learn and grow. anti pleasures
from interacting with students and engaging in their
scholarly work. On the other band. they cften are frus-
trated by insufficient time to fidfill all demands. diffi-
culty in establishing supportive collegial relationships,
insufficient resources, .frar of nonreappointment, and
struggles in balancing work and personal life. . . .

Research also suggests that new and junior faculty need
assistance On sorra/ fronts and that colleagues and
administrators need to better undostand bow junior
.rnculty develop caivers and cope with career pressures.
Inflict, the willingness qf institutions to learn about
and provide sufvort during the early years may be vital
to their ability to attract and retain potentia I faculty
members (tiorcinelli and Austin 1992, p. 1).

Although supportive teaching cultures and effective inlorina-
dye feedback from a variety of sources are generally benefi-
cial for the improvement of instruction, specific tailoring
may be needed for certain categories. One such group com-
prises new and junior faculty. .

New and junior iaculty refer to "nontenured, full-time
faculty below the rank of associate professor, including
some who are new to the profession. some who are new to
their current institution of employment, and some who are
in the midst of probationary appointments- (Finkelstein and
LaCelle-Peterson 1992, p. 8). Thday's new faculty differ from
earlier generations in several ways: They have obtained
p()sitions in a competitive academic marketplace. a larger
proporti(m are wc)men, their average age is greater, a larger
proportion represent dual-career households, and a larger
proportion 11()1(1 degrees from the more elite research institu-
tions. R the end of this century, two factors are expected to
work in combination to generate a substantial increase in
demand for new and juni(w facultyretirements of a large
number of faculty hired during the fax nu of the late 1960s
and early 19-0s and increases in higher education enroll-
ment (Finkelstein and LaCelle-Peterson 1992). The following
subsections examine the experiences of new and junior
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faculty that characterize academic careers during the pre-
tenure years, the socialization of new Faculty, institutional
pn)grains kw the orientation of new and junior faculty, and
mentofing pr()grams that facilitate collegial support kir junior
faculty through professional interactions with senior faculty.
The latter two subsections emphasize their implications for
instructional improvement.

Experiences of New and Junior Faculty
A number of scholars have employed adult development
theories (see, e.g., Levinson 198() to conceptualize and
study faculty careers (.Baklwin 1V-9, 1990: Baldwin and
Blackburn 1981: Blackburn 19-9, 19: Braskamp, Fowler.
and Ory 198 Cytrynbaum, Lee, and Wadner 1982: Furniss

1 1 lodgkinson 19-4: Nlathis 19-9: Menges 1985). Various
sequences of devehpmental stages have been expressed in
terms of a -generic view- of the academic career that
includes lour phases: m)vice professor, early academic
career. midcareer, and late career (Baldwin 1990). The earli-
est stage of A faculty member's careerthe novice profes-
sorhappens during the pretenure years and portrays the
experiences, tasks, concerns, and developmental needs of
new and junior faculty. A primary need of the novice profes-
sor is t(1 establish competence. A most pressing concern is
the devek)pment of a repertoire of effective teaching skills.
Among the tasks to he perfOrmed first are the design of a
number of new courses. often in particular subjects that are
not within the new professor's primary areas of expertise. It
is ()hen necessary for the new faculty member to carry out
these demanding teaching tasks while establishing an appro-
priate research agenda. Further. each of these paifessi(mal
demands must he met in the face of competing responsibili-
ties in one's personal life. In all, then, this stage is a time of
intense pressure and stress. During this time of transition
into an academic career, the new faculty member might be
,tssisted through institutional resources and support in the
form of a campus teaching center, orientations. supportive
department chairs. and mentoring ( Baklwin 1990, pp.
31-33). A successful transition or socialization during this
early phase is especially important for the faculty career; that
is. -the problems and performance of novice faculty mem-
Ivr influence their later occupational progress- (Baldwin
19-) , p.
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Studies of new faculty careers have revealed a number of
common themes that characterize the experiences of new
and junior faculty during the pretenure years. Whether at
liberal arts colleges or large research universities, new fac-
ulty are enthusiastic about their jobs (Baldwin and Black-
burn 1981: Sorcinelli 1988), but they also agree that this
early phase of their careers is a particularly stressful time of
their lives (Baldwin and Blackburn 1981: Braskamp. Fowler.
and Ory 1984: Nlenges 1994: see also Ratcliff and Associates
1995). One of the primary sources of stress is a perceived
lack of sufficient time fm their activities. Time constraints
make it very difficult to balance the competing demands of
teaching. research, and service, and limit opportunities to
meet the responsibilities associated with personal. s(wial.
and family life (Sorcinelli 1988: Sorcinelli and Near 1989).
New faculty ( ften describe themselves as Iwing -the busiest
they've e er been in their lives- (Turner and Ui ace 989. p
:i3). and a typical strategy for c( iing is to -work harder,
faster, and kinger"." (Sorcinelli 1988, p. 121). :Moreover, longi-
tudinal analysis indicates that the stress associated with
these difficulties intensifies as the time for tenure re iew
approaches (Olsen and Sorcinelli 1992).

Although new facuhv are committed to teaching well. thev
are ofien inadequately prepared to teach effectiely (Boice
19911): Sorcinelli 1988 t, express concerns about how to teach
better ( Baldwin and Blackburn 1981: Stanley and Chism
1991: Turner and Boice 198- ), and often receive unsatisfacto-
ry ratings of their teaching (Fink 198i: Turner and Boice
198- ). The lion's share of new faculty's work time is spent on
preparation fOr teaching ( Buiie l991h), and they spend sig-
nificantly more time on teaching than their senior colleagues
(Fairwethe and Rhoads 99i: °ken. Maple. and Stage
199S). 'Ilk' primary reason new faculty spend so much time
on teaching is that the persistently o\ emrepare. -New facul-
ty in their first three years at large campuses expended ,ur-
prising anunints of time in lecture preparation: Ni wms
if a new facult ith tw. o-(ourseper-semester assignments
were 13 fu 22 hours per week: with three-course loads. 18
to 2- hours (Boice 1991c. p. 112). ()tlKT reasons new fac-
ulty spend partn (dad\ laige animmls of time on their teach-
ing include the need to (le\ clop new «nurses. a lugh num-
ber of separate preparatid ns. and bge classes I licuicc
19911): Fink 1981: s crcinehli 1988: Turner and Boicc
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The most common approach to teaching among new
faculty is dominated lw the lecture or "knowledge-oriented
principles-and-facts prototype, a style modeled after their
own professors (Fink 198-t. p. 101). They commonly con-
sider goi)d teaching to mean "clear, knowledgeable. and,
possibly, inspiring lectures'. ( Boice 1991b, p. 15'1, and they
rarely have plans to improve their teaching. other than pre-
paring better lectures and reducing standards of difficulty.
In a study of 00 new faculty during their first year at a large
state university, the most common approach to teaching
often resulted "in a syndr(une Ithatl might he ternwd 'assis-
tant prolessoritis.i.c.. ric'w faculty overprepare, feel c()M-
pelled to teach everything they know, provide little time or
incentive for student participation. impress students as aloof
and unapproachahle. receive poor student evaluatk)ns. and
blame this outcome on the poor quality of students in their
classes.' (Turner and Boice 198". p. 1).

A recent qualitative investigatiim of the experiences of t5
new faculty during their first ti\ e years at a large research
university, however, re\ eaW that by their fifth year, new
faculty experience a significant impro\ ement in the effi-
ciency of their preparatkin f(ir lectures. receive higher evalu-
ations from students. become inure introspective about
aspects of their teaching. express greater confidence in their
teaching abilities, and become more satisfied with their
teaching experiences (Olsen and Sorcinelli 1992). Addition-
ally, a study of 100 faculty at 12 liberal arts colleges found
a substantial improvement in the "rating of oimfortableness
with teaching- between new faculty in their first three years
and those in their sec()nd three years as an assistant pro-
fessor lliakk in and Blackburn 1981, p. ()OS).

In a relati\ ely iccent longitudinal study, four cohorts of
new f.acult\ two c( ihorts front a teaching-oriented univer-
sltv and two cohorts from a research-oriented university
\\ ere inter\ iewed in successive semesters ah()ut their
teaching and related work experiences (Boice 19911), 199IC.
19921)). A set of comnum characteristics of the teaching
approaches of new facult) members emerged from the inter-
\ iew data:

The\ rel primarily on a facts-and-principles type of lec-
turing flid conceke (il good leaching as meaning go(KI
content:



2. The think of their facts-and-principles st)le of lecturing
as a means of defense against complaints from students
that might gke senior colleagues the impresskin that they
do not know their nuterial:
'Hwy attribute their unsatisfactory student ratings to exter-
nal factors, such as the poor quality of students, heavy
teaching IC mds. imalid student rating systems:
ThCV are usually inactive regarding instructional change
or impriweinent. are reluctant to seek assistance from
campus teaching centers, and limit plans for improvement
to preparing better lecture ccintent and making assign-
ments easier:

S. 'Hwy do mit ex en expect to really enjoy teaching or move
beyond their facts-and-principles approach to teaching
(for example. toward teaching critical thinking) until they
find that tliey m) longer need to spend so much time in
preparation or to N (wry about criticisms:

6. Even tin use w ith prior teaching experience III other cam-
puses use a facts-and-principles style of lecturing as a
defense against students criticism. describing the practice
as ;.1 temporary regression filim how they had recently
taught at other campuses: and
They reach the point of being comfOrtable and efficient in
their teaching or achieve acceptance front students either
very slowly or not at all. although they become somewhat
more efficient in preparing lectures lw the fourth Year
and those few who persist as participants in programs
sponsored by the campus teaching center progress in
more aspects of their teaching tBoice l9Ql1). pp.

As this profile indicates. -many of the initial habits of ne\
faculty seem less than ideal ... I. andl this ... disheartening
pattern probahly hokls true on a variety of campuses-
(Boice l()9 lc, pp. I 11- I2). Based on superior ratings from
students. observers' ratings or perfOrmance in the classroom.
and faculty self-ratings, however. several new faculty from
L':1(.11 cohort were identified as exemplar ). teachers or "quick
starters- ( HI their respectke campuses. The folk ming charac-
teristics distinguish them from theii new i-ieers and suggest
ways in which oilier new facult\ Lan he helped to hecome
hetter teachers.

I. They have positke attitudes alsiut their students:

lotchliN Nertuusly
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2. They lecture in a relaxed style and provide opportunities
for students to comprehend the material and become
involved in the class:

3. They exhibit low levels of ownplairling alNtilt lack of
collegial support:

I. They actively seek advice about their teaching front
senior colleagues in the role of a mentor:

S. They quickly need only moderate levels of time to pre-
pare lectures:

6. They spend a substantial amount of time on scholarly and
grant writing: and
They are readier to become involved in campus faculty
development programs (Boice 199 p. 109).

One of the most persistent and prevalent sources of stress
fOr new faculty is their concern over the lack of collegial-
itvprimarily. the inadequacy of encouragement and assis-
tance front senior colleaguesthat they experience com-
pared to what they need and expected during their
pretenute years Fink 198 I: Sorcinelli 1988:
Whitt 19911. In a study of 66 new faculty in their first year at
a Ial'ge ',late university, new faculty -anticipated an intellec-
tually stimulating and supportive environment with frequent
informal interactions ..thout scholarly issues, teaching. and
other prolessional matters. They expected their senior col-
leagues to he active mentors who wimld serve as good role
models and :is a source of constructive advice and encour-
agement- (Turner and Boice 198-. p. 13). And in another
study of -S t faculty in their first ear at a large research uni-
versity. this lack of assistance and support from senior col-
leagues was -the most surprising and disapptinting aspect
of their first year- Sorcinelli 1988. p. 1261.

In i two-year study of four cohorts of new teachers, the
advkv offered hy seni(ir colleagues to new faculty was
found to he primarily based tat -gossip and politk:s.- with
tutly 3 to 6 percent of successive new fat uhy cohorts repo-
ing an\ advice related teaching (Buick. 19911'. p.
\ew faculty reported sn % inc itIrrease in the quantity of (one-
gill interacti( ,ns during their second ear. hut those "inexpe-
rient cd newc( inters who 6 mud collegial support for
teaching got it from other new faculty. . 'It's like the blind
leading the blind' 1992h. p. When Ilt'1 faculty
menthers experiences with (illegial support were studied
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over fciur years. faculty reported both higher levels of sup-
port and less need for such support over the four years. hut
the -quality of collegial ad\ ice- did not improve over the
fclur years and still primarily consisted of "the gossip poli-
tics-laden irit.tirmation- that Chanicterized such interactions
during their first vcai 1 Roice 1991a. p..40). One study fciund
dui new faculty members satisfaction with collegial support
decreases as they appniach the time f(us tenure, and they
tend to rate "colleagues outside their depanments as most
helpful or supportive of their careers. with untenured faculty
and chairpersons as next most supportive. respectively'.
(Olsen and orcinelli 1992. p. 21 1.

.nfortunatelv. in the face of a lack of initiative from
senior faculty and in spite of their desire for interaction with
senior colleagues. most new faculty are reluctant to seek
ad\ ice about their teaching and other pnifessional matters
tlioice 1.991h: Turner and Roice l98-: Whitt 1991 1. "some
expressed (oncents about sounding naive. unpmfessional.

disorgani/ed by asking for help front senior faculty: it 1

sal an thing. they might wonder if liii really doing nit job..
a hig risk to take with those who make decisions about
tenure t \Vhitt 1991. p. 183). .1,, mited earlier. h(iwe\ cr. new
faculty identified as excellent teachers and quick starters
ha\ e been found to approach a lack of oillegial support
without complaint: instead, the\ actively seek counsel about
their teaching front senior colleagues in the role of mentor
I lit met: 199 11). 199 IC I 99211 I.

At 0/lieges. It t'01.11d nuire than just the quick
starters w ho actively seek help from senior colleagues.
Inter\ tett data from a recent two-year study of 31 new lac
ult\ at a comprehenske uni\ ersitv (Branch 19()S1 re\ cal an
interesting pattern of I ollegialitt cen junior and sent( ir
faculty that helps focus attenut in (in the importance of this

\ew faculty were highly pro.ictive in seeking
advice from sent( ir faculty about their teaching. 0\ er tit)
percent of the new faculty in the study reported seeking
ad\ it. e abtitil teaching In int their senior colleagues !se\ entt
five percent of the new facult\ spoke at length ab( nit their
plans for instructional impnWentent. and \\ hen they dis-
cussed those plans. the\ hequentlt referred lo the ((insult&
tit e sessions diet had expel lenceil \\ it h seiln g I ol k`aglacs.
The results of the stud\ indicate that -the emphasis placed
on tea( hing conihmed with the relati \ el\ high le\ els of
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collegial support on campus, did appear to be influencing
the new faculty's attitudes toward their teaching- (p. 216). In
comhinatii in. these findings ( Boice 199 lb: Branch 1995)
appear to suggest that the socialization of new faculty and
ultimately the quality of their teaching could both be related
to the level of interaction about teziching between junior and
senior faculty.

The Socialization of New Faculty
s()cialization can be defined as -the process by which individ-
uals acquire the attitudes, beliefs, values, and skills needed to
participate effectively in organized social life" (Dunn. Rouse,
and Seff 199-t. p. 3C1. Nlore specifically. organizational
socialization "refers to the manner in which the experiences
of people learning the r()pes of a new organizational posi-
tion. status, or role arc structured for them by others within
the organizati(m- (Van Nlaanen 19"8, p. 19). Interviews with
department chairs and dean's staff administrators at a major
research university reveal that "they expected new faculty to
already know a great deal about being a faculty member, to
be experienced researchers and teachers, to have values and
goals consistent with their new institution, and to . .. 'hit the
ground running (Whitt 1991. p. 185). Yet when new faculty
were asked "What is it like to he a new faculty member?"
they responded with statements like -I have no idea what's
going on," "I get no messages.f.rom this place," and "I feel
I'e been ths iw n into a big p()o1 without knowing how to
swim" ( p. 189). The "experiences of this particular group of
new fitcultv would lead fonel to speculate that having to he
responsible fm their own stwialization may have added to the
already heavy workload of new faculty" (p. 193).

Some research suggests that the socialization of new facul-
ty "operates on social Darw inistic principles: as one inexperi-
enced new assistant professor commented. Just as graduate
schools let many students sink or swim in the dissertation
stage. we also seem to willingly let people. even gomf peo-
ple, fail . . if they don't figure things out on their own
( Boice l992b. P. The lack of institutional help in the
form of structured oppntunities for organizational socializa-
ti(in (if new fautiltY conkl hell) explain whY new faculty
experience high levels of stress (luting their pretenure years
(Dunn, R(iuse, and Self 1994). A recent review of the litera-
ture recommends a number of strategies or structures to
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promote the organizational socialization of new faculty:

pr(mlinent among them are orientaticin and menfining pro-
grams fin new faculty (Austin and Sorcinelli 1992).

Orientaticm and mentoring programswhose descripticm
and analysis take up the rest of this sectioncan be con-
ceived of as two types of structures fin organizational social-

ization of new faculty. They can he characterized and their
benefits better understmid in terms of several tactical dimen-
sions of organiz.athinal socializatfim (Van Maanen and Schein
19-9): collective versus individual structures: formal versus
infOrmal structures: and serial versus disjunctive structures
( p. 232: see also S. Wheeler 196().

Oil/ecthvapproaches to socialiiation place newcomers in
a group and provide them with a common set of experi-
ences. In contrast. indiridtud a)proaches socialize newcom-
ers hy isolating them fri wit one amither, resulting in a
relatively distinct set of experiences for each person. The
individual approach typically dominates the socialization of

new faculty in the great majority of colleges and universities
(Dunn. Rouse. and Sen. 1994, pp. 393-91: Tierney and
Rhoads 1993. p. 2-1. Research on the experiences of new
faculty clearly shciws. however, that they share a common
set of c(mcerns. especially during their first one or two
years. During a collective socialization experience. -the
thi ughts. feelings, and acticins of those in the recruit group
almost always reflect an 'in the same boat' consciousness.
Individual changes in perspective are therefore built upon
an understanding of the problems faced by all group mem-
bers- (Van Maanen and Schein 19-9, p. 233). Because new
faculty do share c(nnmon concerns about such things as
workload and stress from multiple demands, uncertainty
about what is expected of them, a desire for collegial sup-

pi rt. and a need to devel(ip teaching skills (Austin and
S(ncinelli 1992). a strong argument can he made for supple-
menting the traditi(mal. individual appmaches to socializa-

ti(m with a collective approach that addresses these omi-
m concerns. Orientatkins (workshops) for new faculty

that offer concrete assistance with the devekipment of teach-

ing skills and address other common concerns of new facul-
ty are being used successfully in a variety (if college and
unit ersitv settings (Fink 1992).

1)uring j'orriud appii )acl les to sit ializatii in, new comers
are separated front the regular work setting and put through
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a tailored set of learning experiences. The formal socializa-
tion of new faculty is represented primarily by extensive
graduate school training and teaching assistantships (Dunn.
Rouse. and Seff 1994, p. 392) that constitute the bulk of "an-
ticipat(Wv socialization- preceding organizational socializa-
tion fOr new faculty (Tierney and Rhoads 1993. p. 23). Infbr-
malsocializaticm is based on a laissez-faire appnmch that re-
quires newcomers to learn from experiencetrial and error
in the regular work setting. -where they must select their
own socialization agents landl must force others in the
setting to teach them- (Van Maanen and Schein 1979, p. 238).

The organizatiomalsowializatiom of new faculty relies pri-
marily on informal approaches. and -at a minimum, new
faculty need experienced and caring mentors- (Tierney and
Rhoads 1993. p. 28). A recent study of the experiences of
fOur cohorts of new faculty--two from a comprehensive
university and two from a research universityreveals that

mien and min(wity faculty reported significantly fewer
instances of -substantial mentoring- than their white male
peers, even though 'there were no fewer offers Of mentor-
ing for nontraditional newcomers than for men- (Boice 1993.
p. 30(1 ). 'this lack of mentoring for wcanen and minority
faculty coukl be because they are underrepresented in the
professoriat and because, while -majority-gromp senior fac-
ulty can mentor women and minorities, it is more difficult
for these mentors to be role models Furthermore. men-
tors who have na igated nontraditional paths can provide
specific information on how they overcame the obstacles as-
sociated with token status- (Dunn. Rouse. zin(! Self 199t.
pp. i01-2).

In seria/socialization. a senior member of the organiza-
tion serves as a Rfle naidel or mentor for a newcomer to
assist hint or her in successfully assuming a similar organiza-
tic mid position. But hen no role models are available to
recruits to inform them as to how they are to proceed in the
new Rile, the micializatic al pnicess is :1 (11.V/wet/wont..

.

landl such situations make things extremely difficult and
anxietv-provoking fOr the newcomer- (Van Nlaanen and
S(hein vr9. pp. 21-- 48). Nlentoring piograms for new fac-
ulty can Offer c(increte assistance with the development of
teaching skills and addrey, other of their professi( mai and
personal concerns (Scavinelli 199ri).
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Orientation of New Faculty
Eighty-nine percent of the respcmdents in a relatively recent
survey of faculty development professionals indicated
that they either currently use or plan to use -orientations on
teaching skills for new facu!ty- as a strategy for instructional
improvement on their campuses Kurfiss and Boice 1990, p.
1. In an international survey of 331 faculty developers in
the United States t N = I(i C). Canada N = I 1. the United
kingdom (N: = 82). and Australasia (N = 33), -workshops on
teaching methods for targeted groups. such :is new facuhy
and teaching assistants.- were ranked seventh out of 3o
strategies for instructional improvement in terms of their
potential to impnwe the quality of teaching (Wright and
O'Neil 199=1. p. 33).

Several possible reasons exist tOr the percei\ ed \ aloe of
orientation and mennwing in instructitmal iinprovement of
new faculty. First, tbr the most part, graduate schools still do
not assume the responsibility for effectively preparing future
faculty in terms of pedagogical skills. Second. institutions
assume that new faculty can indeed he noitivated t m-
pro\ e their teaching during the pretenure years as part of
their preparation for the tenure decision. Third. much like
teaching assistants, most new faculty members encounter a
common set of challenges regarding the improvement of
their effectiveness in teaching (Weimer and Lenve 1991. PP.
319-20). Finally, research shows that at least four persistent
needs of new facuhy can he addressed by such programs
the need to develop teaching skills. the need for collegiality.
the need for information about institutional expectations and
resources, and the need to reduce stress from the multiple
demands I t leaching. research, and ser\ ice (Austin and

9--98).
A stud\ ul lou new faculty during their first Year of teach-

ing reveals that these first-year teachers struggled \\ ih ha\
ing a limited range of teaching skills. experienced limited
interaction w ith their colleagues. and complained of a frus-
trating and stressful worklcia(1. When asked what institutions
ould do to help new rat:Lilly. 11()\%c\ er, they responded most

frequenth that institutions sh( told provide Metter informa-
tion at the NUIll of the Year- Fink l)St. p. 10-) )rientation
as discussed here refers to something other than comilum
and brief w (lc( ampus sessions offering information
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on fringe benefits, parking stickers. campus facilities, institu-
tional policies. and the like. It refers to "substantial orienta-
tion programs- (Fink 1992, p: 41) or "teaching effectiveness
workshops" (Eison and !fill 1990. p. 225) for new faculty,
which include essential campus and institutional information
but also give significant attention to) the development of
classnsan teaching skills and other prof'essicinal responsibili-
ties of new faculty (research and grant writing. fOr example).
Among the "lessons learned the hard way- by faculty devel-
opers at Southeast Missouri State University was that new
faculty need to receive fundamental campus and institutional
information as an important part of an orientation "before
[they) become willing to think about [effective teachingl-
( Renegar, Summary, Bonwell, and Eison 198, p. 117).

.Nlthough meeting these immediate needs of new faculty is
necessary, h()wever, it -does little to ck)se the gap between
subject matter expertise and teaching effectiveness" (Eison
and 11111 1990, p. 225). In the early 1980s, faculty developers
at the University of Texas. because of their concern about
filling this gap, prepared a weeklong orientation that focused
more on basic teaching skills kw new faculty:

11 always has seemed pecullltr and a little backward.
that elementary arid secondary lawbers are provided
with training in teaching skills as well as content matter
while college instructors are Ivry seldom, ?lever exposed
to methods /Mall will assist them in guiding the leaning;

()l. /heir sladents. This lack (!f specific training iii

nig lee/Mil/110S Call be extremely stressful fiir a new
Jaculty member as well as irufficient as they try to learn

on the job- ( Lewis, Svinicki. and Stice 1985, p. 16).

This situation raises an important challenge for higher
educaticmone that substantial orientations for new faculty
can effectively address. Such orientations can be described
along several dimenskins: II) timingis it offered bek)re
the Etll semester or periodically mer the course of the first
semester or year? (2) contentwhat is the relative emphasis
of the orientation on teaching. research, and institutional
information'? (3) at/cm/aweis it mandatory or voluntary?
I) motienco--ckll.'s it int:kid(' 01th full-time faculty or part-

time faculty as well? (5) oo.wrri:atiun--does the university
hokl one cc mimon or centralized orientation fOr all new

I 12
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faculty or,are there decentralized programs for new faculty
in different colkges or departments? (Fink 1992. p. 41).

One of the earliest large-scale programs for orienting new
faculty was undertaken at the University of Texas at Austin.
beginning in 1980 (Lewis. Svinicki. and Stice l985). The
program was initially offered during the full week just
hefore fall registration hut has since been shortened to three
days (Erickson 1992): its cors!ent is primarily related to
teaching hut also includes information about the campus
and the community (Ericks(m 1992: Fink 1992). Attendance
is voluntary. all new faculty are invitedi the program is cen-
tralized, and it is designed and facilitated primarily hy the
campus teaching center. An extensive packet of written
materials (2-SO pages) supplements the po)gram. and many
experienced faculty are involved as presenters at \ arious
sesskms. Participants have many opportunities to interact
with each other. Early in the orientation. institutional rules
and regulations are explained. and participants complete all
fonnal personnel forms together. The first aspects of teach-
ing to he addressed are designing courses and syllahi and
hecoming acquainted with the university's students. During
the middle part of the program, new faculty choose from a
variety of sessions on teaching methods presented by expe-
rienced faculty who actually use these methods in their
teaching. The latter part of the program co\ ers evaluation of
teaChing. instructkmal impmvement, and the campus teach-
ing center's activities: it also includes presentations on coin-
numication and learning theories underlying the teaching
methods covered in previlms sessions. According to partici-
pants. the two strongest points of the orientation are the
-chance to meet and interact with various faculty members
from other disciplines- and the emphasis of the program -on
teaching!. whichl helps them prepare themselves and their
materials for a more productive beginning in their new. posi-
tkms- (Lewis. Sxinicki. and Slice p. 20).

The campus teaching center at Southeast Missouri State
ersity offers a centralitedi weeklong puigram modeled

aher the orientation program at Texas for rICW faculty during
the week before the fall semester. l'nlike the program at
Tv \as. how e\ this prograni is for full-time Licult\ onk.
and attendance is mandator\ ( Renegar et al. l9tii.
major topics co\ered in the sessions (as well as in .1 supple-
IllentarV relerence mok ) include designing courses. teaching

Nern)II.\Ir
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critical thinking, leading discussions, lecturing effectively.
and constructing tests. In response to feedback from partici-
pants. a number of noteworthy improvements have been
made over the years (Eison 1989). Department chairs are
asked to distribute letters to all job applicants indicafing that
participation in the orientation for new faculty is expected if
they accept the position. Additionally, a short statement has
been added to contracts for new faculty that addresses the
requirement of attendance. After the contract is signed. new
faculty receive letters from the provost and the director of
the campus teaching center that describe the program. New
faculty are also surveyed regarding their interests in various
instructional topics. Extensive information about the campus
(tours of the campus and library are also offered) and the
community is now provided on the first day of the orienta-
tion. and two-luiur lunch periods and all of Wednesday are
now set aside for participants to attend to other responsibili-
ties during the week before classes begin. Participants now
clumIse among alternative sessions. small-group sessions
now permit more interaction among participants, active
learning techniques are used more extensively, and partici-
pants evaluate each session separately.

Other successful orientation programs include aspects
similar to these two models, but each has one or more fea-
tures that make it distinctive. The orientation pn)gram f(n-
new faculty at the State University of New York at Buffalo,
for example. is a centralized four-day pnigram offered two
weeks befi ire fall classes begin: attendance is voluntary and
limited to full-time faculty (Welch. tio lkoff, Schimpthauser.
and Ilenderson 1988). A special feature of the program is
that about one-third of the total time is devoted to micro-
teaching in small groups: this experience gives "participants
an °pp irtunity to receive imuwd Ote corrective feedback
from pe('rs of videotaped, eight- to 10-minute lecture seg-
ments- (p. I 10 ). Orientation at the t'niversity of Oklahoma is
a centralized program for all new faculty members (atten-
dance is voluntary) that consists of a semester-long set of
weekly --;-minute luncheon seminars. The content focuses

professi(mal devel( pment (rather than lust instrucilonal
(le\ ekvinent) and covers issues related to research, teach-
ing, and link crsity resources (Fink 1992). At 1.uther College
in Iowa. orientation consists of -advance readings, a one-day
general orientatic m, and a prograni )1* weekly discussions

//I
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with t011ow-up newsletters through the fall semester"
(Jakoubek 1994. p. 226). Topics for the weekly discussions
are chosen by the new faculty, a senior faculty member is
asked to be a resource pers<wi on each week's topic, and a
one-page newsletter summarizes the key points and practi-
cal suggestions that emerge from each week's discussion.
The components of th,..se successful orientations are consis-
tent with a set of suggested program goals based on a
national survey of 69 faculty developers with experience in
designing and conducting orientations and workshops for
new faculty (Eimm and Hill 1990), One additional program
goal identified in the survey is noteworthy: "development of
a mentoring program for new faculty- (p. 22).

Mentoring Programs
A number of scholars have responded to the needs of new
faculty to develop their teaching abilities and increase their
interaction with senior colleagues by recommending inenti)r-
ing pnlgrams that would develop teaching and other profes-
sional knowledge and skills (Austin and Sorcinelli 1992: (m
1995; Jarvis 1991: Sorcinelli 1991. 1995: Turner and Boice
1987, 1989). Among desired or planned strategies for
improving instruction, a larger percentage of 155 faculty
developers in one survey recommended "recruiting senior
faculty as mentors of teaching f( w new faculty- than any
other strategy except "training department chairs to facilitate
teaching" (Kurfiss and Hoice 1990, pp. 76 ). A recent
international survey of 331 faculty developers reveals that
"mentoring programs Ithatl include such activities as peer
consultation and faculty support systems for new profesmirs"
was ratid fifth out of 36 strategies in potential to improve
the quality or teaching (Wright and O'Neil 1995. pp. 35-36).
Nlentoring programs discussed in this subsection emphasize
the impoivement of teaching.

The Lilly Fndownient Teaching Fellows Program is
arguably the most well known and one of the most effective
overall programs for assisting new faculty in improving their
teaching (Austin 19911b, 1992). A significant number of these
programs have contained an einbedded. fiwinal nwnu wing

>gratn`,0111C 12 of the 16 that reported the comp(ments
of their programs (Austin 199)b). The pattern of senior-
junior !acidly mentoring :tries across programs Generally.
senior faculty mentors are those who have an established
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campus reputation as excellent teachers and scholars. In
some programs. new faculty are encouraged to select a
mentor from a department other than their own t() protect
them from any experiences or issues that might prejudice
decisions about tenure. In other programs, new faculty are
encouraged to select a mentor who is from the same depart-
ment so that they share the perspective of their discipline.
meetings can be easily arranged. and the mentor can be on
hand to protect the mentee from excessive departmental
workloads while they are working together. Another com-
mon pattern is to allow new faculty to select their mentors
either from their own department or from a different depart-
ment.

The mentor's role also varies across programs. "Some
pairs arrange regular meetings to discuss teaching-related
issues and to visit each other's classes. There are some
instances where a mentor and fellow have engaged in joint
research projects.. . . In some programs, mentors also meet
separately with the program directors for orientation to their
roles and responsibilities" (Austin 1992. p. 77). When it
comes to arrangements for mentoring in the Teaching
Fellows Program, "one factor associated with success is
flexibility in approach" (p. 78).

A number of published reports of successful mentoring
programs (that emphasize the improvement of teaching) are
available in the literature. A Lilly Teaching Fellows Program
with a successful mentoring component was held at the
l'niversity of Florida (Austin I990b). The teaching fellows
were paired with mentors from their home departments and
worked in an "apprenticeship relationship" to improve
teaching. The pairs became "participant observers in each
other's classes and talked frankly about successes and prob-
lems in their teaching" (p. 180).

The Teaching Improvement Program (TIPs) at the
l'niversity of Georgia was developed largely in response to
the ongoing success of its Lilly Teaching Fellows Program.
TIPs "was conceived as a way of helping junior faculty by
providing them with a senior faculty mentor" (Diehl and
Simpson 1989, p. 149). Mentors are senior faculty members
who are widely known to be outstanding teachers. Most
mentors are winners of university teaching awards, members
of the I "niversit y I nqructkmal Advimiry (.:(immittee, or former
menu irs for I.illy Fellows. Initially, mentees included both
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faculty who \\ ere new to the university and had little teach-
ing experience. and faculty who had previous teaching expe-
rience hut were new to that university or were in their
second year of teaching. Liter. only new faculty without
prior teaching experience were eligible to he mentees. Men-
tees are paired with mentors fnnn a department other than
their own to separate mentoring front decisions about tenure.

This program at the 11 "niversity of Georgia is administered
by the campus teaching center (Office of Instructional
Development). The associate director and director of the
office describe the interactions between mentors and

mentees as follows:

771's is designedfor the mentor and tnentee to meet two

or three tittles ot.er the colt rce of a quarter The first
nweling. arralwed by the 771's staff is a session to intro-
duce the mentor and mentee. The next key meeting

occtuN when the mentor visits a class taught by the
mentee. The mentor is instructed to obsertv the teaching
performance mul to be prepared to sbare observations
with the ;nonce. The mentee is then nwited to obserte
the teaching techniques Qf the mentor. The process is

completed at a final meeting in which the mentor
points out the strengths of the mentee's teaching and
oflelN some sugefestions on how classroom pet:fin-ma/we
might be int/n*0Iva (Jackson and Simpson 1994. p. 69).

This process of collegial coaching that coinstitutes the pri-

mary activity of TIPs has pn wen to he very effective. Even
though some of the mennws have expressed concern that

their suggestk ins for improvementpromoting discussion in

class, setting expectatiims for the class, and trying new

teac hing methodsmight mit have been helpful. "the
mentees reported those same suggestions to he very valu-
able- (Diehl and Simpson 1989, p. 1C-1).

Mentoring has been an important cimiptnient of Miami

l'niversity's Teaching Scholars Program since 19-8 1Cox

1995 ). Over the years. mcn.c. than 12-i senior faculty have
offered to be mentins. each identifying specific areas of
expertise in teaching. New faculty consult with their depart-
ment chair and the prograin director to assist them in select-
ing an appropriate mentor Innn this list of volunteers, from

'h thug "li,ttchttzg .seri(wsly
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an extended group that includes former teaching scholars
and mentors, or from other colleagues with whom they
would like to work. -The structure of their interaction is
flexible: k)r example, the mentors and proteges may attend
one anc)ther's classes, discuss teaching philosophies, or
explore university issues together- (Cox 1994, pp. 81-82).
Mentoring has also been a successful component of the
Teaching Fellows Program (sponsored by the campus teach-
ing center) at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
(Sorcinelli .1995). Much like Miami's program. interactions
between mentors and mentees are varied. They might con-
sist of mutual classroom observations, obtaining and dis-
cussing student feedback from each other's classes, and
regular meetings to discuss teaching and other professional
concerns. At Cardinal Stritch College in Milwaukee, each
new faculty member is paired with a senior colleague, who
serves as a mentor. In the first phase. they discuss teaching
goals and metlaids and observe each other teach, while the
department chair also observes the new faculty member's
teaching. During the second phase. the mentor provides
more services of a collegial coach. "The mentor and mentee
review the chair's assessment of teaching. the students' rat-
ing, and their own evaluation of instruction. Their goal is to
synthesize the diverse sources of feedback and to develop
Npecific strategies fOr improvement and innovation- (Sor-
(inelli l99, p. 130).

Some interesting variations on this common pattern
rep(Ktedly have been effective. For example. the Senior
Mentoring Sen ice initiated .at Temple University in 19)0
offers each new full-time faculty member in the College of
Arts and Sciences a mentow from a pool of recently retired
faculty km'iwn fcit their excellence 'as teachers (Sorcinelli
199i). In additicm to reviewing ccitirse materials with the
mentee, the ment(ws -ohen visit pniteges classes or review

ideotape of those classes- to facilitztte their private discus-
sions of teaching issues ( p. 130). The l'niversity of Maryland
t.niversity College administers a comprehensive faculty
development program for its large cadre of pan-time or
adjunct instructors (about Oo each semester) (Millis 1991).
Hell new adjunct lilstnictor is uGred a teaching mentor,
sek'cted from a list of nominees for a university teaching

ard and current adjunct instnictors with exceptionally
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high student ratings. These adjunct instructors "care about
teaching, an avocation for them, and they welcome sup-
port- tp. 741

A detailed and comprehensive two-year study of the
nature and effectiveness of a systematic mentoring pn)gram
involving 25 mentoring pairs at a large comprehensive uni-
versity compared the activities and performance of new
faculty who were participants in the formal mentoring pro-
gram with new faculty who did not participate (had no Men-
tors) and with a group of new faculty who did not partici-
pate in the program but were involved in spontaneous men-
wring relationships unrelated to the fcirmal program (Boice
1990). The structure of the formal mentoring program con-
sisted of weekly meetings of each pair. monthly meetings of
all pairs t()gether. and biweekly meetings of pairs with the
project director. Evaluatkm of the program included check-
lists ccmipleted by the pairs, describing topics and actions in
each weekly meeting; ratings of the nature and effectiveness
of each pair's interactions made by the director during
biweekly meetings; interviews with participants zit the begin-
ning and end of the program; records of the conversati(m at

mthly meetings of all pairs; overall scores of the effective-
ness of mentoring on a mentonng index: personality assess-
ments ll:;ng the Nlyers-Briggs Type Indicator; and pairs'
ongoing and end-of-year self-ratings of aspects of their
experience ( Hoice 1990).

An overall finding of this studyis that "all but a few of
these pairs were highly successful. As a rule, mentoring was
associated with more rapid sociali/ation to campus and with
impu wed sttKk.nt ratings of teaching compared to nonmen-
lured peers- (Hoice I992a). The study has some other
important findings:

I. Most of the mentoring pairs would not ha\ e persisted
\\ ere it not lOr the "structure and prodding- provided in
the formal puiject Every pair in the project olunteered
this opinion at the end ()Fa year, amid recollections of
lia Mg initially disliked the recurring plods (via \ isits
from the project ditector and \ ia n..ports of Amities and
successes from other pairs in monthly group meetings)
and structure ( Li data sheets and questionnairesr (
199o, p

". . . As a rule,
mentoring was
associated
with more
rapid social-
ization to
campus and
with improved
student ratings
of teaching
compared to
nonmentored
peers."

reach/H.14 Nerious/y
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2. Nlost of the content of interactions between mentoring
pairs focused on two topicsteaching and scholarly
productivity:

3. (letting mentors to become less passive and to assume an
interventionist role (to supplement their roles as listener
and supporter) in promoting instructional improvement
required a tailored request from the project director:
-Only when 1 structured the task of coaching mentees at
teaching did mentors get more involved. They agreed,
once involved, that brief visits to mentees' classes and
subsequent feedback on a brief checklist could be man-
aged in a constructive fashion. And they found that the
practice of bringing their mentees to their own classes .. .

was both helpful and reasonable- (Boice 1992a. p. 55):
i. Nlentors who were arbitrarily paired were just as effective

as those paired by department. gender, or ethnicity: and
Nlentoring pairs shared a common conception and under-
standing of mentoring :Is "support and guid,ince in social-
izing new faculty- (Boice 1990. p. 150).

This research suggests that "a general principle for maximiz-
ing the usefulness of mentoring pr()grams lis thatl mentoring
pairs may need considerable mentoring, including prods,
directi\ es. and chances to show off successes.' (Boice 1992a,
P.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ft is far Inmi paradoxical to say that to understand how the
teaching of individual faculty members can be improved, a
good place to start is an examination of organizationed
foRes within the university. The existing cultures, subcul-
tures, and structural resources at universities in part condi-
tion the quality of instruction in classrocims and the ease or
difficulty with which this quality can be changed. This report
emphasizes not only the importance of increasing the qual-
ity of college teaching but also the great need for teaching
cultures that encourage such efforts: in turn, the implemen-
tation of strategies to improve instruction helps create more
supportive teaching cultures on college and university
campuses.

Overview
Reg:irdlcss of whether the teaching culture is the dominant
culture or -merely- a subordinate subculture at a particular
college or university, the characteristics of a culture that
supports teaching are of great importance. Tile effectiveness
of all strategies for improving instruction is clearly enhanced
by the presence of a culture that is suppirtive of teaching.
The relev attt resear.h literature, primarily qualitative studies.
case studies, and surveys. has rather consistently identified
the following characteristics of cultures that support teaching
and ifs improvement:

I .nambigucms conmlitment and support by senior admin-
istrators to teaching and its improvement:
Shared values about the importance of teaching between
administrators and faculty, with the widespread involve-
ment uf faculty in planning and implementing activitii2s
and pn)grams to improve teaching, thus creating a sense
of the faculty's -ow nership- of these activities and
pn )grams:
A broad, expanded view of scholarship and scholarly
acii
A requirement that some demonstration (4- effectk
teaching be part of interviewing and hiring new faculty;
Frequent interaction and collaboration among fat ultv and
a ...ense it «mmlunity among faculty regarding teaching-
whited issues:
.As I,cctilt tk'\ clivment pn >giant IF t.ampus teat Iiing
center:

/(14,1)/g lea( /ma; 1er/tars/I. /) /
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2.2

Presence of effective department chairs who are support-
ive of teaching and its improvement:
Decisions about tenure and promotion connected to rig-
orous evaluatiims of teaching.

This report has keen particularly interested in the varie-
ties of informative feedbackthemselves facilitated by a
supportive teaching culturethat drive the process of in-
structional improvement. \lost strategies for improving
instruction can he meaningfully arranged into categories
according to the primary source of informative feedback
that serves to initiate. direct. or sustain improvement in
teaching. Prominent sources of such feedback arc colleagues
and consultants. chairs, students, and the teacher himself
or herself.

With regard to. first. faculty colleagues as sources of infor-
mative feedback. faculty seminars. workshops, and colloquia
are traditional (but still effective) practices for encouraging
interaction and collaboration among faculty regarding teach-
ing issues. Recent developments irt a variety of areasaction
science, reflective practice. adult learning theory. and the
likehave encouraged an expanded range of strategies for
improving instnicticin. One important set of activities, pr()-
grams. and pnijects in this expansion is the renewed use of
team teaching. Faculty collaboration through team teaching
benefits professors by devel(iping thei, teaching abilities,
intellectually stimulating them. engaging them as self-directed
learners, and more closely connecting them to the univer-
sity or college as a community. The capacity of team teach-
ing to improve instruction appears to derive from the oppor-
tunities for interaction pnwided by otllaboration in teaching.
tlinmgh hich c:()11eagues cctine to trust one another. ( b-
serve ca( h other teach, and discuss their ideas and concerns
about teaLhing. The various models of team teaching tOrm
a omtinutim from the least collaborative to the most col-
laborath e. As far as can he told at this point, the most col-
laborati\ e models seem to lhne the greatest success in
ituproving teaching.

A second set of activities, po)grants. and projects that can
he irk hided in the expanded range of the use of faculty
t olleagues in iinpioving instruction is collegial coaching.

wo primar\ ities in% ol ed in collegial coaching are
observation ur classroom teaching and instructional consul-
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tation. including a review of course materials and discus-
skms about classroom practices. Teachers who interact with
their colleagues as c()aches are using strategies for instruc-
tional improvement that engage them as self-directed learn-
ers. From the descriptions and analyses of coaching projects
undertaken at a variety of c()Ileges and universities, effective
programs have all or most of the following attributes: ( I ) an
underlying philosophy; (2) a procedure for selecting partici-
pants: (3) a training program for collegial coaches (observ-
es (onsultants): (-) a preohservation conference; (5) one
or more classroom visits and chservati(ms: (( ) a postobser-
vation conference; and (-) participants' evaluations of their
effectiN eness.

NIail N. of the informal processes of consultation carried
out in collegial coaching pr(ijects have been fcmrmalized in a
comprehensiNe st.q. of nuife nmtine services pnivided by the
trained consultanH who constituk the staff of campus teach-
ing centers. Instructional consultatitm is usually based on a
comprehensive model that includes data collection and
analysis lw the consultant. strategies for improvement that
are worked out between the consultant and the teacher, and
eNaltiatkin Constiltaticm imprcwes teaching primarily
through the use of effective practices in giving feedback
(often associated with student ratings and direct ohservatitm
or videotapes (if classroom teaching) and through the vari-
ous interpersonal roles assumed hy consultants (data collec-
tor. data manager. facilitator fqr instructional ( hange. nirce
of support to help analyze and interpret the results of trying
new teaChing behaviors. and information source :IN Mt
teaching and its improvement).

Chairs of depanments. too. are important to the improNe-
ment of teaching. One wav they help is by providing sup-
portfinancial and otherwiseto ongoing formal and
informal attempts to improNe teaching. 'Hwy can define

ulty deN elopment and instructional improN ement (as dis-
thict from faculty evaluation) as important departmental
actiN ities. They can plan programs kir the department. such
as pedagogical colloquia, that help improve teaching. They
cail eN en intervene more directl- l l ciii > ing a set of steps
similar to those used in instructional consultation: gathering
backgnmnd ahmit the teaching of a member of
the department. clarifying the R.:who's goals and ohjei
obserN ing the te.l t. her in the classrot mm. facilitating improve-

Taking lea( bing
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ment mid the practice of new skills; and monitoring progress
toward improvement and advocating for the teacher.

Although it is sometimes forgotten. students are not
"silent partners- in the enterprise of improving teaching.
One way their voices can be heard is through filling out
teacher and course evaluations. Research has shown persis-
tently that feedback from students' ratings is of value in
improving teaching. particularly if this feedback is accompa-
Med by consultation with the teacher. Good evidence shows
the utility of the teacher's sitting down with a colleague or
teaching consultant to jointly interpret the feedback from
students, select targets for improvement, and develop strate-
gies for instructional change. And the more diagnostic the
rating form used lw studentsfor example, forms with items
asking about specific or low-inference behaviors of teachers
as contrasted with items about global or high-inference
behaviorsthe more help they are likely to be.

The voice of students can he heard (Nen more directly by
talking with them. Student interviews can he successfUlly
used in several different ways to gke feedback to teachers:
group discussions; small-group instructional diagnosis; the
class interview; and quality-control circles. A particularly
distinctive wav of receiving feedback from students is for a
pnifessor to invite students into his or her classroom who
are not "official- members of the class but who are trained
in classroom observation. The primary purpose of this
approach is to prIn ide confidential observations to increase
the instructor's effectiveness in helping students learn.
Another strategy for "listening'. to students. "classroom
assessment,- comprises a wide range of methods college
teachers can use to obtain useful feedback on what, how
much, and how well their students are learning. Classr( 1om
assessment helps instructors to monitor students' learning
continuously so that they can identify (and respond with
instructional changes to) gaps between what the teacher
thinks he or she is teaching and what students are actually
learning.

'leachers have an additiomal important source of feed-
back, another significant voice to listen to: their own. Be-
cause college teachers often have a strong need to seek
selkletermined competence by WIlthILIOUSly scanning thC
instructional environment for informative feedhack, their
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beha\ ior can be examinedand the source of ch:inges in
their behavior understoodby viewing them as -reflecti\
practitioners." Activities that constitute reflective practice or
practice-centered inquirywhich have been shown to be

useful strategies for instructional improvementcan be
arranged along a continuum. At cinc end are the informal
observatu ons. questions. and realizations that arise in the act
of teaching, coupled with the immediate reflections (in them
during and shortly after class. In the middle of the contin-

uum are more persistent. vet still informal. efforts at obser-
vation and inquiry (kir example. notes taken and records
kept). At the other end of the continuum, reflective practice
takes place within the framework of a more formal design

for research.
The ultimate fmndation of all reflectne practice or self-

reflection is the ability and Opportunity to engage in self-

evaluation or self-assessment. Two common methods of
collecting feedback based on self-evaluation at unisersities
involve the use of self-rating forms and self-reports. At some
colleges and unkersities, for example. faculty are asked to
complete the same (or slightl reworded) teaching evalua-
tion questionnaires a.s their students. This procedure enables
faculty to analyze their work and to reflect on their teaching
along the same dimensicins their students use to evaluate
them. A second method. self-reports c<impleted by college

pri fessors. haS traditkinally been limited to vitae and reports
of activities: recently, hos ever. the idea of self-repc ins has

been conceptually and functkmally expanded into the use of
teaching ptwtfolios. These portfolios essentially represent an
elaborate and reflective kirm of self-evaltlatk in. They usually
contain the products of good teaching. material from the
teachers themselves, and ink irmation froin (ithers. I nlike
most other strategies for improS ing instruction. these portfo-
lios provide opportunities for professors to reflect on their
,mn teaching \\ ;thin the content of their own discipline',
and within the context of their own particular classes: thus.

the concept of a teaching north uhii is based squarely on the
notion of viewing a teacher as a rellectise practith men

Althciugli supportive teaching cultures and effectise prac-
tic es of infortthuive feedback fn int a variety of sources are
gencralk In.lieficial for the impros ement of instructn in. spe-
c tmloring might be needed for certain categories of

hiking
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teachers. One such group consists of new and junior facuhy.
Because new kiculty Share COMIMM concerns about such
things as \lcifkload and stress from multiple demands,
uncertainty about what is expected of them. i desire fOr
collegial suppon. and a need to develop teaching sldlls. a
strOng argument can be made for Stipplementing trachtional.
indk idual approaches of socialization that help them adjust
to their new environment with a collective approach that
achlresses these cc I n ncerns. \\brkshops and what
ha \e been called "substantial- orientation programs for new
faculty I hich oiler concrete assistance with the develop-
ment of teaching skills and consider other matters of impor-
tance to new hicult\ I 11V being used Nuccesfully in a anety
of colleges and unkersilies. In addition. f( mital mentoring
programs for new and junior faculty ith.mbers are ako being
used at differc.nt schools to give concrete assistance \\ all the
de\ elopment of teak hing shills . to address \ ;Mous proles-
sional and personal concerns. and. in general. to counter the
xagaries of the usuall\ informal socialization of new college

Evn the best informatk e feedback t within the context of"
the most suppini\ e of teaching cultures) would come to
naught if inch\ icluai teat hers ignored it (ir did not act upon

\vhat. then. motivate, inch\ ;dual teachers to "111 1(,

their tea( hing .incl u c pr(cdti, e and maintain .totial
changes in attitudes and beha \ loc.? The general theory 1)1
change comprising the three stages of unfreezing. changing.
and refreezing can be applied here. nuring unfreezing. the
inotk ation to change is c reated. A teadier experiences -dis-
continuation- cue, [rum his ()I. hyr eric rOillileIlt. Such (Ales
rcler t() informationincludMg informative feedback hom
the \ an( ins sotirces dist kissed in this reportindit ating that
the inch\ iduars present attitudes and belia\ ions are not
Ic hie\ Mg the goals or producing the kinds of results that
would Ile ilk on her current sell-image as a
tea( he! lie le,i(ller ompares- intormation on the ont-
o )ines ot his or her actual helm\ ior outcomes thu k ()1'

she would desire and c(msider important oi ideal. .\ny
incongruent e cold lead t() ,,co.t 01 arrdet OF imidequac
rclated t() tog ooe ispec I ci c)ne.., ideAl

dc.,11.. I()

(11,ffigc tprmidcd that Ow indk !dual can emkican
(. hang>. that \\ ill pn)dutc re,ults that leystahlkh
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or her positive self-image :is L teacher w ith( nit feeling any
loss of integrit identity>.

After thy unfreezing stage has produced a inoti\
impro\ e one's teaching. the individual searches out neW
ideas and new information (or considers ideas :ind informa-
tion he ur she has already received from \ arious sources) to
de\ clop new. attitudes and heha\ iiirs that will he rewarding
and confirming (both hv the self and others). Any cognitke
redefinitions and ch:mges in instnictional helia\ iors and
teaching practices are likely to IX' stistained (refreezing)
when the new hehaviors and practices ,tre encouraged hy
Others (reconfirmation) and fit into the total persimalitv
the teacher ( integrati(

Expanding the Scope and Extending the
Analytic Fratne*ork of This Report
The scope of this report might he expanded and its analvtic
framework extended in se\ eral \\ a\ s. First this report has
focused primarily on full-time faculty Yet part-time handl\
and teaching assistants (graduate student, do much teach-
ing at MU' 0)11cges and universities. The material in this
report (6\ km,..1 is rele\ ant to these particular teachers
although a fuller repcirt would tv/iIuUIt slit )\\ Int.\ the
teaching culture and \ arious sources of intonnative feedback
ii.& itt \ ;due to them. .\lthough far In )in common. exemplar\
programs for helping part-time LI\ Illt1' to de\ dor> their pro-
fcssioliM ,Ind I \cdagt tgical skills do exist (Ciappa 19)-(
ciappa and l.eshe 1993: Nlilhs ). Similarly, cenain excel-
lent training programs for teaching assistants can he found
(.\ssok iation t ti \meric an Colleges and ersities and
(:ouncil ott ( iraduate 199 Nth): Lainhell and

quist..\hhott. and \\.tilf1 l989). The training of
teaching assistants is especiall\ \ aluahle hecause of its dou-
hie imponance----to the qualit of undergra luate instruction
.ind to the pieparation >1 rtuure tea( hers t Rit Win 1993).

limo nimdcl for instructional impro\ ement uttered in this
report is open to hanges in the emphases of ekments.
For example. we ha \ taken serious! \ the importame tth

;1( .idenlik departments and di\ isions to the prooess tth

impro\ tii4 in,tria( lion Tt ius. as seen in hio_i mt> I i p

chimp, of .1( Atli:111k departments ale .111.11\ ied ,Is an minor
miii ,outi o ()I informan\ c leedhao k kir individual iwattic.

tors.... ale .1 tea( her s «illyagues ( who Me 111\el1 Itt hy n't tin

It'at

1".
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the teacher's own (lepartment). Mi >reover. academic depart-
ments obviously take part in several of the activities identi-
fied (in the third section) as particularly supportive to
teaching and its improvementnamely. a teaching demon-
stration or pedagogical colloquium as part of the depart-
ment's hiring pRiceSS. illegial interaction and collaboration
ahout teaching. departmental chairs who support a teaching
culture, and the connection of rigorous evaluation of teach-
ing to decisions about promoticm and tenure. Still. it would
he possible to give academic departments and their impor-
tance to the improvement of teaching even more promi-
nence in our model. Indeed, it will need to be done if
-collaNwative ckpanments- (V'ergin 199-1)1N...come estab-
lished in universities. These sorts of departments and similar
academic unitsto a degree not currently seen in most col-
leges and universitie4.woukl he -self-directed collo:111'0;

\\, wking cooperatively toward goals [including. presumably,
effective teachingl derived from a well-articulated institutkin-
al mission . .." p. In this vision of -cultures of collec-
tke responsibility.- an institution's performance incentives
and rewards would focus on the departmental -team.- and
faculty rewards would he based on individual contributions
to that team.

[he insights an(.l results or certain theoretical and empir-
ical bodies of work might suppletnent our model. For
instance, other general theories of human motivation.
th()ught. and action might add to the general theory of
change used here (unfreezing. changing. and refreezing).

)ne p ssihifit is Bandura's social cognitive theory I98(),
which -embraces an interactional inodel of causation in

hich erk ironmental e\ ents, personal factors, and hehavior
all operate as interacting determinants of each other- ( p. xi).
Another hody of work that might supplement our report is
the thethetical and research literature on total quality man-
agement or TQNI tSashkin and Kiser I99,i) as applied to
in Ammons of higher education (Chi/mar 19) \Villiatns
1993). Ty.\l teaching leatning models ha e heen devekiped
iii w hich the student is perceked as a customer. In these
mu i(k.ls. the pnnk iples f TQNI-- -including (ontinulms
imprmement. consistent qnality. sidir student participation.
meeting custu mers. t suRkbnts.) needs. coordination.
management procedures that detect poor quality and
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encourage good qualityare seen as contributing to effi-

cient and effective higher education.
Questions of epistemology are not explicitly discussed in

this report. although they do lie in the background, and
more direct expkvation of such questions would he of in-
terest. For example. the third section briefly mentions "a
IMIrader definition of scholarship.- Various new forms of
schohrship (including the scholarship of teaching as well as
the scholarship of application and that of integration) could
challenge the epistemology built into the modern research
university (Schon 199=0. These new forms of scholarship
-imply a kind of action research with norms ol . . . Itheirl

own, which w ill conflict with the norms of technical ratio-
nalitythe pre\ ailing epistemology built into the research
unk ersities- tp. 2-1. Thus. if teaching is to he seen as a form
of scholarship, -the practice of teaching must he seen as
giving rise to nt.A\ forms of km twieclge- (p. 31). (lunging
LIM\ ersities to incorporate new I( trills of scholarship woukl
include introducing action research as a legitimate and
appropriately rigorotis way of know ing ;ind generating
kne )wledge.

linall . this rept )11 has been w ritten ithin wlut has heen
called the -instructional paradigm--not surprising as most
of the work re% jeWed is grounded in this paradigm.
!,tudents learning is oh knislv a concern of this approach:
conskleration ()f effective instruction. alter all, includes con-
siLleration of what. and how much. students learn. 'Vet learn-
ing 0 ensiderati(ms are ofien mit systematically cmphasi/ed
and presented in the instructional paradigm. Nlany analsts
;.ind educators beho e that we need to impio\ e pedagogical
practice hy strengthening the links between teaching and
learning. -Fur t(s) It nig. (sir ego in\ e el ement in teaching has
resulted in henign neglect ul learning. It is title that hetter
tea( hing dues frequently pruduce inure and better learning.
hut a 1(x-us Un learning is just as likely tu make fur better
teacliing. It s nut dial une is iii()re impurtant (Ilan the other
The tw() ate inseparably linked. \\ hit II \\ understand ni
tht..ur\ hut (ellen ignem.. in practice- t \Veinier 1900. pp. 2-31.

-The r( tie of Wt. tacult \ memher in\ ul\ es in( we tllim the
transfer uf infurillanun In this frainet nrk. the teacher
hint tiuns .15 ,1 Inanager hn triages and then inunituis

\ Ii ict eel instruc [te na! tasks that c e knu\\ are pe

/CO( Iei,ii \crie,(0/1
/21)



associated with learning- (Menges and \Veinier 1996. p.
Even so, this expkmation does not see the role of teacher
as completely different Inim what it is conventi(mally
taken to be:

ome oftbe nork tlus new paradigm is difkrent.
employs strategies and orientations /hal are alternatives
to the conventional leaching role. But much ofthe work
is the ame. leacherc still plan awl w-ganize CiMiNes.
1 bey still desig it assignments (nul assess stiulent pelfi)r-
malice on tbe assignments. Thy even these customag
instnictional tasks arc, thought about in new weirs.
What we propose. then. is nol mon, or less work jOr

'acidly but work ofa dillerent kindwork. we believe,
with a Clearer SellSe (1)1(1 purpose. 11 is/cm:1,1)w
Cul15iderCil prillcipallr terms (y- ifs impact
(ferns (Mil leal'ili11,14(Nlenges and Weimer 19%. pp.

()tilers. however, have called for a tnore dramatic para-
digmatic shiftthat is, "focusing on universities upside
dow n: from faculty productivit to student productivity. from
facult disciplinary interests to what students need to learn,
from faculty teaching styles to student learning styles. from
classroom teaching to student learning- (Guskin 199 t, p.
2:;). Simikirly. the mission of our colleges and universities is
seen uotas -instruclion but rather that of pniducing /earn-
jug with every student hy whaferer mean; w( irk Best- (Barr
and Tagg 199-"), p. 13). Instructional and learning paradigms
ililfir in how they view the teaching learning theories
(Hided\ ing the activities of higher education the missions
and purpciscs of oilleges and unk crsitie5 . criteria lO success
oi Mese organizations. their teaching learning structures,
Iheir produ(ti\ it and funding. and the nature of Me roles
for college emploces (Barr and Thgg 199z1). To the extent
that colleges and tlimersitics adopt the learning paradigm.
thy In( Kiel of instructi(inal impro\ olfeied in Ihis
Ryon \ ill hake to he changed accordingh.

C.oncluding Comments
lus Rpm is ahout improk ing tea( lung. Although it is not a

Prc"c91,11iiill "I lips (if- tools for teaching in the ( lass-
r( him (sec. e.g.. Ifak is 1)93: \li Kea( hie 199 I us aluahle as
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such presentations are. Nor is it an examinatioWl Of the theo-
ry and research on teaching and learning (see Feldman and
Paulsen 199-1). Rather, it reviews pertinent literature on orga-
nizational actit ities. programs. and projects that purport to
improve teaching on a campus in order to discover which of
them have been shown to be the most consistently effective.
It tries to git e enough cletailed description of the various
strategies to be helpful to those setting up programs to
improve teaching..Nnd it has tried to go beyond a "menu- of
practicesby embedding the various improvement strategies
in an analytic or conceptual framework emphasizing sup-
portive teaching cultures that facilitate informative feedback
from maj( r st )(i ree. at a university. In all, a primary purpose
of this report is to) serve as a stimulator of renewed interest
in improving instructi(m and a!, a source of guidance. direc-
tion. and ideas hw deans. department chairs. faculty leaders.
and others who want to initiate, expand, or revitali,e
iimtructit mai improvement on campus.

At l't)ss ersiiies and colleges. the number of poigrams
for improt ing instruction has apparently increased over the
past I.; years or so. It certainly is true that the variety of
appioaches to improving instruction has increased. more-
over. some new appromches being tried are more venture-
somle: colleges are experimenting with new strategies to)
help nurture supportit e teaching cultures and to increase
the etIectit eness of facilitatit e feedback to teachers.

\\ell-homed research about instructional improvement is
partkularly important to the implementation of various pro-
grams for improt ing instruction. 'leachers are more likely to
change their pedagoigical practices w hen a good research
base for doing so is at ailable. Thus, it is of more than rou-
tine interest that an adnUrably tt ide arietv of research meth-
ods. including sun et research. in-depth inter\ iews. held
experiments. ethnographic aco Hants. and case studies, has
been used to gather information about programs and strate-
gies and to) evaluate their effecut eness.

Yet cenaM gaps icmain in the at ailahle researt h. l'or
tristanCe. altlimgli a lair aino knit o)f researt Ii exists on the
general ro >le of department chairs. researt Ii ()I1 thdt

o hairs till iOccst Click tit d \ Lit Ilitalc the nopiot einem oil
instt ill non Is omit in its earl\ stages. In other areas. more
mei% shategles tor improt ing to...Riling hat e bCt'll claimed to
he Oleo lit e (In relant elt weak et ident e. Indeed. on set eral

. .. a primary
purpose of this
report is to
serve as a stim-
ulator of re-
newed interest
in improving
instruction and
as a source of
guidance, di-
rection, and
ideas .

hellt Nc171,11,1i 1 ;1



occasions, this report has had to rely on research that might
he called "descriptive" or "advocacy" research. This research
either did not assess outcomes or did not check systemati-
cally on implementation.

On a larger scale. the field has yet to develop a compre-
hensive conceptual and analytic framework (as well as an
organized body of knowledge) for understanding instruc-
tional change in terms of settings. processes. strategies, and
the like. \X'hat will probably prove to he most useful here is
the development of an integrative framework laying out the
individual, interpersonal, group. and organizational influ-
ences on instructional change. While work has begun in this
area, much remains to be done.

Mthough this report is filled with descriptions of effective
practices and strategies fc)t- improving teaching, we need to
know more ab(mt lic)w to implement them and to prkwitize
them. Which practices work hest for which faculty? Iti it eas-
ier to implement these strategies at some schools and harder
at other Does implementation need to he tailored by aca-
demic discipline? Does a special "synergy" exist between

mie of the practices? If the time of teachers, students, and
staff, materials, and space are costs. are some strategies.or
practices more cost-effective than others? In short, which
strategies and practices work best under what conditions
and at what costs?

More than "good will" is required to implement the pro-
grams that have been devised to improve teaching. More
needs to be known about the existence and nature of vari-
ous road bkicks and how to remove them or get around
them. Each c(illege or university has its own politics and
biases, mute of which hinder the implementation or activi-
ties to improve teaching. Nliwe hn madly put. the competing
cultures, scarce resources, different sets of values about
what is important, power differentials, intractable groups
and people at today's colleges and universities all affect the
implementation and effectiveness of programs.

Thaching will not he improN ed at our c()Ileges and uni-
versities hy wishing it so. This report contains both implicit
and explicit recommendations fOr improving instniction in
higher education institutions along with specific strategies
for their implementation. At this point, it is worth restating
the bro:idest of these recommendations. II colleges are seri-
ously interested in improving their instruction, then ways
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need R) be fthind to "unfreeze" certain attitudes and behav-
iors of some teachers that prevent them from improving
their teaching. upportive teaching cultures on campus must
be strengthened. especially at those colleges where such
cultures are subsidiary to more dominant ones. Afore teach-
ers need to be given guided experience in being -reflective
practitioners." Students should be treated (and sought out)
as active partners in the impn)vement of instruction. Formal
as well as infc)rmal collaN)ration among colleagues in the
teaching venture should he rewarded. Chairs need to he
encouraged to offer the invaluable support they can bring
through their creating an envinmment conducive to effective
teaching. Trained consultantsohen (though not invariably)
associated with campus teaching centersshould be recog-
nized as the experts they are in instructional improvement
and their activities facilitated. And new and junior faculty
must he encouraged and helped with their teaching through
programs reo)gnizing their special needs and talents. The
more that colleges "take teaching seriously," the more Mdi-
vidual faculty ineinheN will too.

liwching
1 4
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